Fresno Unified School District

Explanation following Inquiries from Board Members
Date: January 28, 2021
Regarding: Golden Charter Academy Charter Petition
During the Board discussion regarding the approval or denial of the Golden Charter Academy school
(GCA) at the Board meeting on Wednesday January 13, 2021, Board members requested additional
information relating to the Golden Charter Academy school. This Explanation following Inquiries from
Board Members (“Explanation”) is to provide responses to inquiries made by the individual Board
members.
A Certificated Principal Is In the Budget
October 23, 2020
November 30, 2020
December 7, 2020
December 9, 2020
December 14, 2020
December 14, 2020
December 16, 2020
December 16 2020
December 29, 2020
January 13, 2021
January 14, 2021

Petition with Original Budget submitted
First revised budget submitted at the District’s request
Second revised budget submitted at the District’s request
Public Hearing
Revised petition which reflected the first revised budget submitted
District’s fiscal department brought discrepancies in the budget narrative to
the Charter review team’s attention
GCA submitted its Revised Petition dated December 15, 20201
Board Communication providing the Board with GCA’s revised petition. The
revised petition included the first revised budget and uncorrected FTE chart.
The District published the Charter Review Team’s Report of Findings
Board Meeting
GCA provided a corrected budget narrative reflecting an FTE principal for
all five years of the charter term.

Golden Charter updated the budget to include the expenses relating to the principal position for all five
years. However, Golden Charter did not update the corresponding FTE section of the budget narrative.
This error was noted by the fiscal department and included in the Report of Findings:
“The multiyear projection provided in the petition adds a principal in 2024-2025,
but this is likely an error as the petition states that there will be a certificated
administrator in the first year of operation.”
The fiscal department noted that was likely an error given the principal salary was included in the budget
for all five years. There was no doubt by the charter review team that there was a certificated principal
leading the school. Both GCA’s original and revised petition repeatedly refers to the principal of the
school. For example, in the revised petition, the principal is referenced on pages 123, 133, 134, 135,
Following a review by Mr. Golden of the information sent to the District, he realized that he was mistaken in that the updated
budget narrative correcting the principal FTE being reflected all five years was not sent to the District after all. Mr. Golden did
provide the updated narrative following the January 13, 2021 Board meeting. The updated budget narrative has been provided to
the Board.
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137, 142, 143, 159, 163, 167, 168, 169, 173, 174,177, and 189. The clerical error did not impact the
charter review team’s decision to recommend approval given the petition included a principal, GCA
represented it intends to have a certificated principal, and the budget reflects a principal.
In summary, GCA will have a certificated principal all five years and the same is budgeted in the
multiyear projection. The typographical error in the FTE graph of the budget narrative has been
corrected and provided to the Board. GCA has provided all information as well as corrected errors as
requested by the District.

As a final note, GCA informed the District that it
provided a summary of applications received.
administrative credential, two with a preliminary
progress of obtaining an administrative credential.

posted a job posting for the principal position and
The summary shows six applicants with a clear
administrative credential, and one applicant is in
Please see the attached summary.

GCA Has Identified a Suitable Facility
When a new charter petition is proposed, the charter school facilities are evaluated on a case by case
basis. The key issues for the proposed facility are that: (1) there is a facility identified and (2) the facility
is suitable for the proposed charter school.
If a charter school does not identify the facilities from which the proposed charter school intends to
operate, the charter review team will request the charter school to identify the intended facility.
Additionally, if the charter school identifies a facility that was not previously a school, the charter review
team may inquire further to ensure the facility is suitable for the proposed charter school.
GCA identified a facility that was utilized as a school through the 2019-2020 school year and as such,
the charter review team confirmed it met the key issues. The charter review team does not always
request a copy of the lease with respect to charter schools.
In the case of Aspen Ridge Public School, that particular charter school attached as an exhibit to its
charter petition a copy of the proposed lease between the Fresno Rescue Mission and Aspen. Inquiries
were made by the charter review team as it wanted to ensure that the identified facility was suitable for
the charter school proposed. The facility was a former hospital with nearby buildings, it was planned
to be shared with other tenants, it needed tenant improvements for classrooms, it lacked green space,
etc. Aspen responded to the questions as well as the executive director of the landlord, the Fresno
Rescue Mission. The charter review team was satisfied with the responses and determined the facility
suitable for the proposed charter school.
The history of the charter review team is that it does not always request a copy of the proposed lease.
It is on a case by case basis. A review of the last five years indicates that there are only a couple of
occasions in which the charter review team requested a copy of the lease. In most situations, there
was no request for a lease. In other situations, the lease was provided voluntarily.
GCA’s Charter Petition is Supported by the Requisite Number of Teacher Signatures
Several individual Board members inquired as to whether the credential of one of the teacher’s
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signatories to the petition was sufficient to be “counted” toward the requirement that the petition be
signed by 50% of estimated number of teachers that the charter school intends to employ during the
first year of its operation.
California Education Code section 47605 provides that the petition may be submitted to the Board for
review provided upon either of the following being met:
(A) The petition is signed by a number of parents or legal guardians of pupils that is
equivalent to at least one-half of the number of pupils that the charter school estimates will
enroll in the charter school for its first year of operation.
(B) The petition is signed by a number of teachers that is equivalent to at least one-half of
the number of teachers that the charter school estimates will be employed at the charter
school during its first year of operation. (Emphasis added.)

Once one of the criteria above is met, the charter petition may be submitted to the Board. In the case
of GCA, the charter petition was presented to the Board with five teachers’ signatures. Any
interpretation of the above suggesting that teachers must teach at the charter school during the first
year is incorrect and unsupported by the law. Likewise, any interpretation that the teachers who signed
the petition must hold the exact credentials to teach particular grades or subjects is incorrect and
unsupported by the law.
The reference to the first year of operation is solely for the purpose of calculating that the number of
signatures is the equivalent of 50% of the estimated number of teachers the charter school intends to
employ during its first year of operation. Because charter schools often add grades during the first term
of the charter, the number of teachers employed typically increases. As such, the threshold points out
that signatures of only 50% of the estimated number of teachers the charter intends to employ during
the first year of operation need to support the petition as opposed to the number of teachers once the
program is fully implemented with maximum teachers.
There is no requirement that such teachers actually teach at the school during the first year of operation.
Rather, the teachers who sign the petition need only express a meaningful interest in being employed
by the charter school. See Education Code section 47605 (a)(3): “A petition shall include a prominent
statement that a signature on the petition means that .... the teacher is meaningfully interested in
teaching at the charter school. ...”
The provision referencing signatures which permits a chartering authority to deny a petition if the
requisite signatures are not present in the petition is Education Code 47605(c)(3) and it states as
follows:
“(c) In reviewing petitions for the establishment of charter schools pursuant to this
section, the chartering authority shall be guided by the intent of the Legislature
that charter schools are and should become an integral part of the California
educational system and that the establishment of charter schools should be
encouraged. The governing board of the school district shall grant a charter for
the operation of a school under this part if it is satisfied that granting the charter
is consistent with sound educational practice and with the interests of the
community in which the school is proposing to locate. The governing board of the
school district shall consider the academic needs of the pupils the school
proposes to serve. The governing board of the school district shall not deny a
petition for the establishment of a charter school unless it makes written factual
findings, specific to the particular petition, setting forth specific facts to support
one or more of the following findings:
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... (3) The petition does not contain the number of signatures required by
subdivision (a).”
Here, individual Board members expressed concern that one of the teachers who holds a credential for
secondary school was insufficient as the proposed K-8 charter intends to begin with grades TK-3. While
the charter school intends to open with the grades TK-3, the teachers’ signatures required for a petition
are simply that Education Code 47605 requires that at least fifty percent of the number of teachers
required for the charter school sign a petition indicating that they are meaningfully interested in teaching
at the charter school. There is no credential requirement. Indeed, for many years, only core subject
charter school teachers needed to be credentialed. Nevertheless, this particular teacher is credentialed
at the secondary level and this charter school includes secondary grades of 7-8. There is no
requirement in the Education Code that the teachers who sign a petition for charter school maintain a
credential enabling them to actually teach at the school during the first year of the charter school.
Further, there exists many options for teachers to secure the requisite authorization to teach at a K-8
school. For example, a teacher may receive an emergency credential and may also receive board
approval to teach on an emergency basis if lacking the requisite credential. The fact that this particular
teacher held a secondary credential when he signed the petition does not render his signature ineligible.
The charter school petition had the requisite number of teacher signatures and is compliant with the
Education Code. It should be noted that while there was one name that did not have a signature, that
was the sixth name and therefore it was not needed or counted toward the threshold. GCA informed
the District that due to COVID-19, it was not able to secure a “wet” signature from the sixth teacher
prior to submitting its petition although GCA indicated the teacher did express meaningful interest in
teaching at GCA.

Additionally, GCA has provided the District with information relating to multiple teacher applications it
has gathered in response to a job posting. Please see the attached summary.
Financial Feasibility/Budget
An individual Board member indicated that GCA did not appear financially feasible. As mentioned
above, there was a typographical error in the FTE budget narrative portion which has been corrected.
Along with that error, following the board meeting on January 13, 2021, GCA brought to the attention
of the District that there was second error on the FTE chart in the number of paraeducators. Again, the
budget amount was and is correct, but the FTE number was incorrect.
GCA pointed out that the
paraeducators would be part-time which is why the budget amount was accurate, but the additional
part-time paraeducators needed to be reflected on the FTE chart. This has now also been corrected
and the Board has been provided with the updated budget narrative.
Projected Enrollment Should Be Met
An individual Board member expressed a concern that the enrollment projections were too optimistic
and that the charter would not be able to meet such projections. The charter school has indicated that
the enrollment projections are at 198 and there are 250 students who have expressed interest in
attending the charter school. Mr. Golden informed the Board of the interested students at the public
hearing held on December 9, 2020.
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Following the January 13, 2021 Board meeting, GCA has informed the District that it has student
registrations very near its projected enrollment. A summary of the number of registered students is
attached.
GCA Will Not Offer CalPERS
While GCA did not allocate in its budget CalPERS expenditures, it was not required. In the charter
petition, GCA indicated that it would either participate in STRS and CalPERS or it would implement a
board approved employee retirement program, such as a 401k, and the eligible employees would be
participating in social security. GCA confirmed to the District that it would not be participating in
CalPERS, but rather it anticipated it would approve a 401k plan and participate in social security.
Community Impact Analysis
Education Code Section 47605 was revised to include two additional provisions in which a chartering
authority may consider in determining whether to approve or deny a petition. Education Code Section
47605(c)(7) permits a chartering authority to consider whether or not the charter school is serving the
entire community and whether or not the charter school impacts particular programs, existing services
or academic offerings.
Here, GCA has a very novel program. The charter review team did not identify that GCA’s program
duplicated any District program nor did the team identify any adverse impact to the District’s programs,
services, or academic offering. It also should be noted that there is no legal requirement that mandates
a chartering authority to conduct a formal community impact assessment. Any such assessment would
be voluntary on the part of the chartering authority. Given this is a new law, the District charter review
team analyzed the two new criteria and determined that they were not applicable to the GCA petition.
The second new criterion is that a chartering authority may consider the fiscal impact to the District in
granting or denying the petition. In the case of GCA, the fiscal impact was noted to be approximately
$1.18 million in 2021/22 and it was determined that the amount is not likely to affect the District’s budget
such that it could not meet its obligations
No grounds were identified to support a denial of the GCA under the two new criteria.
There is No Conflict of Interest
An individual Board member inquired whether or not GCA’s future plans to lease a facility from GCA’s
CEO, Robert Golden, would create a conflict of interest. The Board was informed that such lease
possibility was not, at this time, a conflict of interest. The District’s fiscal department has indicated that
it will certainly review any future lease relationship between GCA and its CEO and/or an entity controlled
by the CEO. Further, any change in facility by a charter school is a material revision to the charter and
must be brought before the Board for consideration and approval. Accordingly, any such future
relationship between the landlord of a facility and GCA will be reviewed at the time of the material
revision to the charter.
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I. Affirmations and Declaration
As the authorized lead petitioner, I, Robert Golden, hereby certify that the information submitted
in this petition for a California public charter school to be named Golden Charter Academy
(“GCA” or the “Charter School”), to be located within the boundaries of the Fresno Unified
School District (the “District” or the “FUSD”), is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I
also certify that this petition does not constitute the conversion of a private school to the status of
a public charter school; and further, I understand that if awarded a charter, the Golden Charter
Academy will follow any and all federal, state, and local laws and regulations that apply to GCA,
including but not limited to:
•

GCA shall comply with all applicable portions of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (“ESEA”), as reauthorized and amended by the Every Student Succeeds
Act (“ESSA”).

•

GCA shall meet all statewide standards and conduct the student assessments required,
pursuant to Education Code Section 60605, and any other statewide standards authorized
in statute, or student assessments applicable to students in non-charter public schools.
[Ref. Education Code Section 47605(d)(1)]

•

GCA shall be non-sectarian in its programs, admissions policies, employment practices,
and all other operations. [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(e)(1)]

•

GCA shall not charge tuition. [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(e)(1)]

•

The Charter School shall adhere to all provisions of federal law related to students with
disabilities including, but not limited to, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004.

•

The Charter School shall meet or exceed the legally required minimum number of school
days. [Ref. Title 5 California Code of Regulations Section 11960]

•

The Charter School shall, for each fiscal year, offer at a minimum, the number of minutes
of instruction per grade level as required by Education Code Section 47612.5(a)(1)(A)(D).

•

The Charter School shall comply with all laws establishing the minimum and maximum
age for public school enrollment. [Ref. Education Code Sections 47612(b) and 47610]

•

GCA shall admit all students who wish to attend GCA, unless GCA receives a greater
number of applications than there are spaces for students, in which case it will hold a
public random drawing to determine admission. Except as required by Education Code
Section 47605(e)(2), admission to GCA shall not be determined according to the place of
residence of the student or of that student’s parent or legal guardian within the State.
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Preference in the public random drawing shall be given as required by Education Code
Section 47605(e)(2)(B)(i)-(iv). In the event of a drawing, the chartering authority shall
make reasonable efforts to accommodate the growth of GCA in accordance with
Education Code Section 47605(e)(2)(C). [Ref. Education Code Section 47605(e)(2)(A)(C)]
•

The Charter School shall not discriminate on the basis of the characteristics listed in
Education Code Section 220 (actual or perceived disability, gender, gender identity,
gender expression, nationality, race or ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, or any other
characteristic that is contained in the definition of hate crimes set forth in Section 422.55
of the Penal Code, including immigration status, or association with an individual who
has any of the aforementioned characteristics). [Ref. Education Code Section
47605(e)(1)]

•

If a pupil is expelled or leaves GCA without graduating or completing the school year for
any reason, GCA shall notify the superintendent of the school district of the pupil’s last
known address within 30 days, and shall, upon request, provide that school district with a
copy of the cumulative record of the pupil, including report cards or a transcript of
grades, and health information. If the pupil is subsequently expelled or leaves the school
district without graduating or completing the school year for any reason, the school
district shall provide this information to the Charter School within 30 days if the Charter
School demonstrates that the pupil had been enrolled in the Charter School. [Ref.
Education Code Section 47605(e)(3)]

•

The Charter School shall maintain accurate and contemporaneous written records that
document all pupil attendance and make these records available for audit and inspection.
[Ref. Education Code Section 47612.5(a)(2)]

•

The Charter School shall, on a regular basis, consult with its parents and teachers
regarding the Charter School's education programs. [Ref. Education Code Section
47605(d)]

•

GCA shall meet all requirements for employment set forth in applicable provisions of
law, including, but not limited to credentials, as necessary. [Ref. Title 5 California Code
of Regulations Section 11967.5.1(f)(5)(C)]

•

GCA declares that it shall be deemed the exclusive public school employer of the
employees of GCA for the purposes of the Educational Employment Relations Act. [Ref.
Education Code Section 47605(c)(6)]

•

GCA shall ensure that teachers in the Charter School hold the Commission on Teacher
Credentialing certificate, permit, or other document required for the teacher’s certificated
assignment. GCA may use local assignment options authorized in statute and regulations
for the purpose of legally assigning certificated teachers, in the same manner as a
governing board of a school district. Teachers employed by charter schools during the
2019–20 school year shall have until July 1, 2025, to obtain the certificate required for
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II. Executive Summary
To understand the impetus for Golden Charter Academy, it is important to hear the story of Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) Robert Golden:
My name is Robert Golden, I am the CEO of the Golden Charter Academy. I was
born and raised in southwest Fresno, California. After a seven-year career in the
National Football League, I decided to retire from the game and come home to
help save the lives of our children.
Growing up in an underserved community and experiencing poverty myself, I
understand how difficult it can be to make it out of the Matrix.
What is the Matrix?
The Matrix is an environment in which something develops. So when you think
about our children, who are living in poverty--our children, whose communities
are underserved--our children, who are living in uneducated environments--those
children's lives develop in their Matrix. And once those children become adults,
and start having children of their own, those babies’ lives will develop in the
Matrix.
So a question is: How do we break the cycle of this revolving door that has been
spinning in my southwest Fresno community, and many other underserved
communities here in our valley?
I will tell you the answer: IT HAS TO BE THROUGH EDUCATION!
The vision for The Golden Charter Academy is to give our children an
educational experience that will make them lifelong learners and also expose
them to MORE LIFE. Not only will The Golden Charter Academy Inspire
Powerful Young Minds, but at the Golden Charter Academy, we will empower our
community to want more besides what is offered in the Matrix.
The Challenge
The current educational approach in the matrix of the Fresno County underserved communities
has not been effective in breaking the cycle, and the Golden Charter Academy aims to provide a
pathway to a different norm, growing over time to serve students in grades TK/K-8. Poverty is
not only a socio-economic reality, but it can also represent a lack of exposure to those things
outside of the community environment. Golden Charter Academy is committed to providing
students with a rigorous academic experience that integrates continuous opportunities that will
build on their experience of the world outside of the Matrix.
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In order to understand the students that will be served by Golden Charter Academy, it is
important to be familiar with the current state of their academic readiness. Using data from the
DataQuest platform maintained by the California Department of Education (CDE), information
on California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CASP) English Language Arts
(ELA) and Math proficiency (defined as students scoring at the Standard Met and Standard
Exceeded levels) was gathered to serve as an initial benchmark. Six elementary schools located
nearest the proposed Golden Charter Academy campus were analyzed, individually as well as in
composite, and were compared with Fresno Unified School District data.
The data, which is depicted in Figure 1 below, clearly shows that ELA is an area for
improvement. The highest level of proficiency in 2018/19 is at Lincoln Elementary, where
37.7% of the students are proficient in ELA, while King Elementary has the lowest level of
proficiency, at 18.3%. Fresno Unified, as a district, has an overall ELA proficiency rate of 38.3%
in 2018/19, which is almost double that of King.

Source: California Department of Education, DataQuest
Figure 1. ELA Proficiency Levels. The schools analyzed are listed along the bottom; Addams
Elementary, Columbia Elementary, King Elementary, Lincoln Elementary, Lowell Elementary, Muir
Elementary, the composite group, and FUSD. The percentages along the vertical axis represent the
percentage of students who met or exceeded standards on the CAASPP. Also depicted are the two most
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recent academic years in which assessments were conducted; blue is 2017-2018 and orange is 20182019.

In Figure 2 (below), the Math proficiency data for the selected schools reflects a very similar
picture to that of ELA. In 2018, Lincoln Elementary leads the way in proficiency levels of
students served with just over 41% of its students testing at meeting or exceeding standards.
King Elementary and the other schools have proficiency levels ranging from 17% to 32%, while
the FUSD total comes in just under 30% proficient.

Source: California Department of Education, DataQuest
Figure 2. Math Proficiency Levels. The schools analyzed are listed along the bottom; Addams
Elementary, Columbia Elementary, King Elementary, Lincoln Elementary, Lowell Elementary, Muir
Elementary, and Fresno Unified School District (FUSD). The percentages along the vertical axis
represent the percentage of students who met or exceeded standards in Math. Also depicted are the two
most recent academic years; blue is 2017-2018 and orange is 2018-2019.

These academic results indicate that the southwest schools of Fresno Unified School District lag
behind the district as a whole and are among the lowest scoring schools in the district. Golden
Charter Academy has targeted this southwest Fresno area for its start-up charter school, believing
that its innovative, science-and-place-based environmental curriculum will maximize student
engagement and improve educational outcomes.
The Golden Charter Academy Petition: Revised December 15, 2020
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Another indicator revealed by the CDE data is that the enrollment for the selected schools
highlights the socioeconomic disparity that exists in the city of Fresno (see Figure 3). It also
alludes to the lack of equity that specific “at promise” subgroups must endure in their education.
This includes the region of southwest Fresno and neighboring communities. Simply put, if you
live in this region, you are most likely poor, or chances are at least 95% that you are; this data
includes all subgroups.

Source: California Department of Education, DataQuest
Figure 3. Enrollment by Specific “At Risk” subgroups. The schools analyzed are listed along the bottom;
Addams Elementary, Columbia Elementary, King Elementary, Lincoln Elementary, Lowell Elementary,
Muir Elementary, and FUSD. The percentages of students that fall in the respective subgroups of socioeconomic disparity (blue), English Learner (orange), Homeless (grey), and Foster youth (yellow).

Our Commitment
The Golden Charter Academy intends to serve all students, including those who have struggled
academically, have been historically underserved, and socioeconomically disadvantaged.
Students struggling with chronic absenteeism, behavioral issues that lead to
suspension/expulsion, students with disabilities, as well as homeless and foster youth would
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benefit especially from an instructional approach that combines informed best practices with
individualized attention through a schoolwide mentoring program.
Golden Charter Academy is committed to
the three core values of Stewardship,
Equity, and Access. These values represent
GCA’s most ardent beliefs and underpin all
educational efforts. Stewardship refers to
the deep understanding of the
interconnection of all life and the
importance of conserving and managing the
earth’s natural resources as well as the care
for community and place. Equity focuses
on the Golden Charter Academy’s
purposeful commitment to elevating the
cultural and societal contributions of all
people, especially historically
underrepresented and underserved
communities. Finally, Access is the Golden
Charter Academy’s commitment to creating
pathways to success for all learners, through innovative lesson design and instructional practices
that develop their expertise. Curiosity, exploration, and discovery are the hallmarks of our
educational program and the tools we use to Inspire powerful young minds, our central mission.
Innovative Approach
All children are learners. They all have an innate curiosity that manifests itself from a very early
age in their unceasing questions about the world around them. At the Golden Charter Academy,
we will harness this curiosity, engaging all learners with a place-based, science-focused
curriculum that invites exploration and discovery. At GCA, science is more than a discipline—it
is an educational approach that is utilized in all academic endeavors across all subject areas.
The goal of the Golden Charter Academy is to provide educational opportunities for the
historically underserved students of southwest Fresno and neighboring communities, while
supporting and furthering the work of the district, by creating a uniquely different model of
education for those students still struggling in the traditional school model. The Golden Charter
Academy has embraced an innovative approach that builds on the concepts represented in Figure
5.

Figure 5. The Golden Charter Academy approach.

The philosophy of place-based education is considered both a teaching and learning practice that
uses the “local community and environment as a starting point to teach concepts in language arts,
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mathematics, social studies, science and other concepts across the curriculum” (Sobel, 2005,
p.7). Research has shown that place-based education positively impacts academic development
as well as youth development, and Figure 6 highlights those benefits.

Benefits of Place-Based Education
Academic
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Improved academic scores; including
standardized test scores
Improved critical thinking skills
Increased engagement in school
Increased motivation for achievement
Increased workplace skills; e.g.
leadership, teamwork, persistence,
responsibility, managing time
Deeper learning and action
competence
Increased awareness of career options

Bartosh 2003, Howley et al. 2011, Coleman
2011, Athman and Monroe 2004, Powers
2004, AIR 2005, Glenn 2001, Barratt and
Barratt Hacking 2011

Youth Development
•

•

•

Social-emotional development; including
increases in self-esteem, sense of
empowerment and agency, social interaction,
social skills, social capital, awareness of
cultural diversity
A sense of place and community attachment;
including place attachment, place meaning,
appreciation of place
Increased civic engagement, involvement, and
responsibility

Robinson and Zajicek 2005, Schusler et al. 2009,
Schusler and Kransy 2010, Withrow-Clark et al. 2015,
Harrison 2011, Flanagan and Gallay 2014, Chin et al.
2015, Morgensen and Schanck 2010

Figure 6. Benefits of Place-Based Education. Research retrieved from Marckini-Polk, Jessup &
Whitmore, 2016, The Benefits of Place-Based Stewardship Education.

The place-based education approach emphasizes hands-on, real-world learning experiences. By
“personally experiencing the value of a subject” a deeper understanding emerges for students;
not only of interpersonal skills but of the world around them (Schwartz, 2012, p. 2). In turn, this
helps students to develop meaningful connections with their communities and to enhance their
appreciation for the natural world.
Complementing the foundation of place-based education is the Golden Charter Academy’s
adoption of Universal Design for Learning, an educational framework that is highly regarded by
ESSA, the nation’s general K-12 education law. The goal of Universal Design for Learning is to
use a variety of teaching methods to remove any barriers to learning and give all students equal
opportunities to succeed. It is about building flexibility in the way students access material,
engage with it, and show what they know. Universal Design for Learning benefits all students
because learning experiences can be adjusted for every student’s strengths and needs. Facilitating
learning experiences through a Universal Design for Learning lens provides the same kind of
flexibility in classroom settings as well as in places of learning outside the classroom (e.g.
natural settings, community settings, zoo grounds).
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In conjunction with place-based
education and Universal Design for
Learning, is a directed focus on
environmental education as a core
subject in the academic pathway for
the Golden Charter Academy
students. It is important to include a
clarifying note that environmental
education and environmental literacy
are not interchangeable terms as can
be seen in Figure 7. Environmental
education is the vehicle or process
that leads to environmental literacy,
the ability to take action, and affect
informed change.
According to the National
Environmental Education Act of
1990, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is charged with the
responsibility of providing leadership,
on a national level, that drives an
increase of environmental literacy
(EPA, 2018). In this light, there is a growing need for schools to provide high-quality
environmental education. Children need to have a clearer understanding of the natural world and
the impacts of human choices as they will one day be looked to for decisions concerning natural
resources, informed policymaking, and legalities (Milner, Sondergeld, & Czerniak, 2012).
Though the need for environmental experiences is apparent, a current turn of events has made
these opportunities even more scarce. The Lawrence Hall of Science at the University of
California, Berkeley conducted a nationwide study during April 2020 to explore the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on the environmental and outdoor science education field.
Environmental and outdoor science education is critical to the national educational system.
Schools use these off-campus programs to provide meaningful experiences that engage students
in the natural world. It was projected that “by May 31, 2020, an estimated 4 million learners will
have missed the opportunity to engage in these programs” (The Lawrence Hall of Science,
2020). That number would increase to more than 11 million if these agencies are required to stay
closed through 2020. The study shows that youth from marginalized communities are the most
severely affected. An estimated 58% of the students impacted by the COVID-19 cancellations
qualify for free or reduced-priced meals, are English learners, or come from other marginalized
communities. Looking beyond that, if closures continue through the end of the year, only 22% of
the environmental program leaders anticipate being able to reopen, while 30% report they will be
unable to reopen.
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This state of affairs affirms the critical need for Golden Charter Academy to move forward with
a strong environmental education platform. Because of an educational partnership with the
Chaffee Zoo, the Golden Charter Academy is uniquely positioned to provide students with
engaging, place-based environmental experiences in conjunction with the Zoo’s Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) aligned curriculum. In addition, the Golden Charter Academy’s
teachers will receive field-based professional development in environmental education s
o they will be able to facilitate learning experiences in local natural habitats. According to the
California Environmental Literacy Initiative (2019), “teaching and learning using the
environment as an integrating context aligns well with the California Multi-Tiered System of
Supports (MTSS) framework, can help local educational agencies meet their Local Control and
Accountability Plan (LCAP) priorities, can improve district School Dashboard outcomes, and
helps districts comply with new state regulations for instruction and campus sustainability” (p.
2).
Professional Development
Effective environment education programs need to start with a strong focus on quality
professional development for teachers. When considering overarching themes of effective
professional learning, Darling-Hammond, Hyler, and Gardner (2017) presented seven
characteristics. Characteristics that underscored effective professional development included
strong content focus, active learning, collaboration, modeling, coaching and/or expert support,
and are sustained in duration. The Golden Charter Academy embraces the value of these
practices, and will provide the support needed to empower educators in the same manner the
educators are expected to empower their students.
In order for students to realize the benefits of field-based education, teachers need to be
confident in field-based teaching strategies. Even though many tools (e.g. NGSS curriculum)
have been provided for teachers to make this transition, it really does not address the true
challenge. Without a deeper connection to the subject matter, the teacher-student learning
transaction could become a delivery of information more than an exploration and an opportunity
for the development of individual connections.
As explained by the Rural Challenge Research and Evaluation Program (Sobel, 2005), a teacher
that is grounded in their environment begins to appreciate that there is a mutual interaction
between themselves and those things around them. Connecting in this way allows the teacher to
embrace the idea that their actions matter and could impact the world beyond school. This is in
stark contrast to learning in a classroom setting, detached from real-world experiences and
simply looking at the world as an outside observer.
Elements that help build a sense of confidence in knowledge of science content are an important
aspect of effective training (Milner et al., 2012), and innovation in components that engage
teachers in outdoor experiences is key. Not knowing how to engage students in the outdoor realm
is often indicative of the teachers not knowing how to engage themselves. Ernst (2007) asserted
that helping teachers develop a level of comfort in providing instruction beyond the classroom is
critical. In order to actively draw students in, teachers must also be actively engaged in training
that mirrors the desired experiences (Klein & Riordan, 2011).
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Professional development for Golden Charter Academy educators will mirror the student
experience in that training will be delivered through a Universal Design for Learning lens,
facilitated in place-based settings, and will be experiential in nature. Tilden (2009) viewed the
creation of these connections as “an educational activity which aims to reveal meanings and
relationships through the use of original objects, by firsthand experience, and by illustrative
media, rather than simply to communicate factual information” (p. 17). This perspective supports
the idea that effective facilitation of environmental education concepts also includes personal,
hands-on experiences that elicit meaningful connections and capture the spirit of experiential
learning.
Summary
The Golden Charter Academy aspires to impact local communities as it seeks to Inspire
Powerful Young Minds. Our philosophy embraces the community, the natural world, the zoo, and
the Golden Charter Academy campus as fundamental places of learning and relevance. We view
curriculum and learning from a foundation that seeks to break down barriers and positions all
students for growth. The educational pathway of our students immerses them in experiences of
awe, wonder, and curiosity through environmental engagement.
We are determined to create a learning and growing environment that will help students develop
into poised, confident, and articulate leaders who will use their education and life experiences to
create positive change in their own lives, in their communities, and in the world. By preparing
students with the academic skills, intellectual habits, and character traits to achieve success
throughout their academic years and in life, the Golden Charter Academy hopes to partner with
the Fresno Unified School District to serve as a model of educational excellence. We are fully
prepared, willing, and committed to implementing the vision set forth in this charter petition.

Integrating subjects such as science, history-social science, health, social justice, and
environmental justice provides a unique opportunity to equip our students with a relevant and
meaningful appreciation for stewardship of the environment, while providing valuable realworld experiences.
Tony Thurmond
California State Superintendent of Public Instruction
California Environmental Literacy Initiative, 2019
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III. Element 1: The Educational Program

Governing Law: The educational program of the charter school, designed, among other
things, to identify those whom the charter school is attempting to educate, what it means to be
an "educated person" in the 21st century, and how learning best occurs. The goals identified
in that program shall include the objective of enabling pupils to become self-motivated,
competent, and lifelong learners. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(A)(i)
Governing Law: The annual goals for the charter school for all pupils and for each subgroup
of pupils identified pursuant to Section 52052, to be achieved in the state priorities, as
described in subdivision (d) of Section 52060, that apply for the grade levels served and
specific annual actions to achieve those goals. A charter petition may identify additional
school priorities, the goals for the school, and the specific annual actions to achieve those
goals. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(A)(ii).
History and Value
Only serendipity, or possibly fate, can describe the extraordinary origins of the Golden Charter
Academy. In 2009, Scott Barton, a native of Fresno who had worked his way up as an animal
curator at various zoos across the country, and had management experience at Disney World,
returned to his hometown after 30 years to become the Chief Executive Officer of the Fresno
Chaffee Zoo. The ink on his contract was barely dry when Scott reconnected with an old college
friend, Ed González, a fellow alumnus of Fresno State and the Superintendent/Principal of a
small school district in Fresno County. Over dinner, Scott and Ed discussed their respective
careers and the state of both education and wildlife conservation. They discussed the possibility
of one day creating the perfect school, a “zoo school” that would promote the innate curiosity of
children and their fascination for wildlife and the natural world. Although intrigued by the
possibilities, the conversation never moved beyond the conceptual. Scott had a zoo to run and
Ed was consumed with his career in school administration. It would be another decade before
the dormant idea was resurrected in spectacular fashion.
In 2012, three years after Scott and Ed’s dinner conversation, Robert Golden, a nationallyrecruited football player from Edison High School in Fresno, was drafted as a free agent by the
Pittsburgh Steelers, one of the most storied franchises in the National Football League. Robert
had played college football at the University of Arizona, earning his degree in General Studies
while playing for the Wildcats. In 2018, after six years of playing on the nation’s largest sports
platform, Robert was traded to the Kansas City Chiefs. Prior to the season opener, however,
Robert decided to change the direction of his life. Although still at the peak of his athletic skills
and with personal earnings in the rarified air of professional athletes, Robert had an epiphany in
which he saw his future life’s purpose, not as a football player, but as a change agent for children
in his underserved community. Robert called an old friend from Fresno, C.J. Jones, and told him
he envisioned a different life for himself, a life outside of football. C.J., himself a standout
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college athlete who had returned to Fresno to work with youth in the community, knew of
Robert’s heart for children and community change because the two friends had previously
discussed creating a special school targeted to underserved children. Increasingly, Robert had
found what he believed to be his life’s purpose during the offseason when he would return to
Fresno and work with youth in the community. C.J. offered to support Robert in whatever
decision he would eventually make. Robert made the difficult decision to leave football and join
with C.J. to create this special type of school that would transform the community. Robert
enlisted the support of two more critical allies, both former teachers of his--Keshia Thomas, a
community advocate who was serving as the Board President of the Fresno Unified School
District, and his former high school teacher, Dr. Bard De Vore, a long-time educator with a
history of successful work with disenfranchised students. Together, Robert, C.J., Keshia, and
Bard became the founders of the Golden Charter Academy.
In 2019, the year after Robert retired from professional football, he began recruiting individuals
who could help him realize the vision he and C.J. had shared. Robert was introduced to Dr. Brad
Huff, a longtime Fresno educator with degrees from Harvard University and the University of
Washington. Dr. Huff had been recruited as the first Head of School of University High School,
a nationally-acclaimed charter school, and the founder of the Valley Arts and Science Academy
(VASA), a science-based charter school in Fresno. He brought deep experience in program
design and specific expertise in developing charter schools. Dr. Huff then recommended his
friend and fellow educator, Dr. Ed González, recently retired as a district Superintendent and
fresh from his doctoral program at Fresno State. When Dr. González met the team of founders,
he recognized kindred spirits who were committed to the vision of creating an innovative school
in the underserved areas of Fresno. This reminded him of the conversation that he had had with
Scott Barton so many years earlier. Robert, in turn, saw in Dr. González a like-minded partner
with extensive educational experience who could help him in his effort to create a new type of
school that would expose the underserved children of his hometown to a new world of
possibilities and opportunities.
Recognizing the need for additional charter school experience, Dr. Huff brought in Andra
Christenson, his former principal at VASA, to lend support with ideas on curriculum and
organization. Dr. González remembered an outstanding environmental educator in his doctoral
cohort, Dr. Rosanna Ruiz, who had a wealth of knowledge regarding placed-based education and
environmental literacy, and secured her to lead the writing of this innovative curriculum.
Coalescing as a unit, the Golden Charter Academy began creating their mission, core values, and
charter petition. Dr. González immediately called Scott Barton, still the CEO of the Fresno
Chaffee Zoo, and introduced Robert and the GCA team to the Zoo Leadership team. The vision
expressed at the dinner conversation in 2009 was married to the vision of community change that
Robert and C.J. had created with the founder’s group. The Golden Charter Academy will set out
to create the nation’s first TK/K-8 public school based on environmental education and focused
on the three core values of Stewardship, Equity, and Access. Driven by the mission to “Inspire
Powerful Young Minds.” When the Golden Charter Academy opens its doors in 2021, the
children of southwest Fresno will have the opportunity to be on the front lines of an effort to
completely redefine teaching and learning in public education.
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The Founding Group
Robert Golden, B.A.
CEO/Co-founder
Robert, one of the most highly-recruited high school football players in the nation, received a
football scholarship in 2008 to the University of Arizona, where he earned a degree in General
Studies with an emphasis in Social Behavior and Human Understanding. Drafted by the
Pittsburgh Steelers in 2012, Robert’s leadership skills manifested themselves quickly, and he was
voted team captain by his peers in only his second year in the NFL, the youngest team captain in
the Steeler’s vaunted history. The management of the Steelers selected him as a Player
Development Representative, a position requiring great maturity and character. Player
Development Representatives help professional athletes who have not yet finished college return
to their universities during the offseason to get their degree. They also help athletes understand
how to conduct themselves as a “professional,” an important education since many players are
young men from modest backgrounds who are suddenly earning millions of dollars under the
spotlight of a national media. Player Development Representatives also help younger athletes
learn how to budget their finances and how to make wise decisions on and off the field. That
Robert Golden was chosen for these positions at such a young age is a testament to his natural
leadership skills.
Robert wants to bring his leadership and development abilities to the underserved communities
of Fresno. He wants to help children become equipped with knowledge and skills for their future,
knowing that exposure to a world-class education will change the trajectory of children and their
families. Robert understands, from personal experience, the unequal opportunities that less
fortunate families may have to overcome and desires to help children formulate their dreams and
develop skills to make those dreams become reality.
C.J. Jones
Co-founder
C.J. Jones was a professional athlete who has been giving back to the children of underserved
areas of Fresno for over 25 years. The epitome of a servant leader, C.J. returned to Fresno after
his basketball career ended and immediately dedicated himself to building up the youth in the
Fresno area. C.J. was recruited by famed college basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian as a mentor
for his players, skilled in helping young athletes handle the pressure of competitive sports and
the detrimental temptations that often accompany success and fame. C.J. is also a highly soughtafter mentor of youth who is much-valued by educators, who view him as a “kid-magnet,” an
individual whose personal charisma enables him to draw in students who are distrustful of others
or are reluctant to seek help or guidance, often the most difficult students to reach.
C.J. is currently working in Fresno Unified School District as a mentor for youth throughout the
school district. He has created an anti-bullying program, Hand-in-Hand, that is now
implemented in many Fresno Unified schools. C.J. understands that many students in
underserved areas lack the academic skills and the exposure to educational opportunities that
offer a pathway out of the narrow matrix in which they live. A man who has led a purposedriven life, C.J.’s passion for youth and community improvement provides the passion and
inspiration that is at the heart of the Golden Charter Academy.
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Keshia Thomas, M.A.
Co-founder
Keshia Thomas was elected in 2018 by the voters to serve as a Trustee on the Fresno Unified
School District Board representing Region 1, which includes Edison High School, Robert
Golden’s alma mater. She currently serves as President of the Fresno Unified School Board.
She earned an M.Ed., a B.S. in Education and Teaching, and holds an administrative credential.
Her work history includes her family’s construction business and work as a cosmetologist and a
journeyman cashier. Keshia has also taught at the elementary, middle, and high school levels,
and has experience as a teacher, an administrator, and a businesswoman.
Trustee Thomas has dedicated her attention to be of service to her community with a focus on
education. Her objective as a Trustee on the Fresno Unified School Board is to do what she can
to raise the Fresno Unified School District to become a premier school district on the national
stage. Her emphasis is ensuring that children of color are lifted to equal standing with all
students and that their parents participate in their children’s education.
Trustee Thomas also serves as a member of many community organizations, including her role
as a Board member for the Center for Advanced Research and Technology (CART), the
Women’s Democratic Club, the National Women’s Political Caucus, the West Fresno
Democratic Club, the Director of St. Rest EDC, a member of the Board of Directors of the
Central Valley New Market Tax Credit, and the Chair of the Youth and Young Adults committee
of Women Organized for Political Action(BOWAPA). She is currently the Program Director at
Fresno Career Development Institute, Inc., a non-profit organization.
Bard De Vore, Ed.D.
Co-founder
Dr. Bard De Vore obtained a Bachelor of Arts in English from CSU Fresno, a Master of Arts in
Cross-Cultural Education from National University in Fresno, and a Doctor of Education in
Educational Leadership, Administration and Policy from Pepperdine University in Malibu. He is
an innovative academic leader who is focused on engaging with students and educators to meet
students’ needs and to support student success. He has advanced relationship building and
management skills, especially in alternative education and with at-risk youth. Dr. De Vore is an
expert in online learning tools, data collection and analysis, curriculum development, classroom
management, instructional leadership and strategic planning.
For the Golden Charter Academy, Dr. De Vore offers expertise on employee and business
development plans to enhance implementation and routine oversight. He has crafted business
plans identifying both long term goals and also detailed smaller goals to keep organizations on
track, developing innovative and cutting-edge approaches at all levels with effective resource
allocation and strategic planning.
Dr. De Vore is an adjunct faculty member of National University in Fresno where he works with
graduate students on development of their Masters Professional Development Quest Portfolio.
He has been an Adjunct Professor at the University of Phoenix in Fresno where he employed a
variety of teaching techniques to encourage student engagement and to cater to diverse learning
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modalities: lectures, discussions and demonstrations in the area of Action research, Writing,
Language development, Critical Thinking and Literature.
Ed González, Ed.D.
Senior Advisor
Dr. Ed González has a B.A. in Political Science, and an M.A. and Ed.D. in Educational
Leadership, all from CSU Fresno. He began his educational career in 1982 as a classroom
teacher in Madera Unified School District, and was nominated for the Who’s Who Among
America’s Teachers five times during his 15-year teaching career. In 1997, he entered education
administration and, during the next 20 years, served as a Vice Principal, Principal, a County
Office Administrator, an Associate Superintendent, and the Superintendent of two districts over
eight years. Dr. González retired from administration in 2017 and currently works as an
educational consultant.
Highlights of Dr. González’s administrative career include national recognition as Administrator
of the Year from the School Library Journal in 2003, an invitation to present findings on issues
of discipline disproportionality by race and ethnicity to the Commission on Civil Rights (CCR)
in Washington D.C. in 2011, and selection by Congressman Jim Costa to represent K-12
educators from the United States for a tour of Germany’s Vocational Education system in 2014.
Dr. González was in the first cohort of Stanford University’s Executive Program for Educational
Leaders (EPEL) in 2014 and served as an Advisory Board member for the Center for Applied
Policy in Education (CAP-Ed) at UC Davis. He has been the subject of feature articles in both
District Administration magazine and the School Library Journal. Dr. González is a member of
the Central Valley Latino Giving Circle and remains active in the Fresno community, having
served or currently serving on the Boards of the Girl Scouts of Central California South, the
Fresno Chaffee Zoo, and the Valley Cultural Coalition.
Brad Huff, Ph.D.
Program Coordinator
Dr. Brad Huff has a distinguished career of over 50 years in private and public education, with
special expertise and experience in charter school development and operation. Dr. Huff earned a
B.A. in Physics from Hamilton College, a Master of Arts in Teaching from the Harvard Graduate
School of Education, and a Ph.D. in Physics from the University of Washington.
Dr. Huff was Director of the Regional Science, Mathematics & Engineering Fair and Science
Olympiad and in charge of creating the Golden State Examination in Physics. He served on the
Writing Committee for the California Science Framework and was a member of the Advisory
Committee for the California Science Project. Dr. Huff also chaired the California Curriculum
Correlating Council, a statewide federation of professional education associations and the Joint
Committee on Instructional Materials for the California Department of Education.
Dr. Huff was the founding Head of School of University High School, a nationally-acclaimed
charter school located on the campus of California State University Fresno, and helped establish
the VASA, an innovative science-based elementary charter school that purposely located in one
of Fresno’s most economically depressed and crime-ridden areas. Dr. Huff spent nine years as
the K-12 Science Coordinator for all public schools in Fresno County and served as a resource
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on science curriculum, instruction, and assessment. He has been a consultant to several charter
schools in the Central Valley and has served as Chair of the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges Visiting Committees, predominantly evaluating charter schools. Dr. Huff is an adjunct
professor at Fresno Pacific University and at CSU Fresno, where he is currently Coordinator of
the California Subject Examinations for Teachers Science Workshops for the Math Science
Teacher Institute.
Mission – Values – Vision
The overarching vision of the Golden Charter Academy is to nurture expert learners that aspire
to experience the world around them, both as community ambassadors and global citizens.
Our philosophy embraces the community, the natural world, the zoo, and the GCA campus as
fundamental places of learning and relevance. The Golden Charter Academy views curriculum
and learning from a foundation that seeks to break down barriers and positions all students for
growth. The educational pathway of our students immerses them in experiences of awe, wonder,
and curiosity through environmental engagement.
Through this vision, the Golden Charter Academy intends to serve all students, including those
who have struggled academically, have been historically underserved, and socioeconomically
disadvantaged. Students struggling with chronic absenteeism, behavioral issues that lead to
suspension/expulsion, students with disabilities, as well as homeless and foster youth would
benefit especially from an instructional approach that combines informed best practices with
individualized attention through a schoolwide mentoring program.
The Golden Charter Academy is committed to the three core values of Stewardship, Equity, and
Access. These values represent GCA’s most ardent beliefs and underpin all educational
efforts. Stewardship refers to the deep understanding of the interconnection of all life and the
importance of conserving
and managing the earth’s
natural resources as well as
the care for community and
place. Equity focuses on
the Golden Charter
Academy’s purposeful
commitment to elevating the
cultural and societal
contributions of all people,
especially historically
underrepresented and
underserved communities.
Finally, access is the Golden
Charter Academy’s
commitment to creating
pathways to success for all
learners, through innovative
lesson design and
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instructional practices that develop their expertise. Curiosity, exploration, and discovery are the
hallmarks of our educational program and the tools we use to Inspire powerful young minds, our
central mission.
Through a comprehensive and balanced curriculum coupled with challenging assessments, the
Golden Charter Academy aspires to develop the individual talents of young people and to teach
them to relate the experiences of the classroom to the realities of the world outside. Beyond
intellectual rigor and high academic standards, strong emphasis will be placed on the ideals of
cultural understanding and responsible, environmental, citizenship. The goal is for students to
become critical and compassionate thinkers, lifelong learners, and informed participants in local
and world affairs. They will be conscious of the shared humanity that binds all people together
while respecting the variety of cultures and attitudes that make for the richness of life.
Organizational Supports to Achieve Mission
The Golden Charter Academy will achieve its mission and vision through its partnership with the
Fresno Chaffee Zoo, and by implementing the school’s own core values. The Golden Charter
Academy and Fresno Chaffee Zoo will work together to create a world-class educational
experience for the Golden Charter Academy students. In this light, the Zoo will serve as an
extension of the classroom while students learn to be citizens in a worldwide community and
stewards of our planet.
The Fresno Chaffee Zoo has been successfully facilitating innovative and engaging curriculum
with students from TK/K-12 since 1984. In fact, Fresno Unified School District has confidently
entrusted the Fresno Chaffee Zoo to provide supplemental learning experiences for the students
in their care. This further supports the credibility of the curriculum and facilitation provided by
the Fresno Chaffee Zoo education department. In 2019 alone, the Fresno Chaffee Zoo served
16,748 students in their on-site programs (Zoo Previews, Zoo Tours, Teacher Workshops, Lab
Programs), and 14,930 students in their off-site programs (Zoomobile, Zoo Talks). The Zoo
curriculum is not only aligned with content standards but also integrates elements of field-based
explorations, where students are able to explore and participate in hands-on experiences.
Some examples of ways in which the Fresno Chaffee Zoo will support the Golden Charter
Academy include:
•
•
•
•

Programs: All Golden Charter Academy students will participate in both on-site and offsite existing Zoo programs.
Innovation: The Golden Charter Academy and the Fresno Chaffee Zoo will collaborate
on developing new curricular strands and educational experiences.
Memberships: as part of the partnership, all students in the 2021-22 TK/K-3 class will
receive a complimentary family membership to the Zoo. This membership will allow
students and their families unlimited access to the Zoo.
Service Projects: All Golden Charter Academy students will have the opportunity to
engage in service activities with Fresno Chaffee Zoo.
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•
•
•

Training: All Golden Charter Academy teachers will receive training as the Fresno
Chaffee Zoo volunteers. This training will allow them to act as guides and representatives
of both the Zoo and the Golden Charter Academy.
Family: the Fresno Chaffee Zoo will help the Golden Charter Academy expand zoo
experiences that include family participation.
Culture: the Fresno Chaffee Zoo will assist the Golden Charter Academy in creating a
platform for cultural connections and community engagement.

Community Need and Target Population for Proposed Charter School
GCA has worked diligently to design an educational program that meets the needs of all
students. The design of the program addresses the needs of the students served both academically
and holistically. The goal of GCA is to provide an additional educational opportunity for the
historically underserved students of southwest Fresno while supporting and furthering the work
of the district by creating a uniquely different model of education for those students still
struggling in the traditional school model. GCA intends to offer a robust Universal Design for
Learning (UDL)-Standards Based curriculum, that provides hands-on experiences, research, and
fieldwork in partnership with the Fresno Chaffee Zoo. The partnership with Fresno Chaffee Zoo
takes learning beyond the classroom and brings students face to face with learning, providing
experiences and lessons that open our student’s eyes to the world that is available to them.
GCA will offer a different way for students to access high-quality education, specifically the
students, families, and community of southwest Fresno. In addition to an innovative
environmental curriculum, GCA will complement and further the district’s efforts by providing a
learning environment that celebrates cultural diversity and the pursuit of social justice. GCA fills
a community need and interest for a TK/K-8 school that combines 10 college-preparatory
academics, 2) serving the needs of a historically underserved and socioeconomically
disadvantaged population, and 3) whole-child (Holistic) growth.
FUSD is the fourth largest school district in California. The history of FUSD is the story of
consolidation over decades of growth, with the poorest residents strategically being situated on
the southwest side of town through strategic city planning and development.
The map below was created and used by James Helming, a federal agent tasked with managing
and reporting on the growth of Fresno in the 1930’s and 1940’s as part of the federal
government’s New Deal. Helming's agency, the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, drew colorcoded maps to determine who would get the credit necessary to buy houses.
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White neighborhoods were shaded green,
and white buyers in these areas were
generally approved for loans.
Neighborhoods with large minority
populations were shaded red, denied
mortgages, and labeled undesirable.
Fresno’s southwest side was red.
Helming’s practice was not new; in fact, it
was in practice in cities across the country,
reinforcing residential segregation through
a practice that came to be known as
“Redlining.”

Sadly, the results of redlining are still
evident in the city of Fresno today. The
concentration of poverty has remained a
plague for the southwest side of the city
and has slowly moved into the areas that
afford low-income housing. These areas
have fewer health services and access to
hospitals, as well as fewer banking
institutions, grocery stores, and health
clubs. Instead, prominent in these
neighborhoods are liquor stores, check
cashing and payday loan services, and
fast food chains. There are also very few
city parks in this part of Fresno.
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Today, the Fresno Unified School District serves
more than 74,000 students and operates 64
elementary schools, 15 middle schools, eight
high schools, four alternative schools, and three
Special Education schools. The map to the left
identifies the school rating for the elementary
schools in the southwest corner of FUSD. Out of
the seven schools (including one charter school)
GCA has selected for data comparison and
student demographics, five of the schools have a
rating of poor and the remaining two are
considered average.

Comparison Schools
The southwest Fresno Area is triangular
and is primarily located west of Highway
99. It is bordered on the south by the north
side of West Clinton Avenue, and to the
west by Grantland and Garfield Avenues.
The southwest Fresno Area includes the
southwest portion of Highway City
adjacent to Highway 99. The following
map details the southwest Fresno Area in
relation to the region. Southwest Fresno is
also bordered to the North by the Central
Unified School District, the third-largest
school district in Fresno County.
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Selected Schools
The schools selected for comparison-Addams, Columbia, King, Lincoln,
Lowell, and Muir--constitute the six
elementary schools in the southwest
Fresno area. Edison-Bethune is a
charter school that is adjacent to this
area as well. The schools identified
exemplify the student demographics
that GCA has identified as priority
enrollment into the program. It is the
intent of GCA that their students will
represent similar student demographics
as the schools selected for comparison.
Apart from Edison-Bethune, all other
schools selected in this comparison are traditional elementary enrollment and part of the Fresno
Unified School District. Edison-Bethune is a charter school that serves Fresno’s West Side and is
currently authorized by the Fresno County Office of Education.
Enrollment
GCA will serve a student population that reflects the neighborhoods it serves. We expect our
demographics to mirror the southwest Fresno (and neighboring communities) schools from
which GCA will draw its students. The following is academic and demographic information
from Fresno Unified School District, which currently serves GCA’s target population.
ELA & Math Proficiency
The charts below display the student proficiency level data in English Language Arts (ELA) and
Math, as reported by the California Department of Education (CDE).
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Source: California Department of Education, DataQuest
ELA Proficiency Levels. The schools analyzed are listed along the bottom; Addams Elementary,
Columbia Elementary, King Elementary, Lincoln Elementary, Lowell Elementary, Muir Elementary, the
composite group, and FUSD. The percentages along the vertical axis represent the percentage of students
who met or exceeded standards on the CAASPP. Also depicted are the two most recent academic years of
assessment data; blue is 2017-2018 and orange is 2018-2019. Retrieved from the CDE’s DataQuest
platform.

In 2018, we can see that ELA for all schools is an area for improvement as the highest level of
proficiency is at Lincoln where approximately 37% of the students are proficient in ELA, while
King Elementary has the lowest level of proficiency at 18.3%. FUSD as a district has an overall
ELA proficiency rate of 38.3%, which is almost double that of King Elementary.
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Source: California Department of Education, DataQuest
Math Proficiency Levels. The schools analyzed are listed along the bottom; Addams Elementary,
Columbia Elementary, King Elementary, Lincoln Elementary, Lowell Elementary, Muir Elementary, and
FUSD. The percentages along the vertical axis represent the percentage of students who met or exceeded
standards in Math. Also depicted are the two most recent academic years of assessment data; blue is
2017-2018 and orange is 2018-2019. Retrieved from the CDE’s DataQuest platform.

Math scores for the selected schools reflect a very similar picture to that of ELA. In 2018,
Lincoln Elementary leads the way in proficiency levels of students served with just over 41% of
its students testing at proficiency. King Elementary and the other schools have proficiency levels
ranging from 17% to 32%, while the FUSD total comes in with just under a 30% proficiency
rate.
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Source: California Department of Education, DataQuest

The demographic profile by race and ethnicity of the six southwest Fresno schools shows that the
majority of students (approximately 74% in the six-school area) are Hispanic or Latino. African
Americans make up 12.1% of the student population in southwest Fresno, the second largest
group in the area. White students make up only 4.3% of the southwest area student population,
less than half of the percentage as in the District as a whole.
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Source: California Department of Education, DataQuest

The enrollment for the selected schools highlights other demographic challenges faced by
schools in southwest Fresno. Free/Reduced Price Meals (FRPM), as a measure of socioeconomic status (SES), is at 97.6% in the southwest area compared to 87.4% in the District as a
whole. In addition, there are significantly more English Learners students by percentage in
southwest Fresno than in the district as a whole (28.2% to 17.9%). The percentage of students in
Foster care is also almost twice as high in southwest Fresno as it is in FUSD.
GCA intends to serve students who have struggled academically and have been historically
underserved and socioeconomically disadvantaged. Students struggling with chronic
absenteeism, behavioral issues that lead to suspension/expulsion, students with disabilities, and
Foster youth would benefit especially from an instructional approach that combines informed
best practices with individualized attention through a schoolwide mentoring program.
The following data shows us that there are significant numbers of students in our target
neighborhoods, especially those belonging to subgroups, that are being suspended and expelled
at alarming rates. While suspension and expulsion rates have fallen dramatically across
California schools over the last five years, some subgroups remain over-represented in the
number of students who are suspended or expelled. When looking at the suspension and
expulsion data there is a district-wide concern with the disproportionate rate of suspensions and
expulsion of African American (black) students.
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Source: California Department of Education, DataQuest

In the selected schools, the enrollment data and the suspension and expulsion data support and
mirror this trend. Black students are suspended and expelled at a rate more than double of their
Hispanic and White peers.
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It is no surprise that suspension/expulsion rates and low academic achievement have a direct
correlation. When students are prevented from engaging in and accessing their education,
academic achievement suffers.

The chart above, compiled using data from the California Department of Education, shows that
despite suspension and expulsion levels stabilizing overall for the District, the rates at which
African American students are suspended is more than double that of their Hispanic and white
peers. Expulsion rates for Black students is another area of concern as the rate over the last three
years has increased and represented an inflated percentage of the students who are suspended.

The data presented suggests that alternate strategies for educating youth in southwest Fresno are
worth exploring. The Golden Charter Academy Founders believe that a thoughtful and
innovative approach to meeting the academic and ancillary needs of many of these students,
primarily in the social-emotional area, will result in not only increased levels of academic
achievement but healthier and happy children who are better prepared as individuals to be a part
of a healthier society.
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Non-Academic Indicators

Fresno is currently growing at a rate of 0.76% annually and its population has increased
by 8.80% since the most recent census, which recorded a population of 494,665 in 2010. In 2013
Fresno became the 5th largest city in California with a population of 509,000 and the 34th largest
city in the nation. Between July 2012 and July 2013, Fresno County's population grew just over
1%, which is the county's highest growth rate in three years. Fresno is growing faster than the
state of California as a whole, and quicker than other counties. Currently, the population of
Fresno is 538,195.
Average salaries in Fresno are
currently well below the California
state level and will remain so for
the foreseeable future. The average
household income in Fresno is
$66,519 with a poverty rate of
26.88%. The median rental costs in
recent years come to $969 per
month, and the median house value
is $224,600. The median age in
Fresno is 30.8 years, 29.8 years for
males, and 31.7 years for females.
Fresno falls behind the state in all
areas and identifiers.
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About a quarter of Fresno’s African
American residents are homeowners,
compared to 66 percent of the white
population. The report also referenced
Fresno’s disparity in life expectancy
based on neighborhood, which differs by
as much as 20 years when comparing
northwest and southwest Fresno.
Looking at the map to the right, we can
see that direct access to health care has
also been lacking and taken its toll on
the residents of southwest Fresno.
In a city of more than 530,000, about
eight percent of the population
is African American, according to U.S.
Census Bureau numbers. A 2018 report
by the Fresno Bee paints a bleak picture
for African American Fresnans, noting
more than one in five individuals are
unemployed. Whites, meanwhile, fare
much better on the job front, with fewer
than one in 10 unemployed. The
unemployment rate for African
Americans in Fresno is about 22 percent, while it is under 9 percent for whites. The following
maps display the population density by race in the city of Fresno. Most of the Hispanic and
African American communities today mirror the maps used by Helming when laying out the
city. The total percentage of African American residents in the city of Fresno is approximately
8.3 %, of those residents 20.2% live in the West Fresno area. The Hispanic/Latino population of
Fresno is approximately 48% and of that population, 67% of residents live in West Fresno and
the immediate surrounding communities in the Roosevelt and Central region.
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Repeatedly, southwest Fresno has been identified as one of the most socio-economically
disadvantaged areas in the state of California and the nation as well. The extreme corner of this
area, locally known as “West Fresno”, has specifically been named as one of the most
socioeconomically depressed areas in the nation and one of California’s most dangerous places
to live.
Educational attainment and poverty have a direct correlation in Fresno and most of the city’s
impoverished residents live in the southwest area of the city. The chart below details the
relationship between poverty and education in Fresno. The chart also shows the disparity within
the graduation rates of subgroups served. Fresno’s southwest side has historically and
purposefully been underserved. According to 2018 data from the U.S. Census Bureau, over half
of southwest Fresno lives below the poverty line, while the rest of Fresno hovers around 27%.
Residents of southwest Fresno earn about half the median salary as the rest of Fresno.

Targeted School Populations
Golden Charter Academy is targeting students living in southwest Fresno attending grades TK/K
through 8th grade. It is anticipated the demographics of the Charter School will closely resemble
those of the Fresno Unified School District. The Charter School will open in August 2021 with
grades TK/K through 3rd and then expand by adding 4th grade in 2022-23, 5th grade in 2023-24,
6th grade in 2024-2025, 7th grade in 2025-2026, and 8th grade in 2026-2027. Projected
enrollment per year is as follows:
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Grade
Level

# of
Classes

TK
K
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Total
Enroll
ment

School
Year
2021-22

School
Year
2022-23

School
Year
2023-24

School
Year
2024-25

22
44
44
44
44

22
44
44
44
44
50

22
44
44
44
44
50
50

22
44
44
44
44
50
50
50

198

248

298

348

School
Year
2025 –
26
22
44
44
44
44
50
50
50
50

398

School
Year
2026-27
22
44
44
44
44
50
50
50
50
50

448

The Golden Charter Academy will be non-sectarian in its programs, admissions policies,
employment practices, contracts, and all other operations; shall not charge tuition; shall not
discriminate against any pupil on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation,
perceived sexual orientation or disability; and shall not otherwise to any extent engage in
unlawful discrimination.
Attendance
By law, charter schools in California are required to offer a school year with a minimum of 175
instructional days. Transitional Kindergarten/Kindergarten is required to have at least 36,000
instructional minutes, and Grades 1-3 are required to have a minimum of 50,400 instructional
minutes. Grades 4-8 require a minimum of 54,000 instructional minutes.
The GCA school year will offer 180 instructional days, five more than required by law. The
minimum number of instructional minutes per year, per grade level will be as follows:
Minimum Instructional
Minutes
Grade

Per Year

TK/K

36,000

1st

50,400

2nd

50,400
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3rd

50,400

4th

54,000

5th

54,000

6th

54,000

7th

54,000

8th

54,000

A Rigorous Schedule and Academic Calendar
Instructional Day
GCA students will experience and interact in an innovative curriculum that broadly redefines
educational space and ties it to NGSS standards and the Common Core State Standards. GCA
students will regularly convene their classroom at the Fresno Chaffee Zoo, where
interdisciplinary lessons will be rooted in exploration and discovery. Although one of the core
values of GCA is Stewardship, in addition to environmental education and science-based
inquiries, the content areas of language arts, math, and social science will be studied both on and
off the zoo grounds.
This is possible because science at GCA is treated as more than a specific discipline—science is
a way of thinking, a process by which students learn to test ideas, vet information, and come to
rational conclusions via empirical analysis. The Scientific Method will feature prominently in
GCA lessons, for it empowers students to employ a process for accurately reading the world
around them.
Curricular Content areas
GCA students will make weekly visits to the zoo grounds as part of their curricular
experience. This will include Physical Education, where the vast grounds at Roeding Park and
the Zoo will provide ample room for walking, running, and exercising. As mentioned
previously, all content areas will be examined.
The Zoo provides a phenomenal opportunity to learn and explore language arts at a deep
level. Since almost all of the zoo animals are identified by their common as well as their
scientific names, Latin and Greek words will serve as a vehicle for exploring word cognates,
critical in building vocabulary, essential components for sentence composition and
literacy. Latin words are extremely valuable keys for Spanish-speaking students, who can use
the similarity to their native language to unlock the meaning of academic language. The
scientific name of the polar bear, for instance, is ursus maritimus. “Ursus” is similar to the
Spanish word for bear, “oso”, and the Latin word “maritimus” contains “mar”, which is Spanish
for “sea”. Spanish-speaking students can easily read that ursus maritimus is a bear that swims in
the sea, a polar bear. Pantera nebulosa, a clouded leopard, is also easily identifiable to a
Spanish-speaker because “pantera” is Spanish for “panther” and “nebulosa” is recognizable as
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“cloudy”. There are literally hundreds of such examples. Spanish-speaking students make up
the largest group of English Learners in the Fresno area.
Math will also be taught using the zoo as an educational laboratory. The wildlife at the zoo
easily lends itself to quantification, both in terms of physical attributes and behavior. For
example, the weight distribution of a 10,000 pound elephant can be calculated by measuring the
surface area of its foot pads and dividing to get the pounds per square inch (PSI). The design of
an elephant’s foot and leg can also be examined, and students will notice that the entire leg looks
like a pillar. This design is optimal for distributing enormous weight, which can be observed in
support columns that are prominent in architectural design. The 15-foot vertical leap of a tiger
can not only be appreciated for the incredible athletic exhibition that it is, it can also be studied
to design an exhibit that provides safe containment of the world’s largest feline. The metabolic
rates of various types of animals must be tracked in order to prepare proper amounts of medicine
to treat illness in these animals. There are innumerable other examples that could be cited as
evidence that math will be a ubiquitous component of the GCA curriculum.
Social science may seem to be a more distant discipline when it comes to a natural world
curriculum, but this is not so. Historically, human societies have been linked, and continue to be
linked, to their surrounding flora and fauna. The great Mongol Empire that stretched from Japan
to the Mediterranean was made possible by the domestication of the horse, native to the steppes
of central Asia. The expansion of western influence from Europe and the exploration of the
Americas could never have happened without sea-going vessels that were built from timber
gathered from the abundant forests that once covered most of Europe. The introduction of
European domestic cattle to Africa in the 19 century resulted in a massive die-off of native
African cattle and the decimation of Bantu pastoralists that previously relied on grazing and milk
production. The resulting environmental transformation—bush and scrubland replaced
pastureland—led to a massive infestation of the tsetse fly in sub-Saharan Africa, resulting in
economic devastation and weakened political and social structures. It is only through a deep
understanding of the role of wildlife and the natural environment on human societies is it
possible for a deep understanding of social sciences.
th

Annual School Calendar
GCA will meet or exceed the instructional minutes requirement as set forth in Education Code
Section 47612.5(a) and may offer a before/after school, Saturday, and/or summer school
component. Charter schools are required to operate for at least 175 days of instruction, but GCA
will operate for 180 instructional days to match the calendar of FUSD.
Upon authorization, GCA will begin to create a school calendar and submit it to the chartering
authority for the purpose of aligning instructional days. The GCA school calendar may change
from year to year.
Extended Time
GCA retains the option of augmenting instructional time, either through the implementation of
Saturday school, Summer school, or an afterschool program.
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What it Means to be an Educated Person in the 21st Century
At GCA, we meet the needs of our students by meeting the demands of the times. Our role is to
prepare students to become successful and contributing members of society. Our students will
have to acquire a set of skills in order to become successful in a 21st century society. Our
students are what we call 21st Century Learners. What does it mean to be a 21st century learner?
21st century learning refers to the skills and technologies that will help our students succeed the
world today. There are four main characteristics of the 21st century learner:
•
•
•
•

They will perceive themselves as Global citizens
They will think creatively
They will think critically
They will communicate and collaborate with others

Students of today have access to the world at their fingertips. The internet has made students
more aware of their place in this diverse world. The students are encouraged to be involved in
conversations that tackle issues on a global scale. Teachers must encourage this mindset across
all subject areas to help prepare students for the future. Our mission is to create globally-minded
citizens who are respectful of all cultures, nations, and people.
21st century learners need to be supported in their ability to develop their creativity in finding
solutions to everyday problems. This means moving past techniques of route learning and
instead looking toward discovery, analysis, and innovation. Students need to be capable of
developing creative solutions to the many problems and challenges they may face in the 21st
century. Students need to be able to think creatively and develop new ideas that demonstrate
imagination and curiosity in their learning. By providing opportunities for students to face
challenges, they are encouraged to use more of their potential creativity. 21st century learners
view mistakes and failures as opportunities to learn and enhance their creative capability.
Critical thinking skills are essential for the 21st century learner. The future work environment
will be constantly changing and require fast adaptation. Knowledge is power, but determining
what information is useful and what is not, is a skill in itself. Students must have the ability to
interpret information and draw intelligent conclusions that will allow them to reflect critically
and create a better experience. It is crucial for teachers to create an environment where students
are required to analyze, think deeply, and explain their opinions.
21st century learners have access to many communication platforms. This has allowed them to
engage with people of different opinions, expectations and cultures. Students need to learn to
respect each other’s differences and use the differences to solve problems and create original
ideas. Using applications and devices which encourage collaborative work can help bring out
these traits in students and make the classroom a more cooperative place.
How Learning Best Occurs
The Golden Charter Academy has a vision and strategy to embrace the community, the natural
world, the zoo, and the charter school campus as fundamental places of learning and relevance.
We view curriculum and learning from a foundation that seeks to break down barriers and
positions all students for growth. The educational pathway of our students immerses them in
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experiences of awe, wonder, and curiosity through environmental engagement. The Golden
Charter Academy is determined to create a learning and growing environment that will help
students develop into poised, confident, and articulate leaders who will use their education and
life experiences to create positive change in their own lives, in their communities, and in the
world.
The key descriptions of the school experience of the Golden Charter Academy are captured in
three sections on how learning best occurs:
• Through an innovative, integrated curriculum
• Through high-quality instruction
• Through positive school culture
Golden Charter Academy’s Core Values
The Golden Charter Academy is committed to the three core values of Stewardship, Equity, and
Access. These values represent GCA’s most ardent beliefs and underpin all educational
efforts. Stewardship refers to the deep understanding of the interconnection of all life and the
importance of conserving and managing the earth’s natural resources as well as the care for
community and place. Equity focuses on the Golden Charter Academy’s purposeful
commitment to elevating the cultural and societal contributions of all people, especially
historically underrepresented and underserved communities. Finally, access is the Golden
Charter Academy’s commitment to creating pathways to success for all learners, through
innovative lesson design and instructional practices that develop their expertise. Curiosity,
exploration, and discovery are the hallmarks of our educational program and the tools we use to
Inspire powerful young minds, our central mission.
High Expectations
We set clearly defined and measurable high expectations for academic achievement and conduct
in order to create and reinforce a culture of achievement and support. We know that every
student is unique, and we personalize learning based on a student’s needs, skills, and interests.
•

•

•

Strength of Character: Success in life depends on both academics and character. We help
students foster character strengths that are essential for their own success and well-being.
And we aim for them to be empowered to express their voices with power and to improve
the world around them.
Highly Effective Teachers and Leaders: Great schools require great teachers and school
leaders. We empower our educators to lead school teams, and we invest in training to
help them grow as professionals.
Safe, Structured, and Nurturing Environments: Students need physical and emotional
safety in order to take risks and learn from their successes and their mistakes. Our schools
provide a safe, structured, and nurturing environment with minimal distractions and more
time for both academics and extracurricular opportunities, so our students love school
and maximize their learning.
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Learning Best Occurs with an Innovative, Integrated Curriculum
At Golden Charter Academy, our aim is to teach and guide students who possess a lifelong love
of learning. The academic program at GCA will prepare every student for the intensity and
challenge of high school academics. The courses offered at the Golden Charter Academy will be
grounded in rigor and high engagement. GCA’s teaching staff will create learning environments
that actively engage the student body. The Golden Charter Academy’s goal is that all students
leave the program with an intellectual curiosity for all academic disciplines and the academic
preparation to be successful in high school, college, and the competitive world beyond.
We believe it is imperative to keep students connected to their futures in positive ways and to
develop students who understand the individual contributions they can make to their families, the
local community, and the world beyond. At GCA, we build on the core beliefs, practices, and
lessons learned from high-performing schools in our community and throughout our country. We
believe that learning best occurs when our students are challenged.
Place-Based Education
The Golden Charter Academy has embraced an innovative approach that builds on the concepts
represented in the figure below. The foundation of this model is grounded in place-based

The Golden Charter Academy approach.

education. The primary goals of place-based education are to increase student engagement, boost
academic outcomes, impact communities, and promote an understanding of the world around us.
The philosophy of place-based education is considered both a teaching and learning practice that
uses the “local community and environment as a starting point to teach concepts in language arts,
mathematics, social studies, science and other concepts across the curriculum” (Sobel, 2005,
p.7). Research has shown that place-based education positively impacts academic development
as well as youth development, and the following table highlights those benefits.
Indicators of another study by the National Environmental Education and Training Foundation
(2000) not only corroborated increased academic achievement (standardized testing), but also
showed that student ability to solve problems increased. All participants in the study were able to
transfer their knowledge from a particular learning situation to a similar situation (near transfer).
However, those students who experienced environmentally based learning events were able to
transfer their learning to a “vastly different context (far transfer). In other words, the students
hadn’t just consumed a set of facts; they had developed a set of higher-order cognitive skills in
observation, analysis, and problem solving that they could carry with them as tools to use in
other settings” (NEETF as cited in Sobel, 2005, p. 32).
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Benefits of Place-Based Education
Academic
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Improved academic scores; including
standardized test scores
Improved critical thinking skills
Increased engagement in school
Increased motivation for achievement
Increased workplace skills; e.g.
leadership, teamwork, persistence,
responsibility, managing time
Deeper learning and action
competence
Increased awareness of career options

Bartosh 2003, Howley et al. 2011, Coleman
2011, Athman and Monroe 2004, Powers
2004, AIR 2005, Glenn 2001, Barratt and
Barratt Hacking 2011

Youth Development
•

•

•

Social-emotional development; including
increases in self-esteem, sense of
empowerment and agency, social interaction,
social skills, social capital, awareness of
cultural diversity
A sense of place and community attachment;
including place attachment, place meaning,
appreciation of place
Increased civic engagement, involvement, and
responsibility

Robinson and Zajicek 2005, Schusler et al. 2009,
Schusler and Kransy 2010, Withrow-Clark et al. 2015,
Harrison 2011, Flanagan and Gallay 2014, Chin et al.
2015, Morgensen and Schanck 2010

Benefits of Place-Based Education. Research retrieved from Marckini-Polk, Jessup & Whitmore, 2016,
The Benefits of Place-Based Stewardship Education.

The place-based education approach emphasizes hands-on, real-world learning experiences. By
“personally experiencing the value of a subject” a deeper understanding emerges for students;
not only of interpersonal skills but of the world around them (Schwartz, 2012, p. 2). In turn, this
helps students to develop meaningful connections with their communities and to enhance their
appreciation for the natural world.
Place-based Education (PBE) is not only designed to connect what students are taught in school
to real-world challenges, it is also dubbed as anytime, anywhere learning (see figure below).
“Place-based learning can truly happen anytime, anywhere — in cities, in rural towns, in parks,
virtually, in classrooms, in museums and even, in our own backyards. What matters is that the
experience leverages the power of place to personalize learning and equip students with the tools
and skills they need — through authentic experiences — to collaborate, think critically and solve
complex challenges” (Getting Smart, 2017).
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By design, PBE is guided by six learning principles: local to global context, learner centered,
inquiry-based, design thinking, community as classroom, and interdisciplinary approach. The
figure below (Teton, 2019) outlines the six aspects of design.
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Foundation in Place-Based Education
Place-based education has its roots in environmental education, and thus, is uniquely suited for
the GCA-Zoo collaborative. Place-Based Education uses the full range of local environments
(natural, economic, social, political, and cultural) as the foundation for the study of language
arts, mathematics, social studies, science, and other subjects across the curriculum. Another key
strategy emphasizes learning through participation in service projects for the school, community,
zoo, and environment.
As explained by Promise of Place, place-based education is most effective when “you give its
roots a chance to grow deep and strong before expecting too many flowers” (Promise of Place,
n.d., https://promiseofplace.org/about-us). Though the place-based approach is an ongoing
process of growth, the following key principles guide the GCA strategy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning takes place on the GCA campus, in the home, in the local community, at the
zoo, and in the natural settings of the environment.
Learning is interdisciplinary.
Learning focuses on local themes, systems, and content.
Learning is personally relevant to the learner.
Learning is grounded in and supports the development of an appreciation for one’s place.
Learning experiences contribute to the community’s vitality and environmental quality
and support the community’s role in fostering global environmental quality.
Learning is supported by strong and varied partnerships with local organizations,
agencies, businesses, and government.
Learning experiences are tailored to the audience.
Local learning serves as the foundation for understanding and participating appropriately
in regional and global issues.
Place-based education programming is integral to achieving other institutional goals.

Using place-based education as a strategy for accomplishing educational objectives, a mindful
installation of best practices is critical. The Golden Charter Academy has researched a variety of
programs that are grounded in place-based education and has gleaned an array of best practices.
GCA’s blueprint for success, using a place-based educational foundation, embraces the
following strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build a foundation of knowledge with key administrators
Involve Faculty and co-workers
Enlist parent support
Build community support
Provide faculty with opportunities for professional development specific to PBE
Build student leadership
Work in teacher planning and preparation time
Streamline logistics for getting kids outside in small groups
Simplify and economize around transportation needs
Develop projects and units where nature and culture blend
Bridge curriculum gaps
Address grade level expectations/standards
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•
•

Create assessment and evaluation tools that measure PBE’s effectiveness and outcomes
Alignment with school mission and vision

Environmental Literacy - Environmental Education Pathway
The National Environmental Education Act of 1990 charged the EPA with leadership
responsibility in increasing environmental literacy on a national level (Environmental Protection
Agency, 2018). In light of this, it is increasingly necessary for schools to provide high-quality
environmental education. Children need to have a clearer understanding of the natural world and
the impacts of human choices as they will one day be looked to for decisions concerning natural
resources, informed policymaking, and legalities (Milner et al., 2012). Nurturing this level of
understanding means “our schools must be models of sustainable and inclusive practices, and our
education programs must be action and solution-oriented," according to the California
Environmental Literacy Initiative (2019, p. 2).
The California Environmental Literacy Initiative (2019) stated, “teaching and learning using the
environment as an integrating context aligns well with the California Multi-Tiered System of
Support (MTSS) framework, can help local educational agencies meet their LCAP priorities, can
improve district School Dashboard outcomes, and helps districts comply with new state
regulations for instruction and campus sustainability” (p. 2). In this light, the Golden Charter
Academy takes a direct focus on environmental education as a core subject in the academic
pathway. It is important to include a clarifying note that environmental education and
environmental literacy are not interchangeable terms as can be seen in the figure below.
Environmental education is viewed as
a catalyst that promotes knowledge
and understanding of environmental
concepts, which in turn can promote
the development of appreciation and
aptitude for addressing the local and
global environmental challenges that
are ever-present in the world today. A
foundation of environmental
education principles influences
attitudes and could inspire action,
ultimately bringing about much
needed transformation (North
American Association for
Environmental Education, n.d.). In
addition, the Environmental Literacy
Task Force (2015) expressed that
environmental education imparts a
real-world reference that helps link
what is presented in the classroom to
relevant, local circumstances, which
in turn helps students develop a sense
of place.
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Connecting students to their local communities and helping to facilitate a sense of place in the
world appears to be an emerging theme that is taking more precedent in the education system at
this time in history. The North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE)
states that environmental literacy consists of four interrelated components: “knowledge,
dispositions, competencies, and environmentally responsible behavior” (Hollweg et al., 2011, p.
2). The need to nurture these elements in the students of today is pressing.
According to the NAAEE, environmental literacy can be broken down into the four interrelated
components of knowledge, dispositions, competencies, and behavior (NAAEE, 2019). An
environmentally literate person possesses the skills and knowledge to make informed decisions
when it comes to the relationships between people and natural resources. Environmental
education is the catalyst that leads to environmental literacy and provides students the
opportunity to:
• explore the environment
• explore associated issues in the environment
• engage in problem-solving
• feel empowered to take action toward resolving issues

Beyond Ecophobia: Reclaiming the heart in Nature Education, it is emphasized that “if we want
children to flourish, to become truly empowered, then let us allow them to love the earth before
we ask them to save it” (1999, p.39). In that spirit, Sobel introduces scaffolded environmental
education strategies supporting the paradigm. These guideposts for teachers and parents of youth
are centered on the natural inclinations of children. Sahn (as cited in Sobel, 1999, p. ix)
emphasizes the approach in this manner:
There are appropriate environmental activities and accessible ecological
concepts for children at different age levels that take into account their cognitive
capabilities and psychological needs. The key is allowing for a close relationship
to develop between children and the nature near home before laying the weight
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of the world’s plight on their shoulders. Once children feel connected to nature
and “the environment,” physically and emotionally, they’ll take vested interest in
healing the wounds of past generations while devising feasible, sustainable
practices and policies for the future.
Though this essay was written just over twenty years ago, the words penned are as pertinent
today as ever. Sahn (as cited in Sobel, 1999, p. ix) continues with this recourse:
One never knows where the educational path with heart will lead. But there is
hope that taking the time to follow it, and not exposing children to the dark and
dense facets of environmentalism too soon, we will arrive at a place where
children see nature as their home and are inclined, therefore, to care deeply for
the places they inhabit.
This translates to civic approaches as well. Young people need to develop a close relationship
with their personal culture as well as the local culture and community near home before laying
the weight of societal plight on their shoulders. Keeping in line with Sahn’s inference, when
people care deeply for a place and the people in it, they will have an authentic desire to protect
and take care of it. The idea is to empower the students and their surrounding community as
informed citizens.
The Golden Charter Academy wants to be mindful of the developmental readiness of its students
and embraces a three-phase strategy presented by Sobel (1999). These strategic phases are
offered as an approach to implementing environmental curricula and are assigned to age ranges
that are generalized as development is individually specific (please see the following figure).
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Zoo
The Golden Charter Academy has a unique opportunity to offer an educational program in
partnership with the Fresno Chaffee Zoo. To our knowledge, there are no other programs of this
nature anywhere in the United States. This exciting union creates the possibility for GCA
students to experience these interactions first-hand and in real-world settings. The partnership
will expand the classrooms beyond the four walls of the traditional setting and bring the learning
to life for students at GCA. Through hands-on practice beginning in Transitional Kindergarten,
the science curriculum emphasizes learning the knowledge, processes, and skills that students
need in order to understand the scientific method and its implications. Content and skills are
integrated throughout a cohesive learning progression beginning in kindergarten. These
processes (e.g. observing, sequencing, measuring, classifying, describing, experimenting,
inferring, predicting) are valuable skills to reinforce across disciplines and are learned through
experimentation and investigation and require a written element, such as lab write-ups and
reports, as an end product.
The three components of engagement include:
a. regular visits to the Zoo,
b. study at the Zoo with grade-specific learning modules integrating environmental content
and Common Core State Standards linked to the visit and taught in the classroom.
c. involving families in special events such as night ‘hikes’ at the Zoo, cultural and science
festivals, and family memberships to the Zoo.
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Visits to the Zoo engage students with their senses, their curiosity, and their minds. It is a fertile
place for asking questions and connecting real-life experiences to literacy and all academic skills.
Using the Zoo as a learning laboratory falls under the umbrella of place-based education. Many
lessons in science, math, and writing (as well as other subjects) will now “make sense.”
The GCA teachers will receive extensive training in environmental education. They will also
experience the training that docents receive at the Fresno Chaffee Zoo, and work in teams with
the educational staff of the Zoo to select or to create curriculum integrated across subject areas
and grade levels and aligned with California’s academic content standards. This is a unique
relationship between two agencies and will benefit not only the students but also their families.
Instructional Plans during a Pandemic
The COVID 19 pandemic that has swept the world has disrupted education in all locales. The
nature of traditional public school education makes it particularly susceptible to the spread of
viruses among students, who are typically crowded into indoor classrooms with recycled air for
long periods of time. Students are also likely to share curricular materials, engage in
conversations while sitting or standing in close proximity, and physically interact with dozens of
other students. These are all risky behavior during a pandemic. As all schools are required to
do, the Golden Charter Academy will adhere to a science-based COVID plan that fulfills the
requirements of the Fresno County Health Department and consistent with state law.
The place-based education model that the Golden Charter Academy will offer is extremely
timely given the COVID 19 pandemic. By its very nature, “place-based” education liberates
teachers and students from the strict confines of the traditional classroom. Learning can take
place in any number of “places”-- home, school site, the Zoo, or literally any place to which
students travel. Teachers will mine the innate curiosity of students and guide their realization
that all things are worth exploring, all things have inherent mysteries to be discovered, all things
are potential lessons. The realization of this is a great equalizer. Students—regardless of
whether they live in a sprawling six-bedroom mansion in the Copper River neighborhood or a
one-bedroom 2nd floor apartment in southwest Fresno—are able to access content and contribute
to the larger body of knowledge that enriches their classroom experience. Lessons will be
designed so that observation, exploration, and discovery are recurrent themes that are
transferable to various physical and social settings. Students who live in apartments without
private yards might be required to observe the common grounds of their complex and search for
specific invertebrates or types of leaves. Even the shifting shadows on the side of a building
might be part of the instruction. This type of education tends to level the playing field, and
confers no discernible advantage to those students who are from more affluent homes. This type
of lesson also allows the teacher the flexibility to continue to provide lessons that are free from
the traditional classroom, and frees students from the same restrictions. Ultimately, this means
that teaching and learning can continue even during a pandemic, because instruction is not
tethered to a traditional classroom, but it, instead, dependent on the interaction between teacher
and student, completely independent from the school site. Learning can continue at home.
Home is not the only option for teaching and learning during a pandemic. The grounds of the
Fresno Chaffee Zoo also offer an outdoor environment that allows for social distancing and safe
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congregation of student groups. There will, obviously, be challenges to such an outdoor
classroom. Temperatures in Fresno during August and September often exceed 100 degrees, and
December and January are cold enough to experience freezing temperatures, so the weather
during these four months can be challenging as outdoor learning spaces. Nevertheless, it is
feasible to gather entire classes of students in a safe environment at least five months of the year,
a marked improvement in comparison to traditional public schools that are dependent on
standard 960 sq. ft. classrooms. If a pandemic were to strike during a school year at GCA, our
program will be far more likely to be eligible for approval to continue by County Health officials
than a traditional school.
As we all look forward to a season without a pandemic, it must be acknowledged that COVID 19
will almost certainly not be the last one. In the last 20 years alone, several aggressive and
dangerous viruses, including SARS and MERS, have spread among human populations and are
highly contagious. It is almost certainly just a matter of time before another aggressive virus
appears in the human population. That being the case, school districts must entertain the idea of
adapting to this reality, and one of those adaptations might be an adjustment to the traditional
school calendar. In Fresno, outdoor temperatures are generally tolerable to most people for
much of the year. It might be necessary at some point to consider a school calendar that begins
in mid-August and goes through mid-December, then resumes at the beginning of February and
goes through the end of June. This would avoid the very hot stretch of July and mid-August, and
the coldest temperatures from mid-December through the end of January. Being open to this
type of schedule adaptations is an example of learning from scientific understanding.
Implementing a Rigorous, Standards-Based Curriculum
The Golden Charter Academy will align its curriculum objectives to the Common Core State
Standards adopted by the California State Board of Education. The Golden Charter Academy
will accomplish these objectives by creating relevance, relationships, and rigor between students
and their learning experiences. Students will experience an age-appropriate curriculum that is
supplemented by offering additional instruction to provide both remediation, extra time for
critical thinking skills, and advanced curriculum in preparation for entering college-preparatory
middle and high school programs.
The Golden Charter Academy will combine the rigorous Common Core State Standards with the
pedagogical methodologies that have proven successful in researched programs. The State
Standards are supplemented with character education, study skills, extra-curricular activities,
technology, music, and community service. Clear and specific standards-based academic
objectives are mastered at each grade level as students move through the curriculum with the
Golden Charter Academy’s rigorous approach.
Implementing the Common Core State Standards
Developing 21st-century learners also means aligning to a rigorous, standards-based curriculum.
The Common Core State Standards (CCSS), adopted by California in 2010, detail what TK/K-12
students should know in English language arts and mathematics at the end of each grade. The
initiative seeks to establish consistent learning standards across the states as well as ensure that
students graduating from high school are prepared to enter two or four-year college programs or
enter the workforce. Golden Charter Academy is committed to ensuring that our students meet
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the challenging demands of the CCSS. The adoption of CCSS is viewed as part of a long-term
strategy to increase the percentage of our students persisting in and graduating from college. See
Appendix F for a sample curriculum and Scope and Sequence.
Curriculum Framework
The curriculum framework described herein is based upon the Common Core State Standards,
Next Generation Science Standards, History-Social Science Framework, English Language
Development (ELD), and the remaining State Content Standards (collectively, the “State
Standards”) for TK/K through eighth grade. The framework is designed to ensure that students of
the Golden Charter Academy are prepared for the challenge and intensity of college-preparatory
and high school coursework. Teachers will work with the Head of School to supplement this
curriculum with lessons based in innovation, research, expertise, and best practice.
Core Curriculum Framework
ELA/Literacy
Literacy Vision: At GCA, our students love and enjoy reading and writing because they engage
in texts at their own independent level. Our students will grow through structured guidance and
coaching, and they will grow their ability to conduct an analysis of complex texts. They will do
this while knowing that persistence through challenges leads to deep learning. Students at GCA
will be resilient in both learning and life.
Golden Charter Academy’s ELA curriculum is aligned with the CCSS. The ELA curriculum will
focus heavily on literacy, a foundational and vital skill that is crucial in every area of academics
and life. GCA will promote literacy across all subject areas providing a California Content-Based
Curriculum in ELA, math, and science.
Teachers at GCA will also use the resources developed by the National Core Advocate Network
(achievethecore.org) to help align lessons to the CCSS. The National Core Advocate Network
maintains an excellent site with videos, webinars, articles, and materials on high-quality
standards-aligned to professional learning. These include rubrics and ready-to-use lessons that
align with the standards.
The National Core Advocate Network Instructional Practice Toolkit (IPT) is designed for
teachers and those who support teachers to build understanding and experience with college- and
career-readiness (CCR) standards-aligned instruction. The Toolkit was designed to answer the
question, “What do college- and career-ready standards look like in action?”
The Toolkit modules illustrate the through line that connects the planning and design of a lesson,
classroom instruction, and student work when they are all aligned to CCR standards. Resources
in the IPT include the facilitator guide, presentation (with notes for the facilitator), and
participant handouts with associated model responses for the following activities:
•
•

Lesson Plan Analysis
Student Work Analysis
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•

Lesson Feedback Summary

The Language Arts curriculum at GCA aligns with the Five Themes in ELA/Literacy and ELD
Instruction. The California English Language Arts and English Language Development
(ELA/ELD) Framework provides guidance for the implementation of the adopted State
Standards for reading, writing, speaking, listening, and language. The school will work to
support teachers as they provide all students with the English language and literacy skills that
they need to graduate college- and career-ready.
Five Key Themes of ELA/Literacy and ELD Instruction Standards
There are five cross-cutting themes that the CCSS ELA/Literacy and ELD Standards share.
These themes are especially beneficial in illuminating how the ELA and ELD standards fit
together. The five themes are summarized below:
•

•

•

•

•

Meaning Making is at the heart of ELA/Literacy and ELD instruction and is the central
purpose for interacting with text, producing text, engaging in research, participating in
discussions, and giving presentations
Language Development is the cornerstone of literacy and learning. Students enrich their
language as they read, write, speak, and listen, and as they interact with one another and
learn about language.
Effective Expression is included in each strand of the CCSS for ELA/Literacy and each
part of the ELD Standards. Students learn how to effectively express themselves as
writers, discussion partners, and presenters while gaining command over the conventions
of written and spoken English.
Content Knowledge contributes to students' comprehension of text and undergirds the
ability to produce different types of writing. It also contributes significantly to language
development and is fundamental to learning about how the English language works.
Foundational Skills enable students independently to read and use written language for
multiple purposes. Students who can decode are best positioned to make significant
strides in the four key themes of meaning-making, language development, effective
expression, and content knowledge.

The ELA program will provide a challenging and rewarding curriculum that is textbased, culturally diverse, and intellectually stimulating. A significant emphasis will be placed on
developing critical reading and analytical writing skills. Students will set individual reading and
writing goals with their teachers and keep track of their progress towards those goals. Students
will work collaboratively to guide each other’s understanding of texts, novels, media, and
supplemental sources.
The elements of reading, writing, speaking, and listening are addressed in each ELA classroom.
At GCA these literacy skills are interconnected and require constant reinforcement, students will
have opportunities to break down reading, writing, speaking, and listening in to their
foundational elements. They will also experience and develop literacy skills in the context of
practical, relevant literature, and non-fiction material. As part of this focus, students will read a
variety of culturally and historically diverse literature in their classes.
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Recognizing that students have diverse learning needs, students will receive differentiated
instruction through both the materials and instructional strategies such as UDL. Students whose
skills need remediation will receive additional intervention support.
Mathematics
STEM Vision: GCA students love math, science, and technology. At GCA, our instruction
involves challenges and obstacles for our students to take on, we want our students to understand
they can approach a problem like a puzzle, where they can take many avenues to get to an
answer through inquisition and problem-solving. By building a strong foundation of Numerical
Literacy and providing lessons that take students deeper into math and science concepts, the
GCA allows students to work through inquiry-based approaches to discover new things every
day.
The GCA’s Math curriculum is aligned with the State Standards for both content and
mathematical practice. The math curriculum will provide the students of the GCA with the
knowledge and skills they need to excel in rigorous high school and college coursework. GCA
students will learn number sense, patterns, and relationships, how to use data, tables, graphs, and
charts, and much more and learn to apply this knowledge to their everyday lives. The math
program focuses on conceptual understanding and problem solving as well as on fluency and
procedures to the point of mastery.
The math program will ensure that every student will gain a strong understanding of all math
strands, the ability to perform accurate computations, and the application of problem-solving
skills at high levels in the real world. GCA believes that these strands are taught best through a
combination of direct instruction of basic skills, hands-on activities to provide a deeper
understanding of math concepts by relating them to real-world situations and experiences, and
differentiated instruction based on the needs of the students. The math curriculum at GCA will
create a cohesive program that allows students to experience the interconnectedness of math
concepts, while also providing teachers with the time to focus deeply on the power standards for
each grade level.
A strong emphasis will be on building automaticity of basic math facts blended with instruction
that provides hands-on opportunities to explore mathematics, practical real-world applications,
and in-depth understanding of the varied fields of mathematics. The GCA program will be
supplemented by programs that are Standards-based and Content Area aligned such as SpatialTemporal Math (ST Math).
ST Math begins teaching the foundational concepts visually, then connects the ideas to the
symbols, language, and discourse. ST Math is mastery-based, which means students must pass
each level with a score of 100% (all puzzles correctly solved) before the next level in a sequence
becomes available to them. Each student has their own personalized journey and takes as long as
they need to achieve mastery. This ensures that students are building and demonstrating a strong
conceptual foundation. The results are that students are better equipped to tackle unfamiliar math
problems, recognize patterns, and build conceptual understanding. Without language barriers, the
problem is accessible to all students, regardless of skill level or language background.
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The connection to the Fresno Chaffee Zoo provides many real-life problems in mathematics,
such as measuring enclosures, weighing quantities of food and comparing ratios of animal size
and the food needed to sustain that weight, creating charts of gestation periods, and examining
population densities in the natural world.
At GCA, math students are engaged in asking questions, trying out solutions in small and large
groups, using the language of mathematics to describe thinking about problems, and generating
data to look for patterns and solutions. Manipulatives are used effectively to illustrate and to
solve problems. Daily practice of math fact families, times tables, and other baseline math
concepts will be done in all classrooms, including Physical Education. Teachers will challenge
students to think about various ways to solve problems, and model problem-solving strategies.
Drawing and other art strategies will be used as an extra language to explain problems. Teachers
encourage mathematical discussions and teamwork as students work with partners or a group to
solve problems. Math journals, models, and student-created posters are used to communicate
understanding of mathematics concepts.
GCA will ensure that students have the foundational skills necessary to learn grade level content
and engage in mathematical practices. Students will develop a strong conceptual understanding
of grade level content along with procedural fluency and the problem-solving skills to apply that
learning. The math program at GCA will utilize technology and provide students with
personalized and differentiated learning through UDL so they can demonstrate mastery of the
State Content Standards.
Environmental Education
The Golden Charter Academy acknowledges a trend in the environmental education field that
leverages experiences with the natural environment to advance science learning, known as
E→STEM. E→STEM reconceptualizes the relationship between environmental education and
the related field of science education. Researchers reveal that the use of the natural environment
is an “ideal entry point” for STEM learning Fraser, Gupta, Flinner, Rank, & Ardalan, 2013;
NAAEE 2013; Wals, Brody, Dillan, Stevenson, 2014). When science education has overlapped
with environmental topics, it has typically focused on building learners’ knowledge of natural
and physical systems that are affected when the natural system is compromised (Gupta, La
Marca, Rank, & Dinner 2018). On the other hand, environmental education has approached
environmental issues by focusing on building knowledge, developing skills, and changing human
behavior to protect the environment (Wals et al., 2014). The E→STEM approach offers the
opportunity to explicitly emphasize the mutualistic relationship between environmental
education and science education by advancing the learning outcomes important to both (Gupta,
La Marca, Rank, & Dinner 2018).
The Golden Charter Academy embraces the unique differences between environmental education
and science education and aims to provide opportunities for students to explore these entities in
an integrated manner. In addition, the environmental education pathway will be emphasized as a
primary catalyst for the emergence of environmentally literate students.
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California’s Environmental Principles & Concepts
Through the use of California's Environmental Principles and Concepts (EP&Cs), teachers can
support environmental literacy by helping students to understand and apply the EP&Cs across
academic disciplines and in the real world. These principles, and their corresponding concepts,
highlight the deep relationship between humans and the natural world. They represent “big
ideas” intended to inform standards-based instruction and fuel student inquiry. See Appendix G
for the comprehensive EP&C document that outlines the 15 corresponding concepts.
Environmental Principles:
• Principle 1: People depend on natural systems
• Principle 2: People influence natural systems
• Principle 3: Natural systems change in ways that people benefit from and can influence
• Principle 4: There are no permanent or impermeable boundaries that prevent matter from
flowing between systems
• Principle 5: Decisions affecting resources and natural systems are complex and involve
many factors
The EP&C’s are the foundation of the environmental content taught in the California Education
and the Environment Initiative (EEI) Curriculum. The K-12 EEI Curriculum is comprised of
professional learning and instructional materials that demonstrate how to blend the environment
into the teaching of traditional academic subjects like science, history, and English Language
Arts. Using the EEI platform as a model for cross-curricular integration, teachers will be
empowered to utilize both the EEI curriculum as well as the many other environmental education
resources available to them.
Integrating Environmental Literacy and the Next Generation Science Standards
Integrated across the curriculum, environmental education draws upon the natural and physical
sciences, social sciences, and humanities. The North American Association for Environmental
Education developed a detailed curriculum and instructional framework called Excellence in
Environmental Education: Guidelines for Learning (K-12). The Guidelines for Learning (K-12)
paint a vision for environmental education that promotes progress toward sustaining a healthy
environment and quality of life.
By setting specific expectations for what young people should know and be able to do by the
time they complete fourth, eighth, and twelfth grades, Guidelines for Learning (K-12) translates
general notions about environmental literacy into an age-appropriate framework for effective and
comprehensive environmental education programming. The guidelines emphasize the
development of conceptual knowledge as well as thinking, investigation, and action skills
necessary for civic engagement. They rest on the idea that environmental literacy must be a goal
of society and that environmental education must play an integral role throughout educational
systems.
Guidelines for Learning (K-12) Essential Underpinnings
Environmental education builds from a core of key principles that inform its approach to
education. Some of these important underpinnings are:
• Systems
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•
•
•
•
•

Interdependence
The importance of where one lives
Integration and infusion
Roots in the real world
Lifelong learning

Ultimately, environmentally literate individuals possess a sophisticated set of knowledge, skills,
and dispositions that allow them to solve novel environmental problems and determine the best
set of actions; they are engaged in civic decision-making and action. Four key elements of
environmental literacy, referred to as Strands, are delineated in the guidelines with each having
strand-specific guidelines.
• Strand 1: Questioning, Analysis, and Interpretation Skills
• Strand 2: Knowledge of Environmental Processes and Systems
• Strand 3: Skills for Understanding and Addressing Environmental Issues
• Strand 4: Personal and Civic Responsibility
The NAAEE guidelines and strands will help inform educators as they continue to build on their
repertoire of learning experiences. Within the guidelines are matrices that present the
linkages/intersections between NGSS and the Guidelines for Learning (K-12). These matrices
serve to:
• Help educators identify natural opportunities to connect the curriculum through a
comprehensive, cohesive vision of environmental literacy.
• Help educators identify how environmental education can support science education and
the implementation of NGSS.
Application
The Golden Charter Academy will use a variety of environmental education resources, including
those offered in field-based experiences with local agencies such as the National Park Service,
Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Land Management, State Parks Service, local land trusts,
fisheries, and other entities that manage natural resources. GCA educators will be able to extend
these field-based learning experiences by developing learning modules using the EP&Cs and the
Guidelines for Learning (K-12).
GCA will also supplement zoo experiences, and field-based experiences in natural settings, with
curriculum from resources such as those listed below.
• Project Wild
• Project Aquatic
• Project Learning Tree
• B.E.E.T.L.E.S.
• The Bug Chicks
Green Ribbon School
The Golden Charter Academy aims to become a U.S. Department of Education's Green Ribbon
School. This distinction is given to schools that embody excellence in resource efficiency, health
and wellness, and environmental and sustainability education. As an educational institution that
has adopted environmental literacy as a prominent aspect of the educational pathway, it is critical
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that the school campus and culture mirrors the values, concepts, and principles we are wanting
our students to realize. This transparency promotes practices that result in improved student
engagement, academic achievement, graduation rates, workforce preparedness as well as
reinforces federal efforts to increase energy independence and economic security.
The Golden Charter Academy will follow the guidance of the U.S. Department of Education's
Green Ribbon Schools pillars:
• Pillar I: Reduce environmental impact and costs
• Pillar II: Improve the health and wellness of schools, students, and staff
• Pillar III: Provide effective environmental education, which teaches many disciplines,
and is especially good at effectively incorporating STEM, civic skills, and green career
pathways
As an aspiring Green Ribbon School, the Golden Charter Academy will also enjoy an array of
opportunities to develop learning modules using the school/campus as a system of exploration
which provides real-time, relevant examples of what an environmentally literate environment
might look and behave like.
Zoo Experiences
The zoo and other ‘places’ the students experience are extensions of the classroom. Experiences
at the zoo are not limited to a science-based focus, but instead will be integrated across
disciplines. For example, one visit at the zoo may be completely central to Zoo curriculum and
science-based inquiry whereas a second visit may build on the information presented earlier in
the week by connecting it to social studies, language arts, history, and/or global connections. In
addition, visits will be intertwined with the daily physical education requirement with innovative
movements and marked ‘trails’ for walking and jogging.
Zoo Visits and School Experiences Are Tied Together:
Each grade will visit the Zoo regularly with different learning objectives. Some of the primary
activities will include observations of animal behavior, working behind the scenes with a keeper,
interviewing various Zoo staff about their education and career paths, and grade-level
appropriate projects. All experiences are hands-on and minds-on and include skills that are part
of the State Standards.
Zoo explorations are:
• linked to learning modules that occur at the school site
• linked to a math or literacy component
• inquiry-based with a challenge or problem to be solved
• focused on environmental literacy
• embedded with NGSS standards
• designed to introduce concepts of stewardship and caring for animals and the
environment.
Students will be provided with grade-level appropriate ‘field gear’ to use during zoo
explorations. Field backpacks will include items such as: a journal, hand lens, binoculars, and
writing/drawing materials. The teacher will add a weekly challenge to each backpack.
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All experiences at the Zoo or in the classroom will be connected to age-appropriate
environmental literacy concepts as well as State Standards. Along with environmental concepts,
the curriculum will contain a strong English Language Arts component. Students will be utilizing
the anchor standards in literacy in each lesson. They will be taught how to read complex,
informational materials, using both science texts and online sources.
The associated classroom component to a zoo exploration will include:
• scientific research using technology.
• ongoing Project-Based Learning
• an approach to all lessons using the principles of Universal Design Learning.
• practices based on the State Standards.
• grade level units that correlate to Zoo explorations.
• developmentally appropriate environmental literacy concepts.
Although student experiences are tied to local entities, this does not mean that global interests
will not be incorporated into the educational pathway. A student’s interest in the world will
naturally grow in relation to their cognitive and emotional development. In the early childhood
stages, students have a natural interest in what is close at hand, and empathy between the child
and the natural world is a primary objective. The middle school years are a time where
exploration is at the forefront as student awareness of their place in the world helps them bond
with the earth. At this stage, young minds have the ability to grasp concepts at a state or
bioregional level and the course of study can mirror the scope of the student’s significant world
- focusing first on the surroundings of the home and school, then the neighborhood, the
community, the region, and beyond. Early adolescence shifts toward the discovery of the “self”
and young people begin to feel their connectedness to society. At this stage of development
social action and civic engagement takes on a more central role in the educational pathway, and
this lends itself to the ability of students to grasp global perspectives. Intentionally aligning to
cognitive development is a key element of successful placed-based encounters.
The following table represents an example of the school week schedule for the Zoo. Grade level
days may change as they are dependent on Zoo staff schedules for the season. The schedule will
be revisited prior to the beginning of the fall semester, and again prior to winter vacation so
appropriate adjustments can be made. Collaboration with the Zoo will not be limited to zoo
grounds, but will also encompass programming such as the Zoomobile, virtual interactions, lab
programs, as well as intermittent family-centered activities. In addition to zoo experiences,
students will be engaged in opportunities that will provide encounters in natural open spaces
such as the foothills, forests, rivers, and coasts. The following table provides examples of what a
monthly schedule might look like for the TK/K-3 grade levels. The bolded entries are
supplemental partner/agency experiences; those that aren’t bolded are teacher-led experiences.
Actual dates and times will be dependent on agency staffing schedules for the designated
seasons. (See Appendix F for a monthly 4-8 grade level schedule).
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Though Fresno Chaffee Zoo has an existing curriculum, they will be collaborating with the
Golden Charter Academy to develop additional learning experiences. These collaborative new
strands will infuse the critical pillars of GCA’s vision and will be specific to the themes and
interdisciplinary pathways developed by the educators. While these new modules evolve, GCA
has adopted the use of these existing platforms:
Service Projects
Projects will be age-appropriate and are design to illuminate ways to give back, be of service,
and for students to begin to explore their voices of environmental advocacy.
• zoo improvement projects
• conservation awareness and advocacy
• adopt an animal
Professional Development
The Golden Charter Academy educators will receive the following training experiences.
Additional opportunities will also be made available.
• Educators will receive Zoo Docent training
• Behind the Scenes Encounters
• Fostering Empathy for Wildlife workshop
Student Learning Experiences
The Golden Charter Academy students will receive the following learning experiences.
Additional opportunities will also be made available.
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•

•
•

•
•

•

Lab Programs: 30-60 minute age-appropriate sessions that include interactive stations,
each catering to different learning modalities, and aligned with State Standards. Labs are
a blend of hands-on activities, zoo bio-facts, and live animal presentations.
Docent-Led Tours: 30-60 minute age-appropriate sessions that explore animals in a
more in-depth manner. The focus is on animal habitats, diets, and behaviors.
Behind the Scenes Group Experience: This unique educational experience provides a
special glimpse into what happens behind the scenes at the zoo. Students will meet
zookeepers and animals to learn the daily duties of preparing animal diets, observing
behaviors, training, and more.
Zoo Talks: Lively and engaging presentations on animals, a natural history theme, or a
biology topic of choice. Led by the zoo’s Field Biologist.
Zoo Overnights: An opportunity for students and their families to experience the zoo
overnight. Students and families will be able to tour the zoo after hours with Zoo
Docents; this also includes a Zoo Talk presentation.
Virtual Learning: Students are able to engage with Zoo staff on a variety of topics and
learning modules. These sessions will be available in the classroom as they are
completely virtual.

As mentioned previously, COVID 19 or a similar pandemic that closes traditional site-based
schools will undoubtedly have an impact on GCA’s ability to deliver instruction. This, however,
is unavoidable. A pandemic will affect the operation of all institutions, especially those that rely
on congregate interaction and participation. GCA’s model, however, has inherent advantages
over the traditional site-based model. Place-based education allows for innovative lesson that
can be designed for execution and completion at students’ homes or their immediate
environment. The utilization of mobile technology also allows for the delivery of such
instruction and the continuation of teaching and learning. Lab programs and regular visits to the
Zoo, which offer an outdoor venue that allows for social distancing while teaching and learning
continue, give the innovative instructional model of the Golden Charter Academy unique
advantages over traditional site-based models and enable an uninterrupted educational
experience for students.
Science
Science is an essential part of the academic program at Golden Charter Academy. The Golden
Charter Academy’s science curriculum is aligned to State Standards. Golden Charter Academy
believes that all students should experience learning that pushes them to express curiosity and
inquire about the world.
Science instruction will focus on establishing a strong foundation to enable students to
critically observe the world, develop their intuition, observation, thinking, and analytical skills.
Learning and instruction in earlier grades centers on building students’ curiosity and
questioning. There will be an emphasis on examining local phenomena, such as local weather
patterns, California and Central Valley geology, national parks, and crop growing cycles,
among other concepts. Science instruction will engage students through the senses and
observable data, building deeper, interdisciplinary connections between science, math, and
ELA. Students will build a vocabulary for science for the transition to deeper scientific inquiry
in middle school.
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The overall focus throughout the elementary grades is on the application of science in
everyday lives. A broad, multicultural history of science component spans the entire
curriculum, as do skills development, a study of the impact of humans on the environment, and
integration of literacy, math, and technology skills. At the Golden Charter Academy, we take
very seriously the concept of Environmental Literacy and the role our students play in it. We
want our students to understand what it is to be an environmental steward and value the impact
our students will have on the world around them.
Students will engage in hands-on, inquiry-based lessons on a regular basis. Using the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS), teachers will plan rigorous science experiences that
promote curiosity, analysis, reasoning, interpretation, and application. Under the inquiry model,
a central question drives scientific explorations that elicit critical thinking as well as oral and
written communication of ideas.
The connection with the Fresno Chaffee Zoo programs, place-based education, and
environmental concepts will provide students with rich, real-life experiences to help with their
science understanding. Regular visits to the Zoo and time spent in natural environments provide
a level of engagement beyond most existing science programs.
Studying science involves acquiring new vocabulary and learning that some familiar words may
have different meanings in science. This aspect of scientific literacy needs to be taught explicitly
in order to minimize misconceptions. Students will acquire new terms that have Latin and Greek
roots, prefixes, and suffixes. This will improve and extend the vocabulary of all GCA students.
Student experiments, observations, and written projects take place in both formal and informal
settings. Students will be engaged in open-ended inquiry. Literacy will be encouraged through
scientific research, the use of field journals, videos, textbooks, children’s literature, field guides,
maps, charts, and scientific journals. An emphasis on grade-level, authentic text will be
encouraged.
Social Science
The social sciences, sometimes known as the Humanities, represent a unique confluence of
disciplines that study human society and culture. At the Golden Charter Academy, the study of
social science becomes much deeper, richer, and comprehensive due to the tie into the natural
world. History, for instance, cannot be accurately interpreted without the deep understanding of
the influence of geography on human populations. The central geographic location of the
Middle East, North Africa, and Mediterranean Europe, located at the confluence of the world’s
largest landmasses—Eurasia and Africa—has had a historical effect on its human population
(e.g., many great ancient civilizations—Egypt, Greece, and Rome, among others) a cultural
effect (e.g., four distinct seasons resulting in a long growing season and agricultural societies),
and a physiological effect (e.g., a population whose people have brown skin or light skin that
easily tans in response to changing sunlight levels). These discussions are not beyond
elementary students, but they are usually not surfaced because their investigation requires a
comprehensive understanding of the relatedness of the earth, its resources, and all life, including
human societies. This is education on a level that is usually reserved for colleges and
universities.
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The Golden Charter Academy will expose its students to the wide palette of human societies
through a systematic, purposeful progression from the child’s immediate environment to the vast
diversity of the larger world. Students will be exposed to weekly study of the environment, its
components, and the relationships that exist within its confines. This is the beginning of
environmental literacy, a seminal curricular thread that will be woven throughout the entire
curriculum. The sophistication of this study will increase as the students matriculate through
each grade level, but it will start in Transitional Kindergarten.
Cultures of the world will be featured in thematic units that are studied at all grade levels, at
different degrees of sophistication. These studies will not only include various cultures of the six
inhabited continents, but cultures within each continent, including rural and urban divides,
coastal and inland cultures, and valley and mountain populations. Buttressing this cultural study
will be guest speakers brought in to classrooms from cultures throughout the world. GCA’s
community outreach will include partnerships with local cultural organizations, including but not
limited to, the International Student Union at CSU Fresno, the Fresno Interdenominational
Refugee Ministry (FIRM), and the Centro Binacional para el Desarrollo Indigena Oaxaqueno
(CBDIO). These agencies, and others like them, are a priceless source of people from cultures
all around the world, and these people will augment the social science program at GCA through
in-class presentations, cultural and artistic programs, and interactions with students. The benefits
from such interactions are innumerable—students will come to understand, appreciate, and
embrace the diversity that exists in humankind, and discern that people are more alike than they
are different. These are deep truths that the study of cultures will reveal.
Traditional social science disciplines will continue to be studied at GCA, but the study of these
disciplines will be undertaken in a much more holistic and global way. History is logically and
inextricably tied to culture, so the studied of one is impossible without the deep understanding of
the other. Even that combination is incomplete without an examination of geography, which
affects societal movement and settlement, and determines the resources that exist in an area that
can be exploited by man. The study of the U.S. Civil War, for instance, must include the
exploited natural resources (wood, sugar cane, tobacco, etc.), favorable oceanic currents, and
ingrained cultural beliefs that are deeply rooted in ignorance. Again, a community tie will be
utilized to enhance the lesson. Place-based education, a central tenet of GCA, may require that
students travel to the local Civil War re-enactment that is performed annually in Fresno’s
Kearney Park. Bringing history to life will be part and parcel of a GCA education.
The core curriculum at GCA will be unlike any other public school curriculum. Students will
not just read about subject matter, they will interact with it, observe it, draw it, write about it, and
interpret it themselves. This environmental educational encourages questions even more than
answers, because it is through this curiosity and exploration that discovery is
possible. Discovery leads to understanding, which is society’s best hedge against
ignorance. Ignorance only flourishes in dark places away from sunlight. At GCA, education
will be sunlight.
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Non-Core Curriculum Framework
Physical Education
Exercise and Nutritional Science (ENS) Instruction Model
The ENS curriculum is based on the State Standards for Physical Education
(http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/pe) and the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation & Dance (www.aahperd.org).
The emphasis is on developing individual students’ fitness, rhythm, and sports skills while
increasing students’ desire to be active now and in the future. The program will provide students
with opportunities to investigate and apply a healthy lifestyle and emphasize choice of nontraditional fitness, leisure, individual and team sports as well as opportunities to improve skills in
more traditional fitness and team activities. These learning opportunities will culminate in
students’ researching, developing, implementing and monitoring their Individual Fitness Plan.
ENS will also support the learning in literacy, science, and math by integrating cross-curricular
concepts throughout the fitness plan process and using the approach of balanced literacy to
support students’ reading and writing needs.
Arts Education
GCA will offer a robust arts education program to grow the individual talents of students. All
lessons will be aligned with the State Standards and the National Art Standards. Instruction is
organized to target the strands of artistic perception, creative expression, historical and cultural
context, aesthetic valuing, and connections, relationships, and applications.
A focus will be on artists who portrayed the natural world or animals, such as Rousseau, or who
used a specific style, such as biological illustrations. Audubon and Linnaeus are examples of this
art style. Students will draw in their field journals during visits to the Zoo or natural
environments. Lessons on perspective, the Elements of Art and the Principles of Design will
support students in being better artists and will remove some of the frustration experienced in
beginning artists. In addition, reading and numerical literacy skills are woven into these classes.
Even classical composers depicted animals and scenes of nature through music (e.g.,
Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony, Scriabin’s “Mosquito” etude, Debussy’s “La Mer”, etc.) These
examples, and innumerable others, allow students to explore the auditory landscape of sound in
musical expression, and this can be compared with the musical catalog of nature, expressed most
famously through the songs of birds and whales, the cries of arboreal primates, or the roars,
grunts, and hisses of the various feline species. The visual and performing arts will be
integrated into the daily program, both in the classroom, at the Zoo, and possibly in an after
school program.
In addition, art will be explored as an essential expression of culture and people. Art, in its many
manifestations, is common to all human cultures, and the particular style of each culture’s artistic
expression is a source of pride for countless people. By bringing in guest speakers through
cultural study our students will learn to appreciate their own family’s culture and understand the
connectedness that links all the world’s people. Students will also learn to warmly embrace their
individual artistic abilities and recognize artistic beauty in its many forms.
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The Golden Charter Academy expects to demonstrate that both student behavior and student
achievement will be significantly improved by using technology for composing music that is
interdisciplinary and engaging.
Learning Best Occurs with High Quality Instruction
There are many educational theories and practices that have proven to be effective in the
classroom environment and GCA does not subscribe to only one approach. We believe in
allowing successful teachers to teach in an environment that supports best practices and studentcentered strategies.
As mentioned in the earlier section on How Learning Best Occurs, the Golden Charter Academy
experience will be based on principles and beliefs that set the foundation for excellent schools.
Several of these foundational principles and beliefs center on high-quality instruction, as outlined
below.
Universal Design for Learning
The Golden Charter Academy has adopted UDL, an educational framework that is highly
regarded by the nation’s general TK/K-12 education law, the ESSA. The goal of UDL is to use a
variety of teaching methods to remove any barriers to learning and give all students equal
opportunities to succeed. It is about building flexibility in the ways students access material,
engage with it, and demonstrate what they know. UDL benefits all students because learning
experiences can be adjusted for every student’s strengths and needs. Facilitating learning
experiences through a UDL lens provides the same kind of flexibility in classroom settings as
well as in places of learning outside the classroom (e.g. natural settings, community settings, zoo
grounds).
According to the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST), UDL is a framework to
improve and optimize teaching and learning for all people based on scientific insights into how
humans learn (CAST, 2020). The framework guides the design of instructional goals,
assessments, methods, materials and learning environments to proactively meet the needs of all
learners. Classrooms are highly diverse, and the curriculum needs to be designed from the start
to meet this diversity. UDL is an approach to curriculum that minimizes barriers, maximizes
learning for all students; and supports learners to become “expert learners” who are, each in their
own way, purposeful and motivated, resourceful and knowledgeable, and strategic and goaldriven.
UDL aims to change the design of the environment rather than to change the learner. When
environments are intentionally designed to reduce barriers, all learners can engage in rigorous,
meaningful learning. Consider the meaning behind each term of the framework to help
understand the pathway to be followed (see figure below).
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In addition to addressing aspects of access, the UDL framework creates space for building in
support and challenge. Breaking free from the “myth of average,” standardized coursework
becomes personalized learning objects for student success (Rose, 2018). Essentially, “context”
trumps “traits” (Rose, m2016, p. 105).
UDL eliminates one-dimensional thinking to embrace diversity and the uniqueness of
each individual. Think to scaffold, to leverage talent, intelligence, character, and
creativity. Thus, when given options to express what they know, the students’ choices
fuel their interest and autonomy. This is where universal design for learning becomes a
cross-dimensional, user-focused, structured, flexible, engaging, and authentic framework
for social justice (Library & Learning Resources, 2020).
We have been taught to think everyone is the same, but according to Rose, “average destroys
talent” (Rose, 2018). Learner variability and flexibility can be addressed with simple solutions:
digital learning objects, language translation, support for reading and translation including digital
learning objects that move the students’ self-regulated learning comprehension to a higher
level. Equally important, we can minimize barriers and maximize learning for all using the
principles of UDL as pathways to learning (see figure on the next page).
Universal Design for Learning addresses barriers to learning by creating a framework of
instruction that designs "to the edges." In this way, and by bridging average thinking, students
are able to become active participants in the learning process. More importantly, universal design
for learning becomes a cross-dimensional, user-focused, structured, flexible, engaging, and
authentic means to address learner "dis-ability and vari-ability" (Library & Learning Resources,
2020).
The UDL framework offers an overarching approach to designing meaningful learning
opportunities that address learner variability and suggests purposeful, proactive attention to the
design of goals, assessments, methods, and materials. CAST’s UDL Guidelines are a tool to
support educators, curriculum developers, researchers, parents, and more to apply the UDL
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framework to practice (CAST, 2020). The Golden Charter Academy incorporates the use of
UDL in the design, administration and assessment of the curriculum used.

California’s Environmental Principles & Concepts
Through the use of EP&Cs, teachers can support environmental literacy by helping students to
understand and apply the EP&Cs across academic disciplines and in the real world. These
principles and concepts highlight the deep relationship between humans and the natural world.
They represent “big ideas” intended to inform standards-based instruction and fuel student
inquiry.
Environmental Principles:
• Principle 1: People depend on natural systems
• Principle 2: People influence natural systems
• Principle 3: Natural systems change in ways that people benefit from and can influence
• Principle 4: There are no permanent or impermeable boundaries that prevent matter from
flowing between systems
• Principle 5: Decisions affecting resources and natural systems are complex and involve
many factors
The EP&C’s are the foundation of the environmental content taught in the EEI Curriculum. The
K-12 EEI Curriculum uses the environment as a context to help students learn science and
history-social science. It is a model to demonstrate how to integrate environmental literacy into
instruction. Using the EEI platform as a model for cross-curricular integration, teachers will be
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empowered to utilize both the EEI curriculum as well as the many other environmental education
resources available to them.
Professional development and Teacher Supports
Great schools require great teachers and school leaders. At the Golden Charter Academy, we
empower our educators to lead school teams, and we invest in training to help them grow as
professionals. When considering overarching themes of effective professional learning, DarlingHammond, Hyler, and Gardner (2017) presented seven characteristics. Practices that underscored
effective professional development included strong content focus, active learning, collaboration,
modeling, coaching and/or expert support, and are sustained in duration. The Golden Charter
Academy embraces the value of these practices and will be intentional in providing the support
needed to empower their educators in the manner the educators are expected to empower their
students.
Equipping faculty to facilitate learning experiences in a place-based setting requires support from
all levels of the Golden Charter Academy family. The first step is to provide professional
development that shifts the norms set by traditional teacher development programs and offers
educators a rigorous, immersive learning experience rooted in place-based education principles.
The following chart outlines the outcomes of such a shift and illuminates the backdrop of the
Golden Charter Academy approach.
From Traditional
Methods

To Place-Based Education Prepared

Majority of time in
course on campus

Place-Based
Coursework is embedded in place and community and blended with handson, in the field practica.

Structured,
predetermined courses
and sequence

Personalized & Designed for Deeper Learning
Educators progress at a pace and in a way that maximizes learning. They
receive regular feedback, support and mentorship from trained educators who
are effective place-based education facilitators.

Norm-referenced and
grade-based

Values Based The program is anchored by the three GCA values of
stewardship, equity, and access. These values guide the alignment of
academic coursework, teaching, and environmental/community experiences.

Siloed classroom and
practice teaching
experience

Blended Experiences
Classroom learning and practical teaching experience is blended and
designed for deeper learning through the use of field-based practicum.
Frequent implementation of advanced instructional techniques and field
experiences allows educators to learn by doing and continually carry new
understandings and experiences back into the classroom.

Products are primarily
papers, unit or lesson
creation and reflection

Project-based
Educators collaborate around relevant, impactful and complex learning
experiences, culminating in a capstone project of sorts.

Inspired by Preparing Teachers for a Project-Based World by Getting Smart (2016).
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To position teachers to effectively facilitate place-based learning, professional development will
also include:
•
•
•
•

Universal Design for Learning
Fresno Chaffee Zoo Docent Training
Field-Based Environmental Education Experiences
Field-Based Immersion Experiences in natural settings

In order for students to realize the benefits of field-based education, teachers need to be
confident in field-based teaching strategies. Even though many tools (e.g. Next Generation
Science Standards curriculum) have been provided for teachers to make this transition, it really
does not address the true challenge. Without a deeper connection to the subject matter, the
teacher-student learning transaction could become a delivery of information more than an
exploration and an opportunity for the development of individual connections.
As explained by the Rural Challenge Research and Evaluation Program (Sobel, 2005), a teacher
that is grounded in their environment begins to appreciate that there is a mutual interaction
between themselves and those things around them. Connecting in this way allows the teacher to
embrace the idea that their actions matter and could impact the world beyond school. This is in
stark contrast to learning in a classroom setting, detached from real-world experiences and
simply looking at the world as an outside observer.
Elements that help build a sense of confidence in knowledge of science content are an important
aspect of effective training (Milner et al., 2012), and innovation in components that engage
teachers in outdoor experiences is key. Not knowing how to engage students in the outdoor realm
is often indicative of the teachers not knowing how to engage themselves. Ernst (2007) asserted
that helping teachers develop a level of comfort in providing instruction beyond the classroom is
critical. In order to actively draw students in, teachers must also be actively engaged in training
that mirrors the desired experiences (Klein & Riordan, 2011).
Professional development for the Golden Charter Academy educators will mirror the student
experience in that training will be delivered through a Universal Design for Learning lens,
facilitated in place-based settings, and will be experiential in nature. Tilden (2009) viewed the
creation of these connections as “an educational activity which aims to reveal meanings and
relationships through the use of original objects, by firsthand experience, and by illustrative
media, rather than simply to communicate factual information” (p. 17). This perspective supports
the idea that effective facilitation of environmental education concepts also includes personal,
hands-on experiences that elicit meaningful connections and capture the spirit of experiential
learning.
Staff Culture and Staff Alignment Achieves Ambitious Goals.
Enabling students to achieve ambitious goals will require a cohesive team working in the same
direction. This will entail building collaboration between teachers and school leadership.
GCA Commitments:
• Teachers and staff will feel accountable for the success of all students and connected to
the Charter School’s mission, vision, culture, and priorities.
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•
•
•
•

High teacher expectations will be clearly articulated and aligned with the California
Standards for the Teaching Profession.
The leadership team will meaningfully engage all teachers and staff as a team and
prioritize building and maintaining a positive staff culture.
The leadership team will foster a teaching culture that encourages and motivates teachers
to engage in a path of continuous development toward teaching excellence.
Teachers will be aligned with both their grade-level team (i.e., 3rd grade team) and
content team (i.e., TK/K-3 ELA team) to ensure a coherent TK/K - 3rd grade sequence
and shared grade-level experience for students.

Transparent Behavior Expectations Increase Student Engagement, Time-on-Task, and
Learning
At GCA we believe that establishing clear student behavior expectations will allow teachers to
focus increasingly on instruction and learning and will provide clear and consistent norms that
support student reflection, practice, and development. Additionally, supporting students to
adhere to expectations and academic/professional behavior will increase students’ life
preparedness.
GCA Commitments:
• There will be consistent, school-wide student behavior expectations.
• Behavior expectations will foster self and social awareness, and encourage students
to empathize with and be respectful to classmates.
• Teachers will explicitly share and teach the expectations and will hold all students
accountable.
• Students will be able to articulate expectations, follow expectations consistently, and
respond appropriately when reminded.
• Students will have regular opportunities to reflect on their behavior and actions and will
use a restorative process to discuss how their choices lead to outcomes and how
to respond to those outcomes.
High Level Instruction Through Clear Academic Strategies and Consistent, School-Wide
Practices
GCA will set a high bar for instruction and align the day-to-day student experience with the
Charter School’s vision for the students it serves. Decisions around what instructional excellence
looks like will be consistent and calibrated throughout the Charter School.
GCA Commitments:
• The Head of School and the school administration will make intentional decisions about
instructional design (methods, time, curriculum, and assessments) based on research and
results and will implement the essential enabling systems, including data-driven
instruction, progress monitoring, instructional coaching, content teams, and workshops.
• The GCA leadership team will identify a common set of classroom practices to be
adopted schoolwide.
• Teachers will plan and implement common, structured lesson types and methods that:
o Go beyond guided instruction (e.g., employing inquiry-based learning instead of
the traditional “I Do, We Do, You Do” lesson format).
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Are necessary for success in high school, college, and vocational schools.
Require a rigorous approach that builds towards excellence.
Intentionally align and develop TK/K through 3rd grade.
Teachers will deliver high-frequency, academic feedback to students, incorporating it
into lessons and the daily and weekly school schedule.
Teachers will continuously adjust instruction to meet the needs of all students.
o
o
o

•
•

Instructional Content Expertise is Critical to Drive Students to College-Readiness Levels
In addition to strong instructional practices, teachers also need strong content and early
literacy expertise. For example, teaching children to read requires a teacher with expertise in
phonics, decoding, and reading comprehension skills for fiction and nonfiction texts. This is an
important and needed skill so that the teacher can effectively identify each student’s foundational
skill gaps and provide guided literacy instruction. When teachers have deep content knowledge
and share content knowledge across grades, schools increase their ability to achieve long term,
college-ready goals. GCA understands the importance of developing teachers into curricular
experts. GCA is committed to supporting excellence in all instructors.
GCA Commitments:
• The Head of School and the school administration, regardless of their specific contentarea expertise, will be able to describe how each class is driving toward content-specific
goals and will have a working knowledge across content areas to keep tabs on day-to-day
progress of students.
• Teachers will have a deep understanding of Common Core standards.
• The Head of School will prioritize both content expertise and an understanding of the
needs of children when hiring.
• The leadership team will actively develop all teachers’ content expertise:
o Teachers will receive internal and external content-based professional
development
o Content and grade level teams will meet regularly to engage in highleverage practices: looking at student work, lesson study, data driven instruction,
and teach backs
o There will be instructional leaders and coaches with deep expertise in specific
content areas and effectively deliver content-based coaching.
Scaffolding
Instructional scaffolding is the provision of sufficient support to promote learning when concepts
and skills are being first introduced to students. These supports may include the following:
• Resources
• A compelling task
• Templates and guides
• Guidance on the development of cognitive and social skills
• These supports are gradually removed as students develop autonomous learning
strategies, thus promoting their own cognitive, affective and psychomotor learning skills
and knowledge. Teachers help the students master a task or a concept by providing
support. The support can take many forms such as outlines, recommended documents,
storyboards, or key questions.
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Support for English Learners (EL)
English Learners are defined as students who are not yet fluent in English, as assessed by the
English Learner Proficiency Assessments for California, or ELPAC. EL’s make up
approximately 18% of all students in Fresno Unified, but in the six comparison schools of
southwest Fresno, that percentage is more than 28%. Almost one out of every three students in
southwest Fresno is not yet fluent in English.
When parents initially enroll their children in public schools, usually in Kindergarten (K) or
Transitional Kindergarten (TK), they are given a Home Language Survey (HLS) to determine
whether or not there are languages other than English spoken in the home. If this is the case,
students are given the initial ELPAC to assess their level of English fluency. These assessments
measure fluency in four domains—listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The following table
illustrates the four levels of assessment.
Reporting Level

What Students Can Typically Do at Each Level

Level 4

English learners at this level have well developed oral (listening and speaking)
and written (reading and writing) skills. They can use English to learn and
communicate in meaningful ways that are appropriate to different tasks,
purposes, and audiences in a variety of social and academic contexts. They
may need occasional linguistic support to engage in familiar social and
academic contexts; they may need light support to communicate on less
familiar tasks and topics. This test performance level corresponds to the upper
range of the “Bridging” proficiency level as described in the 2012 California
English Language Development Standards, Kindergarten Through Grade 12
(CA ELD Standards).

Level 3

English learners at this level have moderately developed oral (listening and
speaking) and written (reading and writing) skills. They can sometimes use
English to learn and communicate in meaningful ways in a range of topics and
content areas. They need light-to-minimal linguistic support to engage in
familiar social and academic contexts; they need moderate support to
communicate on less familiar tasks and topics. This test performance level
corresponds to the upper range of the “Expanding” proficiency level through
the lower range of the “Bridging” proficiency level as described in the CA
ELD Standards.

Level 2

English learners at this level have somewhat developed oral (listening and
speaking) and written (reading and writing) skills. They can use English to
meet immediate communication needs but often are not able to use English to
learn and communicate on topics and content areas. They need moderate-tolight linguistic support to engage in familiar social and academic contexts;
they need substantial-to-moderate support to communicate on less familiar
tasks and topics. This test performance level corresponds to the low- to midrange of the “Expanding” proficiency level as described in the CA ELD
Standards.
English learners at this level have minimally developed oral (listening and
speaking) and written (reading and writing) English skills. They tend to rely on

Level 1
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learned words and phrases to communicate meaning at a basic level. They
need substantial-to-moderate linguistic support to communicate in familiar
social and academic contexts; they need substantial linguistic support to
communicate on less familiar tasks and topics. This test performance level
corresponds to the “Emerging” proficiency level as described in the CA ELD
Standards.

Source: California Department of Education, Summative ELPAC General PLD’s
Due to the wide variety of English proficiency skills in many Fresno Unified classrooms, the
district, in keeping with state guidelines, requires a minimum of 30 minutes of English Language
Development (ELD) instruction per day for EL students. The implementation of this instruction
may vary depending on the school level (elementary, middle, high) and school program (general,
Dual Immersion, etc.). Some teachers deploy students to other classrooms for this ELD time,
while others keep their students but create individual classroom stations where they are better
able to isolate instruction to target specific strategies for particular levels. Stations may take the
form of small group instruction, one-on-one work between teacher and student, independent
work, either at a desk or possibly utilizing a computer with a specific software program for ELD
practice, or conversational interaction between students or between students and instructors.
Some teachers even embed ELD instruction during their English Language Arts (ELA) time and
are thereby able to maximize the integration of ELA and ELD. ELD can and does vary widely,
as students inevitably vary widely in their English proficiency and teachers vary widely in their
own ELD instructional skill.
At the Golden Charter Academy, we believe that instruction must be flexible enough to meet the
needs of individual students at all levels of fluency. Our teachers will receive professional
development in integrating lessons for the purpose of maximizing learning and learning time for
students. GCA reserves the right to implement this flexibility so that ELD instruction is always
focused on the needs of the students.
Reflection is a big part of the success of EL students. Language acquisition is a gradual process
that varies in length from person to person, depending on a number of factors. GCA teachers, in
keeping with our commitment to providing universal access, may employ any number of
strategies to promote reflection, including self-recording. Students may improve their
pronunciation, their sentence structure, and their oral speaking abilities by recording themselves
and reflecting upon their speaking proficiency. When students are allowed to have input in their
own progress toward proficiency, they are more motivated to succeed.
Pedagogical strategies
The strategies listed below are consistent with Universal Design for Learning and are especially
helpful for students with learning disabilities--although in fact they are also helpful for all
students. They are, in short, sound pedagogy. We recommend them to teachers regardless of
whether they know they have any students with special needs in the class.
General Pedagogical Strategies:
• State the day's objectives at the beginning of the class.
• Paraphrase key points from the reading and lectures.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide examples (and identify things that are not examples).
Provide written directions.
Vary teaching methods (lecture, discussion, small groups).
For large projects, provide step-by-step directions, bullet those directions, & give
advance notice of due dates (at least two weeks).
Try to select well-organized textbooks with subheadings, clear explanations and
instructions, and appropriate examples.
Print out copies of overheads and make them available to students.
Review material.
Encourage study groups.
Provide pre-reading questions for each reading assignment or group of related
assignments.
Identify key points in the readings and lectures.
Don't penalize students for spelling, organizational, or handwriting errors on timed
examinations.
Allow students to use laptop computers for examinations.
Provide multiple modes of instruction and go over all instructions in class providing a
written version--but don't provide overwhelming amounts of instruction.

By employing a wide variety of instructional techniques, teachers are best suited to meet the
individual needs of students. Varying instruction between whole group, small group, and
individual instruction formats will provide students the support they need in order to acquire
concepts and skills necessary to think critically while gaining academic proficiency.
The GCA teachers will understand the various learning modalities represented in their students
and apply appropriate teaching methodologies to meet their needs. Implemented effectively,
content in grade-level course work will remain consistent from class to class but scaffolds that
allow the students access to the content may vary from room to room depending on the learning
needs of the students in each classroom.
The GCA teachers will plan lessons that engage all types of learners and will differentiate for a
variety of learning levels.
While all courses will employ a variety of pedagogical strategies, certain instructional models
will be unique to their content areas.
Learning Best Occurs with a Healthy School Culture
The Golden Charter Academy believes that learning best occurs through a positive school culture
with safe, structured, and nurturing Environments. Students need physical and emotional safety
in order to take risks and learn from their successes and their mistakes. GCA provides a safe, and
nurturing environment with minimal distractions and more time for both academics and
extracurricular opportunities, so GCA students enjoy school and maximize their learning.
At the Golden Charter Academy we set clearly defined and measurable high expectations for
academic achievement and student conduct/behavior for all students. We believe, in order to
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create and reinforce a culture of achievement and conduct, that students should be aware of and
understand the expectations of them. They should understand the relationship between conduct
and consequences and understand the outcomes of their actions. We not only aim for academic
achievement we also want exemplary community members.
Social-Emotional Learning
An essential part of the GCA
program is social and emotional
learning (SEL). As young people
grow, they experience new
challenges, new emotions, and new
situations. Navigating these various
experiences is difficult for anyone,
and we all must understand that this
is a process of growing and learning
for all children. According to the
Collaborative for Academic, Social,
and Emotional Learning (CASEL),
social and emotional learning is the
process through which children and
adults understand and manage
emotions, set and achieve positive
goals, feel and show empathy for
others, establish and maintain
positive relationships, and make
responsible decisions. SEL is a deeply ingrained part of the way students and adults interact both
in the classroom and out of it, and helps provide children with equitable, supportive, and
welcoming learning environments.
SEL enhances students’ capacity to integrate skills, attitudes, and behaviors to deal effectively
and ethically with daily tasks and challenges. Like many similar frameworks, CASEL’s
integrated framework promotes intrapersonal, interpersonal, and cognitive competence. There
are five core competencies as can be seen in the figure to the left: self-awareness, selfmanagement, responsible decision-making, relationship skills, and social awareness.
Developing these competencies helps bridge connections to the areas designated in the outer
rings: the classroom, the school, as well as in the home and community. Further, it is indicated
that the way to create these connections is though SEL curriculum and instruction, schoolwide
practices and policies, and through family/community partnerships.
Research has shown that social and emotional development can be fostered, and social and
emotional skills, attitudes, and behaviors can be taught in many ways across many settings. The
Golden Charter Academy will implement the following approaches:
• Free-standing lessons designed to enhance students’ social and emotional competence
explicitly.
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•
•
•

Teaching practices such as cooperative learning and project-based learning, which
promote SEL.
Integration of SEL and academic curriculum such as language arts, math, social studies,
or health.
Organizational strategies that promote SEL as a schoolwide initiative that creates a
climate and culture conducive to learning.

By implementing the SEL approaches, the Golden Charter Academy will be able to utilize the
short-term outcomes and behavioral/academic outcomes, outlined in the infographic, as
benchmarks to help guide effective implementation.

In support of the social and emotional development of our students, the Golden Charter
Academy will incorporate the following four elements represented by the acronym SAFE:
•
•
•
•

Sequenced: Connected and coordinated activities to foster skills development.
Active: Active forms of learning to help students master new skills and attitudes.
Focused: A component that emphasizes developing personal and social skills.
Explicit: Targeting specific social and emotional skills.

A systemic approach to SEL intentionally cultivates a caring, participatory, and equitable
learning environment and evidence-based practices that actively involve all students in their
social, emotional, and academic growth. This approach infuses social and emotional learning
into every part of students’ daily lives—across all of their classrooms, during all times of the
school day, and when they are in their homes and communities.
An emphasis on real connections and relationships at GCA will ensure an emotionally healthy
school family. A shame-free environment encourages risk-taking in academics and
extracurricular activities. Daily classroom routines will also support the students in feeling safe
and protected.
Social and Emotional Learning in Field-Based Experiences
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Field-based experiences are those things that are happening during a field day in a place-based
setting outside the classroom. Even in these unique settings the learning environment,
pedagogical practices, and specific activities/lessons can support student social and emotional
learning.
Social and emotional skills are both taught and caught (Blyth, 2018). In an optimal learning
environment, educators explicitly teach specific skills, they provide opportunities for youth to
practice and reflect on those skills, and they model social and emotional competencies.
Even in outdoor spaces, the SAFE elements lay the groundwork for effective facilitation. They
are Sequenced (learning experiences progress throughout the program and build on one another,
Active (youth have opportunities to practice skills in hands-on ways, supported by reflection and
feedback), Focused (parts of the learning experience are designed to emphasize social and
emotional skills), and Explicit (they target specific social and emotional skills) (Durlak et al.
2010).
Grow Outside (2020) has expanded the context of SEL to include the rest of the natural world
(see the following table). This extension was born from Residential Environmental Learning
Centers (RELCs) that offer students immersive experiences in nature and serve as an extension
of classroom programming. The idea of immersion also connects to single day explorations
centered on environmental education.
SEL Competencies
Self-Awareness

Outdoor Environment Considerations
•

•
•

•
•

Understanding one’s roles within people-built systems which are nested
within and dependent upon ecosystems and the biosphere; i.e. becoming
ecologically literate
Participating in team challenge and adventure activities to discover
more about overcoming perceived limits.
Understanding through practice one’s personal power to act on behalf
of one’s self and others in need, be they people, water, land, or other
species
Recognizing that one’s actions impact one’s self, other people, other
species and the environment
Recognizing that human health and wellbeing are interdependent with
ecological health

Self-Management

•
•

Time outdoors reduces stress
Team-building and adventure activities support the development of selfmanagement skills

Social-Awareness

•

Understanding the meaning and value of diversity and biodiversity in
various contexts
Recognizing cultural demands and opportunities regarding resource use
Collective efficacy
Recognizing cultural demands, perspectives, and opportunities
regarding what is an environmental resource and how it should be used

•
•
•
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•

•

Relationship Skills

•
•

Responsible
Decision Making

•
•
•
•

Recognizing how prevailing and social norms have led to ecological
destruction, particularly in marginalized communities; i.e.
environmental justice
Recognizing our interdependency with Earth Systems
Recognizing the reciprocal relationships that exist between people and
other species
Working proactively and cooperatively to restore interpersonal and
interbeing relationships where and when needed
Assessing the environmental impact of one’s beliefs and actions
Pursuing inclusive, mutually beneficial solutions to both local and
large-scale environmental challenges
Reflecting on the broader ethical consequences and environmental
impact of one’s behavior
Recognizing one’s ability to analyze environmental and social
situations, identify problems, and solve them using inquiry skills

The very act of leaving a familiar classroom significantly alters the learning environment, while
at the same time facilitating new perspectives on learning, relationships, and day-to-day life. This
novel learning environment offers the opportunity for students to better understand themselves
and reimagine their relationships to peers and teachers. According to Grow Outside (2020)
students who struggle in the classroom setting often shine in field-based settings, demonstrating
competencies unseen in the classroom, which provides them with critical experience in building
a positive identity as a learner. Likewise, the group dynamic outside of the classroom allows
students to build social awareness, find commonalities with peers, break up negative social
dynamics that may exist in the classroom or school environment, and strengthen relationships
through shared experiences. Program elements that include collaborative group work, scientific
investigations, scaffolded physical challenges, and opportunities to reflect, contribute to the
positive impact on social and emotional development.
Learning spaces in outdoor settings offer a rich environment for youth and adults to connect (or
reconnect) to nature through both structured and unstructured learning environments. Instructors
skillfully guide students to connect to nature through modeling, intentionally sequenced
activities, and free-choice time to explore and play in nature. Creating safe opportunities for
students to observe, reflect, contemplate, and interact with the natural world provides
opportunities for them to develop authentic and positive connections to nature.
Mentor Program
Success in life depends on both academics and character. The Golden Charter Academy will help
students foster character strengths that are essential for their own success and well-being. At the
Golden Charter Academy, we aim for students to be empowered to express their voices with
compassion and to improve the world around them. Our mentoring program will play an
instrumental role in laying the foundation for character development with the students of Golden
Charter Academy.
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The vision of mentoring is to produce positive, encouraged, motivated, and informed citizens in
the world, while decreasing negative outcomes, and increasing the likelihood of successful
outcomes for all students.
As a part of ongoing social and emotional support to students and teachers, the Golden Charter
Academy will employ adult mentors. They will be trained in social and emotional learning
strategies, and conflict mediation at the school site.
Mentors will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

provide students with genuine guidance and support,
increase positive influences within the community through events and building
partnerships,
support school personnel to decrease suspensions and bullying.
increase academic performance and attendance rates,
collaborate with guardians to reiterate good behaviors learned in school that will be
exercised at home,
create a safe environment for all school personnel.

The goal is to connect all individuals and factors that directly affect each student. Mentors
connect with the guardians, teachers, school personnel, community, and peers of each student to
increase and promote positive and healthy relationships and school engagement to increase the
likelihood of successful outcomes.
Mentors focus on advocating for each of their students, to increase self-esteem, self-worth, and
encourage mental and emotional stability. Each mentor creates bonds with teachers to increase
effective communication to better support students academically. Constant communication
between mentors and guardians helps increase students’ attendance, positive behaviors, respect,
cooperation, and overall good behavior at school as well as at home.
Mentors will work particularly with students with emotional or academic struggles. Mentors
connect with the students in the classroom for academic support and on the playground with the
goal of building relationships. The mentors also communicate regularly with the classroom
teacher, the school counselor, and families when appropriate.
The mentoring program is designed to create genuine support for all students, no matter the age,
cultural background, or learning disability. It provides the tools necessary to establish a positive
environment, increase student engagement, and is committed to working with families to
promote healthy relationships. GCA is committed to increasing the likelihood of successful
outcomes for all students.
Purposeful Community Building
As part of the school’s commitment to being a community-based school, we will do thoughtful
and purposeful community building with students and families, as an entire school community
and in small groups. New students and families will attend an orientation to acclimate them to
the school, its values, and how they play an important role. We will also do community building
during school announcements over the public address system and regularly in Family Time.
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There will be other opportunities for community building in special school events such as
sporting events, school dances, fundraisers, family group socials, zoo events, and more.
Community building is key to both goals of diversity and teaching habits of success. In order to
build a strong, heterogeneous, tight-knit community, our students must know each other well and
be able to work in teams with students from all racial, ethnic, income, language, and educational
backgrounds. Some samples of community-building activities are team building activities,
structured conversations where students and families get to know each other, and low-stress
competitions between family groups.
We also consider more structured, community groups where students create art or music together
or read together across grade levels and with facilitators and/or families.
In the later years, we will expect the older students (grades 5 and above) to be mentors for the
younger students. These student mentors will play a leadership role, be buddies to younger
students to answer questions and to be role models. The student mentors will also likely lead All
School Meetings and other community building. Newer students may also be assigned class
buddies to help welcome them to the school. Finally, we may assign student mentors as school
leaders to give input into school decisions, and to do lunch and recess duty. We will provide
training to our student leaders.
Student attitudes to be developed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appreciation – appreciating the wonder and beauty of the world and its people
Commitment – being committed to learning, preserving, and showing self-discipline and
responsibility
Confidence – feeling confident in their ability as learners, having the courage to take
risks, applying what they have learned, and making appropriate decisions and choices
Cooperation – cooperating, collaborating, and leading or following as the situation
demands
Creativity – being creative and imaginative in their thinking and in their approach to
problems and dilemmas
Curiosity – being curious about the nature of learning and of the world, its people and
cultures
Empathy – imaginatively projecting themselves into another’s situation, in order to
understand his/her thoughts, reasoning, and emotions.
Enthusiasm – enjoying learning
Independence – thinking and acting independently, making their own judgments based
on reasoned principles, and being able to defend their judgments
Integrity – having integrity and a firm sense of fairness and honesty
Respect – respecting themselves, others, and the world around them
Tolerance – feeling sensitivity towards differences and diversity in the world and being
responsive to the needs of others

Expanding Cultural Awareness
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Students learn about the world through academic disciplines, the arts, special events, “virtual”
cultural exchanges with international Zoos, and culturally specific foods. Multiculturalism will
be infused throughout every aspect of the school. The visual and performing arts curriculum will
expose students to art, music, and drama from the many cultures in our community. Art and
music instruction will serve as a venue for celebrating the contributions of all countries and
cultures.
Restorative Practices
Restorative practices complement the focus on SEL. Through restorative practices, GCA
students will have the opportunity to learn strategies to manage their emotions and understand
how their behavior impacts the school community. At GCA, we will recognize that all people
make mistakes and that mistakes are actually opportunities to grow and learn. We will hold
students accountable to high expectations and provide a high level of support for our students
to grow.
Logical Consequences and Restorative Practices
Consequences must be meaningful for students; they cannot be abstract, extrinsic ideas that do
not attach to the behavior. Depending on the root of the problem, students may write a
reflection about what happened and then return to the group after sharing her or his reflection
with classmates. If a seriously harmful decision (e.g., hurting a teammate, repeated teasing)
has been made, the teacher or leader may choose to use a restorative circle, bringing together
everyone involved and others impacted by the situation during a time outside of class. This
may include other classmates, family members, coaches, and more, depending on the
circumstance and impact.
Restorative Chats
Staff members at GCA will use restorative chats to support students when harm has been
done to another member of the school community (e.g., saying something hurtful) or to that
student (e.g., giving up on a task). A restorative chat guides the student to repair the harm and
better the situation. These are the guiding questions for a restorative chat:
1. What happened?
2. What were you thinking at the time?
3. What have you thought about since then?
4. Who has been affected by what you have done?
5. What do you think you need to do to make things right?
Escalation of Response
Teachers will use a number of strategies to ensure all students are learning, remembering that
the goal is to restore relationships so that students can engage in learning. Teachers will know
that there are many ways to respond and that it is important to match the response to the
individual student and situation. Students at GCA staff will be aware and understand the
importance of escalating and reporting incidents and maintaining student confidentiality in
these matters.
The Importance of Relationships
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Through our use of community circles, and through lessons that foster social emotional as
well as academic growth, GCA students will develop strong connections,
strong accountability to one another, and how others feel in situations. This is also known as
empathy. The stronger these relationships are, the greater the impact when a student may seek
to repair relationships, speak to peers about a challenge she or he is having, or engage in selfreflection. Relationships are at the core of this approach.
Modeling Healthy Responses
We will teach GCA staff to consistently model healthy interactions and reactions, especially
in times when staff may be frustrated or tired. Our students learn from our modeling.
We believe that skillful teachers teach discipline and embrace this as a key function of their
role.
Therefore, the GCA community will:
• Hold all members of the school community to high and realistic
expectations
• Foster strong relationships among all members of the school
community
• Recognize that individuals will make mistakes and that each day is a new one
• Plan explicit directions for each activity and create safe, and productive learning
spaces
• Use reminding, redirecting, and reinforcing language to help students meet academic
and social expectations
• Frequently and clearly talk about and model appropriate behavior
• Provide consequences that are clear, logical, restorative, and fair
• See and discuss students as individuals
• Restore students to the learning community by teaching social skills and
building on individual strengths
All School Meetings and Community Celebrations
Almost every morning, the entire school will gather as a community. One of the most powerful
drivers of culture, community, and academics in many high-performing schools, is the All
School Meeting. GCA will use All School Meetings to create a positive, focused mindset for all
community members. The meetings are intended to be fun, positive, and to reinforce the school’s
values and cultural norms.
All School Meetings will set the tone for greatness during the day with our students and, in the
later years, will be student-led. Parents and community members will be invited to attend, and
participate when appropriate. Below is a list of typical events that may occur at All School
Meetings:
•
•
•
•

Celebrations of community and individual accomplishments (including failures)
Stories and examples of Habits of Success in action
Shout-outs and appreciations of fellow community members
Student-led community-building activities
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•

Community activities such as singing, dancing, cooking, sports, art where families are
also invited to attend

The All School Meetings will last for 10 to 15 minutes and will include highly structured
routines for how to celebrate, shout-out, apologize, listen, and generally show high levels of
support for all community members. Student-led activities will obtain prior approval from
facilitators and can be used as evidence of learning.
On several Fridays, we will end the week with a Community Celebration. Similar to an All
School Meeting, this will include celebrations of growth, outstanding examples of student
success, shout-outs, and any other accomplishments or recognitions from the week. All
community members, including families, are invited to attend.
GCA Family Groups
GCA believes a key component of our model is that “every student is known,” that students are
most successful when they have at least one close, long-term personal relationship with an adult
on campus who guides the student through all aspects of their schooling – academically, socially,
and emotionally.
In order to provide support a personalized experience:
GCA Commitments:
• Every student will be paired with a member of the staff, a mentor, who will stay with the
student for multiple years at the school.
• Students will be placed into small groups of approximately 12 called Family Groups. The
group meets twice daily and for a longer period of time on Friday.
• The mentor’s goal will be to 1) make a deep, personal connection with the student and
family, 2) to be the main point of contact for the student and family throughout their time
at the school, and 3) to ensure the student stays on the college-ready trajectory.
• The mentor also conducts Personalized Learning Plan (PLP) meetings two times a year
with each family to map out personal, academic, social emotional, and career goals for
each student.
• The mentor will check in regularly using the PLP tool with each student to ensure he or
she is on track to meet their goals and will conduct interventions as necessary.
Grouping
Cooperative learning is actually a generic term that refers to numerous methods for grouping
students. At least 10 different methods have been formally described in the research literature.
Therefore, "cooperative learning" as a strategy requires a closer look to take advantage of
potential benefits for learners. Effective cooperative learning occurs when students work together
to accomplish shared goals and when positive structures are in place to support that process
(Johnson & Johnson, 1999). Even though appropriate use of student groups for learning has been
shown to yield significant learning improvement across disciplines, the successful application of
cooperative grouping in classrooms still eludes many educators (Johnson & Johnson). Criteria
for effective cooperative learning groups include:
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Students understand that their membership in a learning group means that they either
succeed or fail—together. (Deutsch, 1962).
"Positive interdependence" includes mutual goals, joint rewards, resource
interdependence (each group member has different resources that must be combined to
complete the assignment), and role interdependence (each group member is assigned a
specific role).
Students help each other learn and encourage individual team members' success.
Individuals in the group understand that they are accountable to each other and to the
group as a distinct unit.
Interpersonal and small-group skills are in place, including communication, decision
making, conflict resolution, and time management.
Members are aware of the group's processes. Individual members talk about "the group"
as a unique entity.

Students with Special Needs
GCA will be a welcoming instructional environment for all students, including those with
Special Needs. The GCA staff is committed to providing equal access to all students, and
creating learning environments that nurture and support the educational aspirations of students
with Special Needs. The GCA curricular focus on environmental education allows for
experiential education that has been shown to enhance learning for all students. Our place-based
model encourages kinesthetic movement and offers numerous opportunities to appropriately shift
the focus of the learner, providing accommodations for learners who require multiple and
changing stimuli. Our adoption of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) “provides a blueprint
for creating instructional goals, assessments, methods, materials that work for everyone - not a
single, one-size-fits-all solution, but rather flexible approaches that can be customized and
adjusted for individual needs” (UDL: Theory and Practice, 2014). It is a framework that guides
the shift to designing barrier-free, instructionally rich, learning environments that provide access
to all students (Nelson, 2014).
Academically Low-Achieving Students: Identification and Assessment
Through the lens of UDL, the instructional design at GCA will be focused on helping each and
every student in the classroom. Two frameworks, in particular, Response to Intervention (RTI)
and Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS), will be used because they both help identify the
needs of each student and provide appropriate support systems.
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The RTI educational
framework defines three tiers
of support and instruction
designed to help every
student find success. As
shown in the diagram to the
left, Tier 1 provides highquality core instruction for
the larger majority of
students; it is at this first
level that the initial signs of
student struggles become
evident. In Tier II, struggling
students will receive targeted
intervention, instruction, and
support that includes
learning paths that address specific skill gaps. Progress monitoring in this tier helps teachers pull
together students with similar needs for additional small-group tutoring and support. If data
reveals that students are still struggling in Tier II, they may need more intensive instruction or an
individualized form of intervention in Tier III.
The MTSS framework integrates all the
components of RTI and also addresses the
behavioral, social, and emotional
development of students. MTSS
implements continuous improvement
processes at all levels of the system and can
increase in needed intensity for students.
Not all students require the same level of
support and tiered supports provide an
opportunity to match the intensity of
support to each individual student’s need.
Published and researched RTI Models have
3-tiers or 4-tiers. The Golden Charter
Academy has decided to use a 3-tier model
because it is consistent with the California
State Department of Education
recommendation.
Intervention
Response to Intervention serves a dual purpose, one being to prevent failure in students by
addressing a student’s needs as soon as they are identified rather than allowing the student to fall
farther behind. Response to Intervention is also part of the process for identifying students for
special education eligibility under the category of learning disabilities. In class, teachers will use
a variety of instructional methods to reach students of all learning modality preferences. GCA
will utilize the tenants of UDL in curricular design and all phases of instruction. The Charter
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School will implement a combination of differentiated small group instruction, one-on-one
tutorials, extra support from content area teachers, and mentors to assist students in gaining grade
level proficiency. Students who are behind grade level or in jeopardy of retention will be
individually counseled and given extra help in their specific areas of need.
GCA will use intervention programs to support students who are having difficulty learning or are
falling further behind. Student Success Teams (SST), composed of the student, the student’s
parent or guardian, the Head of School and/or a member of the school administration, and a GCA
faculty member, are responsible for identifying the student’s needs and developing a plan to
enable that student to be successful. Student response to general education interventions will be
tracked and interventions will be modified as necessary to support individual students’ progress.
Students who do not make expected gains despite carefully designed individualized interventions
may be referred to the Special Education team for further evaluation. Each referred student will
be assessed in all areas of suspected disability to determine if the student has a disability and
qualifies for special education. An Individualized Education Program (IEP) will be developed for
students who qualify for special education. We involve parents throughout this process to ensure
they are informed about their student’s progress and how they can best support his or her
development.
Ongoing Evaluation
GCA’s MTSS leadership team will meet regularly to review, analyze and problem-solve around
data indicators. This team is designed to create a continuous cycle of improvement, troubleshoot
obstacles, provide on-going feedback, and align needed resources that affect improved student
outcomes. Progress will be monitored frequently, at least 2 or 3 times a month in Tier 2
intervention and weekly in Tier 3 intervention. Assessment of progress centers on comparable
multiple measures that can be given in close proximity and are sensitive to small gains. The rate
of student progress will be used to project whether the student is learning and growing or if the
student’s program or supports should be changed.
Recurrent monitoring provides relevant data and allows for timely adjustments. Data of student
performance is the basis of decisions made regarding changes in student placement, evaluation of
student progress, moving students up or down the tiers of instruction, and referral to special
education assessment. GCA will use a variety of methods, including parent and teacher referrals,
as well as sources of data, to identify students who are most in need of additional support. This
includes regular benchmark assessments, standardized tests, state and national assessments, and
other methods. School leadership will use the classroom assessment data to refer and monitor atrisk students via a Student Success Team (SST) model for intensive interventions in math,
reading, and writing.
Family Involvement
Families are an essential component of supporting student success. Teachers regularly notify
parents about the academic experience of their student(s). Weekly progress reports, benchmark
exam scores, teacher notes, phone calls, and comments on homework assignments are several
examples of how parents may be notified of their child’s progress. As each student’s progress is
tracked in one or more of these methods, a request for a Student Success Team (SST) may be
offered when expected progress is not demonstrated within the appropriate time period.
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Just as students will learn a deep understanding of the interrelatedness of the earth’s creatures
and its ecosystems, GCA understands that parents must be an integral part of the education of
their children. The above section describes how parents are informed of their child’s progress,
but it does not address how parents inform the school about their child. Parents, as the child’s
first teachers, are an essential component to academic success. At GCA, parents will be invited
to volunteer in classrooms and participate in fulfilling the goals of GCA, including fundraising,
media outreach, and community activism. When actively engaged, parents are the child’s most
enduring role model. GCA will welcome parent participation in our educational program, and
encourage the development of parent education and involvement.
Academically High-Achieving Students
Identification
All courses will maintain a standard of rigor that challenges our most academically advanced
students, who are identified through the same methods as academically low-achieving students.
Teachers will develop individualized strategies to engage and challenge these students so that
they can continue to accelerate their learning. Teachers will utilize the strategies of Universal
Design for Learning. As such, students will be given an opportunity to develop their individual
expertise through assessments that allow for multiple means of expression.
Parent Notification and Involvement
As mentioned above, parents at GCA are seen as an essential component in the success of their
child’s learning. Parents will be actively recruited as volunteers, chaperones, and educational
partners who have the greatest stake in their child’s success. A measure of our success is the
success of our parents. We aspire to strengthen families, the building blocks to strong
communities. We will encourage and support community activism and student advocacy as a
part of the GCA program.
Support
GCA will ensure that every teacher will be ready to set classroom routines and rely on digital
formative assessments and additional resources to ensure that all students have the opportunity to
continue learning after they complete the day's objective during class.
Because all students are challenged to reach their intellectual potentials within the instructional
program, GCA does not plan to offer a formal, separate program for academically highachieving students. However, as described, GCA will equip teachers with the necessary tools to
enable high-achieving students to continue advancing. GCA teachers will be less concerned with
the identification and academic stratification of its learners and more concerned with its goal to
unlock the educational potential that exists in all students. Student support will encompass
academic challenges, as well as social emotional supports, such as student mentoring and peer
group support.
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Special Education
GCA believes that all students, regardless of family background, income, race, religion,
disability, gender, or health can and will learn. This common belief covers the realm from
students behind grade level to special education students to English Learners (“EL”).
GCA welcomes students with special needs. GCA recognizes its responsibility to enroll and
support all students, regardless of disability, and pledges to work in cooperation with the Fresno
Unified School District and a Special Education Local Plan Area (“SELPA”) to ensure that a free
appropriate public education is provided to all students with exceptional needs.
GCA’s dedicated staff of specialists, counselors, and psychologists will work closely together
with our teachers to ensure that the needs of each student, especially those with an IEP, are met.
The special education staff will meet regularly for professional and program development and to
share best practices for supporting special education students.
UDL and Place Based Learning are essential components to all instruction at GCA. We work to
support the needs of all students, including those who may be academically behind or
academically accelerated.
Special Education Strategies for Instruction and Services
The Golden Charter Academy is committed to providing universal access to content for all
students, including students who have identified disabilities and are on an Individual Education
Plan (IEP). Universal Design for Learning (UDL), which is described in greater detail elsewhere
in this petition, is structured to design instruction that meets the needs of all learners. UDL
enhances access to content for all learners, and resists the common practice of artificially
differentiating between Special Ed (SPED) students and general education students who have the
same academic need. At the Golden Charter Academy, we will support all learners through a
placed-based education and universal supports for students while they are in their home
classroom. UDL is not only about universal access to content, it is also referencing a universal
design for access through the learning environment. The actual physical design and instructional
use of the classroom is a critical component of UDL. Wobble chairs, standing desks, fidget
spinners, a textured chair or surface, quiet spaces, etc., are examples of components and
accommodations that may be made available in a UDL classroom or learning space. Since GCA
will utilize the Fresno Chaffee Zoo as an extension of the classroom, a significant portion of the
instructional time will be in an outdoor “instructional space” that completely redefines the
parameters of “classroom” and presents new and different challenges for both students and
teachers.
Placed-based education (PBE) affords numerous educational advantages for students with
Special Needs. It allows for more “hands-on” learning, and affords numerous tactile experiences
that enhance learning. PBE also offers an experiential learning that is more easily processed and
remembered than an abstract lesson presented in text or graphics. Learning through experience
is deeper, more complete learning. PBE also further engages the learner with their local
community, a critical first step in the process necessary to grow into a regional and global citizen
with a more complete understanding of the world’s ecosystems and the skills and wherewithal to
make decisions to affect their world in a positive way.
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General Assurances and Overview
GCA embraces its responsibility to enroll and support all students who qualify for enrollment,
and pledges to ensure that a free appropriate public education (“FAPE”) is provided to all
students with exceptional needs. The Charter School will comply with all applicable state and
federal laws in serving students with exceptional needs, including, but not limited to, Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act (“Section 504”), Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(“ADA”) and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (“IDEA”), and any
other civil rights laws enforced by the U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights
(“OCR”). The language in this section is intended to provide a reasonably comprehensive
description of the special education program in the charter petition, in accordance with Education
Code section 47605(c). The specific manner in which special education and related services will
be provided and funded may be set forth in an MOU. The language is not meant to preclude
alternative arrangements.
GCA will apply to become an independent Local Education Agency (LEA) member in a SELPA
for purposes of Special Education. The Charter School will make written verifiable assurances
that it will become an LEA and, upon acceptance into a SELPA, will be an independent LEA
member of that SELPA pursuant to Education Code Section 47641(a). Upon official acceptance
in a SELPA, GCA will provide the Fresno Unified School District evidence of membership.
GCA intends to apply to become an LEA member in the Fresno Unified School District
SELPA in its first year of operation. As an LEA member of the SELPA, GCA will receive state
and federal revenues directly, in accordance with the SELPA’s allocation plan.
In the event GCA seeks membership in a different state-approved SELPA, GCA will provide
notice to the District, the SELPA, and the California Department of Education before June 30th
of the year before services are to commence. Although a change in LEA status or SELPA
membership shall not require a material revision of the GCA charter, it may require an update of
the parties’ MOU to reflect these changes in legal status.
Pursuant to 47641(a), if GCA is approved as an independent LEA, it will assume full
responsibility for providing special education and related services to eligible students of the
Charter School, in accordance with state and federal law GCA agrees to follow policies and
procedures of the SELPA in which it is a member and shall utilize SELPA forms and
information systems necessary to identify and serve students who qualify for special education.
GCA agrees to collaborate with the SELPA to respond to inquiries and request and provide
access to information and records, as needed, and shall be responsible for maintaining
confidentiality of students’ records. GCA will participate in the state’s quality assurance process
for special education (i.e., verification reviews, coordinated compliance self-reviews, complaints
monitoring, procedural safeguards, and the local plan). GCA will participate in internal
validation review.
Child Find
The Golden Charter Academy understands and embraces its responsibility to locate, identify, and
evaluate students with Special Needs, regardless of the severity of their disability. GCA is
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committed to working with the Special Education Local Plan Area (SELPA) to coordinate our
education response to students with Special Needs and ensure that their particular disability is
met through the appropriate educational placement in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE).
Our adoption of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) provides a supportive and individualized
educational setting that allows access for all students and creates an environment that promotes
that access. Supporting students’ academic and behavioral development in an integrated way is at
the core of decision-making, with the goal being to always meet the needs of all learners. In this
light, GCA embraces two specific frameworks to help ensure that student needs are addressed in
a timely manner. The Response to Intervention and Multi-Tiered System of Supports, will be
used to ensure that all students are provided appropriate support systems.
The RTI educational framework defines three tiers of support and instruction designed to help
every student find success, and these tiers are couched in the MTSS process. According to the
California Department of Education’s ELA/ELD framework (2014), “the foundational structures
of MTSS include high-quality core instruction utilizing UDL principles and appropriate supports,
strategies, and accommodations. In addition, assessments and progress monitoring are employed
to allow for a data-based, problem-solving approach to instructional decision making.”
The goal of MTSS focuses on more than just academics and detailed data. It also focuses on
providing multiple levels of support for students as well as resources for teachers and other staff
who are delivering the instruction. Therefore, collaboration between teachers, administrators,
district personnel, student support specialists, and other school leaders is absolutely necessary for
the MTSS framework to work (see figure on the next page).
As time increases in intervention, the
student misses more general education
instruction. Tier 3 is intended to
accelerate student learning and to
discover what strategies and methods
best facilitate student learning. Some
students will be referred for assessment
for special education eligibility in Tier 3.
Tier 3 is not intended as a permanent
placement. More commonly, students
will be assessed for special education or
accelerate to a level where they can
return to Tier 1 or Tier 2 instruction.
GCA will press the boundaries of the
MTSS process prior to referring a child
for Special Education services, and the
MTSS protocol will be consistent and
comprehensive. MTSS will include the implementation of the Student Success Team (SST)
process which will take an asset-based perspective and readily identify student strengths so that
future interventions can be built around areas where students will most likely find
success. Special Education supports will be considered only after the full MTSS process is
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exhausted and data point to additional student support. MTSS may also identify students as
needing a 504 plan (applicable to students in the general population), which identifies students
who have a disability that may impede major life activities in some way.
Services for Students Under the IDEA
GCA is committed to providing a free and appropriate public education that will meet each
student’s unique needs in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE). The Charter School shall
develop an appropriately ambitious individualized education program reasonably calculated to
enable the student to make progress appropriate in light of his/her circumstances in accordance
with IDEA, Education Code requirements, and SELPA policies and practices.
Instruction shall be provided in accordance with each student’s IEP in the least restrictive
environment (preferably the general education setting) with access to rigorous and standardsbased curriculum. If a student’s IEP team determines that, in order to make progress appropriate
to the student’s circumstances, the student requires placement outside of a general education
classroom, the Charter School shall provide the necessary placement and/or services. The
instruction outlined in each student’s IEP will be delivered by personnel qualified to do so.
GCA shall utilize SELPA forms and follow SELPA policies and procedures in seeking out and
identifying and serving students who may qualify for special education programs and services
and for responding to record requests and parent complaints and maintaining the confidentiality
of pupil records.
GCA agrees to promptly respond to all District or SELPA inquiries, to comply with reasonable
District or SELPA directives, and to allow the District or SELPA access to Charter School
students, staff, facilities, equipment and records as required to fulfill all applicable District or
SELPA obligations imposed by law.
All special education services at GCA will be delivered by individuals or agencies qualified to
provide special education services as required by the Education Code and the IDEA. Charter
School staff shall participate in SELPA in-service training relating to special education according
to the GCA Charter Petition.
Staffing
GCA will be responsible for the hiring, training, and employment of site staff necessary to
provide special education services to its students, including, without limitation, Special
Education teachers, paraprofessionals, and resource specialists. GCA shall ensure that all Special
Education staff hired or contracted by GCA is qualified pursuant to SELPA policies, as well as
meet all legal requirements. GCA shall be responsible for the hiring, training, and employment
of itinerant staff necessary to provide Special Education services to Charter School students,
including, without limitation, speech therapists, occupational therapists, behavioral therapists,
and psychologists.
GCA will carefully review enrollment of students with IEP’s each year in order to determine
staffing of Special Education teachers and other specialists at the Charter School. All GCA
Special Education teachers will receive coaching and support from the regional Special
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Education team to ensure that all aspects of the IEP and any possible 504 plans are properly
implemented.
GCA recognizes that all teachers are essential for the implementation of the student’s IEP and
shall ensure that general education teachers receive training and supervision necessary to
properly implement IEP’s and 504 plans.
Notification and Coordination
GCA shall follow SELPA policies as they apply to all SELPA schools for responding to
implementation of Special Education services. GCA will adopt and implement polices relating to
all Special Education issues and referrals.
Identification and Referral
GCA understands and embraces its responsibility to ensure that all children with disabilities who
need Special Education and related services are identified, located, and evaluated, regardless of
the severity of the disability. GCA shall identify, refer, and work cooperatively in locating
students who have or may have exceptional needs that qualify them to receive special education
services.
GCA shall implement a Multi-Tiered instructional and support framework prior to referring a
student for an evaluation under IDEA, but shall ensure that Child Find identification occurs in a
timely manner and that no procedures or practice shall result in delaying or denying this
identification.
A parent/guardian or GCA staff member may request an initial evaluation at any time to
determine if the child is a child with a disability, regardless of whether the child has participated
in a multi-tiered instructional framework. Special Education referrals shall be made only after
general education supports and interventions have been considered and provided, as appropriate.
GCA shall never use assessment or evaluation as a means of denying admission for any student.
If GCA becomes an independent LEA for Special Education purposes, the Charter School shall
be solely responsible for compliance with state and federal Child Find requirements. GCA shall
implement policies and procedures of the SELPA in which it is a member to ensure timely
identification and referral of students suspected of having a disability. The Charter School may
also refer a student for services through the provisions of a Section 504 Plan, if appropriate.
Assessments
The term “assessments” shall have the same meaning as the term “evaluation” in the IDEA, as
provided in Section 1414, Title 20 of the United States Code. GCA will determine what
assessments, if any, are necessary and arrange for such assessments for referred or eligible
students in accordance with applicable law.
GCA shall obtain parent/guardian consent to assess students and no assessment or evaluation
shall be used for admissions purposes. If GCA operates as an independent LEA for Special
Education purposes, then, in the event that the Charter School receives a written request for
evaluation, it will be solely responsible for working with parents/guardians to address the request
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and shall follow SELPA policies, procedures, and timelines. The Charter School shall respond to
a written request for assessment within fifteen (15) days with a written Assessment plan if the
Charter School concludes that an assessment is appropriate. If the Charter School concludes that
an assessment is not appropriate, the Charter School shall respond within fifteen (15) days with a
Prior Written Notice. Upon receipt of the consented Assessment Plan, the Charter School shall
conduct an evaluation and hold an IEP meeting within sixty (60) days of receipt of the
parent’s/guardian’s written consent for assessment. Parents/guardians shall be informed that
special education and related services are provided at no cost to them.
A staff member will be responsible for gathering all pertinent information and arranging for
assessments to be conducted in all areas of suspected disability. Information gathered will be
used as tools to determine the student’s disability, eligibility for services, and determining the
nature and extent of required services. The types of assessments that may be used for
determining eligibility for specialized instruction and services will include, but not limited to:
• Individual testing;
• Teacher observations;
• Interviews;
• Review of school records, reports, and work samples; and
• Parent input.
GCA will follow the following assessment guidelines. If a conflict with SELPA policies and
procedures exists, then SELPA policies and procedures will govern.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Parents or guardians of any student referred for assessment must give their written
consent for the school to administer the assessment;
The assessment will be completed and an IEP meeting held within 60 days of receipt of
the parent’s written consent for assessment;
The student must be evaluated in all areas related to his/her suspected disability;
Assessments must be conducted by a person with knowledge of the student’s suspected
disability, and administered by trained and knowledgeable personnel and in accordance
with any instructions provided by the producer of the assessments. Individually
administered tests of intellectual or emotional functioning must be administered by a
credentialed school psychologist;
Assessments will be selected and administered so as not to be racially, culturally, or
sexually discriminatory;
Assessments will be delivered in the student’s primary language, and a qualified
interpreter will be provided if needed;
Assessment tools must be used for purposes for which the assessments or measures are
valid and reliable; and
Assessments will be adapted as necessary for students with impaired sensory, physical or
speaking skills; and
A multidisciplinary team will be assembled to assess the student, including a teacher
knowledgeable in the disability.
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Upon completion of the assessment, an IEP team will be assembled to review the results of the
assessment and determine the student’s eligibility for special education. GCA will be responsible
for scheduling, coordinating and facilitating the IEP meeting. Educators qualified to interpret test
results will present the assessment data at the IEP meeting. Parents/guardians will be provided
with written notice of the IEP meeting, and the meeting will be held at a mutually agreeable time
and place.
IEP Development
GCA understands that the decisions regarding eligibility, goals/objectives, program services,
placement, and exit from special education shall be the decision of the IEP team, pursuant to the
IEP process. Programs, services and placements shall be provided to all eligible Charter School
students in accordance with the policies, procedures and requirements of the SELPA and State
and Federal law.
IEP Implementation and Review
Every student who is assessed for special education will have an IEP that documents assessment
results and eligibility determination for special education services. GCA shall be responsible for
all school site implementation of the IEP, which will be designed to provide supports and
services in the least restrictive environment. As part of this responsibility, IEP goals and services
will be linguistically appropriate, as per Education Code Section 56345(b).
GCA shall provide all home-school coordination and information exchange. GCA shall also be
responsible for providing all curriculum, classroom materials, classroom accommodations and
modifications, and assistive technology.
GCA shall be responsible for conducting IEP reviews and determining necessary supports,
services, placements, in accordance with SELPA policies and all applicable laws. The IEP team
will formally review the student’s IEP at least once a year to determine how the IEP is meeting
his/her needs. In accordance with IDEA regulations, the IEP team will also conduct a formal
review of the IEP once every three years, in which the student is reassessed and the IEP is
reviewed as part of an overall comprehensive reevaluation of the student’s progress.
GCA shall provide parents with timely reports on the student’s progress as provided in the
student’s IEP at least as frequently as report cards are provided for GCA’s non-special education
students. The Goals and Objectives section of the IEP will be an attachment to the general
progress report. This will serve to document the method by which the student’s progress toward
achieving the annual goal is measured, the student’s progress during the relevant period, the
extent to which it is anticipated the student will achieve the annual goal prior to the next annual
review, and where needed, the reasons the student did not meet the goal.
If a parent/guardian or faculty member feels the student’s educational needs are not being met,
they may request a reassessment or a review of the IEP by the IEP team at any time during the
year via written notice to the school. Once the request is received, GCA will have thirty (30)
days, not including school vacations greater than five (5) days, to hold the IEP meeting.
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IEP Meetings
GCA shall arrange and notice the necessary IEP meetings. IEP team membership shall be in
compliance with state and federal law. GCA shall be responsible for having the following
individuals in attendance at the IEP meetings: the Head of School and/or GCA designated
representative with appropriate administrative authority as required by the IDEA; the student’s
Special Education teacher; the student’s general education teacher if the student is or may be in a
general education classroom; a parent/guardian; the student, if appropriate; and other Charter
School representatives who are knowledgeable about the general education program at GCA
and/or about the student. shall arrange for the attendance or participation of all other necessary
staff that may include, but are not limited to, an appropriate administrator to comply with the
requirements of the IDEA, a speech therapist, psychologist, resource specialist, and behavior
specialist; and shall document the IEP meeting and provide notice of parental rights.
GCA will provide an interpreter at IEP meetings if necessary, to ensure that all parents and/or
guardians understand and can participate in the IEP process. If a parent cannot attend the IEP
meeting, the school will ensure his/her participation using other methods, such as conferencing
by telephone, virtual meeting online platform, or meeting at the parent’s home.
A copy of the IEP will be given to the parent/guardian in accordance with state and federal laws.
Upon the parent or guardian’s written consent, the IEP will be implemented by GCA. The IEP
will include all required components and be written on SELPA forms.
The student’s IEP will include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

A statement of the student’s present levels of academic achievement and functional
performance;
The rationale for placement decisions, including cogent and responsive explanations for
the recommendations;
The services the student will receive and the means for delivering those services;
A description of when services will begin, how often the student will receive them, who
will provide them, and where they will be delivered;
Measurable annual goals and short-term objectives focusing on the student’s current level
of performance and appropriately ambitious for his/her circumstances; The goals and
objectives will also be linguistically appropriate, as per Education Code Section
56345(b).
A description of how the student’s progress toward meeting the annual goals will be
measured and monitored and when reports will be provided;
Accommodations necessary to measure the academic achievement and functional
performance of the pupil on state and district assessments;
For students 16 years of age and older, measurable postsecondary goals related to
training, education, employment and independent living skills, along with transition
services needed to assist the student in reaching those goals
The IEP shall be reasonably calculated to enable the child to make progress appropriate
in light of his/her circumstances IEP meetings will be held according to the following
schedule:
o Yearly to review the student’s progress and make any necessary changes
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Every three years to review the results of a mandatory comprehensive
reevaluation of the student’s progress
o After the student has received a formal assessment or reassessment
o If a meeting is required to determine if a student’s conduct was a manifestation of
his or her disability
o If the parent or guardian has requested a review of the student’s progress.
o

Interim and Initial Placements of New Charter School Students
GCA shall comply with Education Code Section 56325 with regard to students transferring into
the Charter School within the academic school year. GCA shall provide transferring students
with a Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE), including services comparable to those
listed in the existing IEP. In accordance with Education Code Section 56325(a)(1), for students
who enroll in GCA from another school outside of the same SELPA as GCA, with a current IEP
within the same academic year, GCA shall provide the pupil with FAPE, including services
comparable to those described in the previously approved IEP, in consultation with the
parent(s)/guardian(s), for a period not to exceed thirty (30) days, by which time the Charter
School shall adopt the previously approved IEP or shall develop, adopt, and implement a new
IEP that is consistent with federal and state law.
In accordance with Education Code Section 56325(a)(2), in the case of a student with
exceptional needs who has an IEP and transfers into GCA from a different school within the
same SELPA as GCA, within the same academic year, GCA shall continue to provide services
comparable to those described in the existing approved IEP, unless the parent(s)/guardian(s) and
GCA agree to develop, adopt, and implement a new IEP that is consistent with federal and state
law.
For students transferring to GCA with an IEP from outside of California during the same
academic year, GCA shall provide the pupil with FAPE, including services comparable to those
described in the previously approved IEP in consultation with the parent(s)/guardian(s), until
GCA conducts an assessment pursuant to paragraph (1) of subsection (a) of Section 1414 of Title
20 of the United States Code, if determined to be necessary by GCA, and develops a new IEP, if
appropriate that is consistent with federal and state law.
GCA will cooperate with the District regarding sharing information as necessary.
Mental Health
Whenever necessary, as evidenced by student need, assessment or recommendation of mental
health provider or a referral for assessment of eligibility for mental health as a related service
will be made to address a student’s mental health needs and potentially access other supports or
services for a student and his/her family.
Professional Development for the GCA Staff
GCA shall seek professional development opportunities for its staff through potential trainings
facilitated by Fresno Unified School District, the Fresno County Office of Education SELPA, the
FUSD SELPA, colleges and universities, and private companies or agencies to ensure
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compliance with state and federal special education laws as well as implementation of best
practices for students with disabilities.
Non-Public Placements/Non-Public Agencies
GCA shall be solely responsible for selecting, contracting with, and overseeing all non-public
schools and non-public agencies used to serve special education students.
Non-discrimination
It is understood and agreed that all children will have access to GCA and no student shall be
denied admission nor counseled out of GCA due to the nature, extent, or severity of his/her
disability or due to the student’s request for, or actual need for, special education services.
Reporting
GCA, in collaboration with the FUSD SELPA, will collect and maintain the following
information on disabled students as required by IDEA:
• A calculation of all school-age students with disabilities being provided special education
services by age, grade, category of disability, and the number of students with disabilities
who are English Learners;
• The number of students provided with test modifications and the types and the number of
students exempted from Statewide assessments;
• The settings in which students with disabilities receive their services, specifically
including the portion of the school day they receive services with non-disabled peers and
time away from the regular classroom;
• The number of students with disabilities suspended "in-school" and out of school,
organized by disability and length of suspensions; and
• The basis of exit from GCA of students with disabilities (i.e., attainment of diploma and
type, declassified, moved, etc.).
All necessary procedures and practices to ensure confidentiality and accurate/timely reporting
will be the responsibility of GCA. The designated staff member will ensure that a central file
with all special education evaluation material and IEPs is maintained and that this file is locked
and confidential, in accordance with IDEA guidelines. The staff member will oversee access to
these records, and will be responsible for ensuring that all providers responsible for the
implementation of a student’s IEP will have access to a copy of the IEP and will be informed of
their specific responsibilities in implementing the IEP.
Parent/Guardian Complaints and Procedural Safeguards
Parents/guardians of students with IEPs at GCA must give written consent for the evaluation and
placement of their child, be included in the decision-making process when a change in placement
is under consideration, and be invited, along with teachers, to conferences and meetings to
develop their child’s IEP.
GCA is committed to the assessment, identification, and placement of students with special
needs in the appropriate and least restrictive environment. GCA understands the requirement by
IDEA 2004 to follow procedures to provide access to due process and the protections conferred
by procedural safeguards, which are required by federal law.
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GCA shall provide a copy of the “Notice of Procedural Safeguards and Parents’ Rights” to the
parent a minimum of one time yearly. The Notice of Procedural Safeguards shall also be
provided to parents:
• Upon initial referral or parental request for evaluation.
• When sending out an Assessment Plan and/or Prior Written Notice.
• Upon receipt of the first state complaint in the school year.
• Upon receipt of the first due process complaint in the school year.
• In accordance with disciplinary procedures.
• Upon parental request.
Complaint Procedures
GCA shall adopt policies and procedures for the investigation and resolution of and response to
parental concerns or complaints related to special education services including alleged violation
of federal or state laws governing educational programs.
GCA shall include in its policies and procedures the employee(s) responsible for receiving
complaints, investigating complaints and ensuring compliance. GCA’s policies shall ensure that
the employee(s) responsible for compliance and/or investigations shall be knowledgeable about
the laws/programs that he/she is assigned to investigate.
GCA shall acknowledge parent complaints within five (5) business days. The parents shall be
offered a voluntary resolution session (alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) to address and
resolve concerns that prompted the complaint. If a disagreement or concern persists,
parents/guardians have the right to initiate a due process hearing to challenge a decision
regarding the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of their child.
Dispute Resolution
Under IDEA, due process hearings are a principal vehicle for resolving disputes between parents
of children with disabilities and LEAs concerning identification, evaluation, placement, or
provision of FAPE [34 CFR 300.511]. Parents, students who have reached the age of majority,
and LEAs may request a due process hearing. GCA acknowledges its responsibility to resolve
disputes or defend due process complaints arising as a result of the Charter School’s alleged
failure to provide FAPE to students enrolled in the charter school.
GCA may also initiate a due process hearing or request for mediation with respect to a student
enrolled in the Charter School if it determines such action is legally necessary or advisable. In
the event that the parents/guardians file for a due process hearing, GCA shall defend the case.
SELPA Representation
GCA understands that it shall represent itself at all SELPA meetings.
Funding
GCA understands that it will be subject to the allocation plan of the SELPA.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
GCA recognizes its legal responsibility to ensure that no qualified person with a disability shall,
on the basis of disability, be excluded from participation, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise
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be subjected to discrimination under any program of GCA. A student who has a physical or
mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, has a record of such
an impairment, or is regarded as having such an impairment, is eligible for protections under
Section 504.
GCA shall be solely responsible for its compliance with Section 504 and the ADA. The facilities
to be utilized by GCA shall be accessible for all students with disabilities. A 504 team will be
assembled by the Head of School and/or school administrator and shall include the
parent/guardian, the student (where appropriate) and other qualified persons knowledgeable
about the student, the meaning of the evaluation data, placement options, and accommodations.
The 504 team will review the student’s existing records, including academic, social, and
behavioral records, and is responsible for making a determination as to whether an evaluation for
504 services is appropriate.
If the student has already been evaluated under the IDEA but found ineligible for special
education instruction or related services under the IDEA, those evaluations may be used to help
determine eligibility under Section 504. The student evaluation shall be carried out by the 504
team, which will evaluate the nature of the student’s disability and the impact upon the student’s
education. This evaluation will include consideration of any behaviors that interfere with regular
participation in the educational program and/or activities. The 504 team may also consider the
following information in its evaluation:
•
•

•

Tests and other evaluation materials that have been validated for the specific purpose for
which they are used and are administered by trained personnel.
Tests and other evaluation materials including those tailored to assess specific areas of
educational need, and not merely those designed to provide a single general intelligence
quotient.
Tests are selected and administered to ensure that when a test is administered to a student
with impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills, the test results accurately reflect the
student’s aptitude or achievement level, or whatever factor the test purports to measure,
rather than reflecting the student’s impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills.

The final determination of whether the student is eligible for services under Section 504 must be
made by the 504 team. Written notice of the eligibility determination will be provided to the
parent or guardian of the student in their primary language, along with notice of the procedural
safeguards available to them. If during the evaluation, the 504 team obtains information
indicating possible eligibility of the student for special education per the IDEA, a referral for
assessment under the IDEA will be made by the 504 team.
If the student is found by the 504 team to qualify for services and supports under Section 504,
the 504 team shall be responsible for determining what, if any, accommodations or services are
needed to ensure that the student receives FAPE. In developing the 504 Plan, the 504 team shall
consider all relevant information utilized during the evaluation of the student, drawing upon a
variety of sources, including, but not limited to, assessments conducted by the School’s
professional staff.
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The 504 Plan shall describe the Section 504 disability and any program accommodations,
modifications or services that may be necessary. All 504 team participants, parents, guardians,
teachers, and any other participants in the student’s education, including substitutes and tutors,
must have a copy of each student’s 504 Plan. The site administrator will ensure that teachers
include 504 Plans with lesson plans for short-term substitutes and that he/she review the 504
Plan with a long-term substitute. A copy of the 504 Plan shall be maintained in the student’s file.
Each student’s 504 Plan will be reviewed at least once per year to determine the appropriateness
of the Plan, needed modifications to the plan, and continued eligibility.
English Learners
GCA will comply with all federal, state, and judicial mandates for English Learners, including
long-term English Learners or English Learners at risk of becoming long-term English Learners,
as they pertain to annual notification to parents, student identification, placement, program
options, EL and core content instruction, teacher qualifications and training, reclassification to
fluent English proficient status, monitoring and evaluating program effectiveness, and
standardized testing requirements. The Charter School will meet all requirements of federal and
state law relative to equal access to the curriculum for English Learners. The Charter School will
implement policies to assure proper placement, evaluation, and communication regarding EL’s
and the rights of students and parents.
Given the demographics of the District, a significant percentage of the incoming students at
GCA are likely to be EL. The Charter School recognizes the importance of valuing students
native languages, and reinforces an appreciation for the cultures, customs, and languages of all
its students through the Charter School’s core curriculum, enrichment programs, socio-emotional
wellness, and culturally responsive pedagogy.
Students at GCA with limited proficiency in English will achieve proficiency in the English
language as quickly as possible through the use of the Charter School’s services and teaching
methods that support English language development in each of the four domains: listening,
reading, writing, and speaking. GCA will have the necessary supports to ensure that regardless of
English proficiency, all EL students are included in curricular and extracurricular activities.
The Charter School will also make certain that EL students are not assigned to special education
because of their lack of English proficiency.
GCA will directly provide or make referrals to appropriate support services that may be needed
by EL students in order to achieve and maintain a satisfactory level of academic performance.
Such services may include supplemental small group English language classes, push-in supports,
individual counseling, group counseling, mentoring, home visits, and parental counseling.
Identification of English Learners
As part of the enrollment process, the Charter School will administer a Home Language Survey
(HSL) for every student who is new to the California public school system. For students who are
not new to the state public school system, we will determine their EL classification based on
prior records.
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At the beginning of the school year, all students new to the California public school system upon
enrollment who indicate a home language other than English will be ELPAC-tested by a trained
evaluator within thirty (30) days of initial enrollment and at least annually thereafter between
July 1 and October 31 until re-designated as fluent English proficient. If the student scores below
the established cut-off point on the ELPAC, the student will be classified as an EL student. If the
student scores above the established cut-off points on the ELPAC, the student is determined not
to be an EL student and will be classified as Initial Fluent English Proficient (I-FEP).
GCA teachers will serve as the front line in the identification of barriers to literacy. Should a
student not be officially identified as EL, she or he will be monitored regularly via various
assessment techniques to ensure their retention of the material.
Parent Notification and Involvement
GCA will notify all parents/guardians of the Charter School’s responsibility to conduct ELPAC
testing and will inform parents/guardians of ELPAC testing results within 30 calendar days
following receipt of test results. The EPLAC shall be used to fulfill the requirements under the
Every Student Succeeds Act for annual English proficiency testing.
Parents or guardians will be informed of their rights, and they will be encouraged to participate
in the reclassification process. If there are more than 21 EL parents at GCA, an English Learner
Advisory Committee (ELAC) will be formed. The ELAC will be responsible for the
development of an EL site plan to be submitted to the School Site Council (SSC) for
consideration to be included in the School Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA). The ELAC
will also assist the school in the development of a GCA schoolwide needs assessment. All
parents or guardians of students classified as EL will be notified in writing of all EL assessment
and placement procedures for their child. The Charter School will translate materials as needed
to ensure that parents of EL students understand all communications and are involved in all
processes related to the English Language Development of their child.
Strategies for English Learner Instruction and Intervention
In accordance with research on language acquisition and state goals, all students who are EL will
be supported to become proficient in the English language as quickly as possible. GCA will
implement best practices in the education of EL students to meet the goal of English proficiency
as soon as possible. It is the goal of GCA that all of its students leave the Charter School
proficient in the English language and with pride and support for their home language. English
proficient students will participate in a mainstream English language arts program with a
curriculum based on the State Standards.
Teachers of English Learners at GCA will teach based on the English Language Development
standards as set forth by the California Department of Education. GCA teachers will be trained to
use integrated ELD techniques as well as Universal Design for Learning techniques to meet the
needs of English Learners.
Students of limited English proficiency will receive the same academic content as those students
who are native English speakers. In addition to core content, students who are assessed as EL
receive assistance in oral language development. GCA will ensure that all EL students have
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access to the core content and may contract with the necessary specialists as needed in order to
do so.
All instruction will be in English; however, the level of English used for instruction–both oral
and written–will be modified appropriately for each EL student. Language acquisition will be
enhanced by exposing students to experiences in a variety of learning modalities (kinesthetic,
auditory, and visual) that correspond to the subject matter and grade level curriculum. They may
also receive small group differentiated instruction within their core content classes.
In addition to the ELD strategies teachers will use in their mainstream classes within the Charter
School’s schedule, there will be ample time that can be used for additional intensive English
language instruction. For example, students who enter the Charter School with an EL designation
can be tutored during intervention/enrichment periods. The Charter School will use proven
methodologies including increased time for reading and math, individualized instruction, and
extra tutorials for students who are acquiring English. Examples of instructional models that may
be employed with EL students include:
Monitoring and Re-Designation of EL Students
The proficiency in the English language of EL students will be monitored by teachers and
qualified evaluators, and measured at least annually using the ELPAC, local assessments, the
CAASPP, and teacher input. These assessments benchmark their progress towards proficiency
and determine whether continued special services are warranted.
Upon a student’s reaching proficiency in the English language, specialized English-learning
services will no longer be required. An EL student may be considered as having acquired a
“reasonable level of English proficiency" and may be reclassified as Fluent English Proficient
utilizing, but not limited to, the following criteria:
•
•

•

•

Assessment of language proficiency using an objective assessment instrument including
but not limited to ELPAC
Participation of the pupil’s classroom teachers and any other certificated staff with direct
responsibility for teaching or placement decisions of the pupil to evaluate the pupil’s
curriculum mastery
Parental opinion and consultation, achieved through notice to parents or guardians of the
language reclassification and placement including a description of the reclassification
process and the parents’ opportunity to participate, and encouragement of the
participation of parents or guardians in the reclassification procedure including seeking
their opinion and consultation during the reclassification process
Comparison of the pupil’s performance in basic skills against an empirically established
range of performance and basic skills based upon the performance of pupils of the same
age that demonstrate to others that the pupil is sufficiently proficient in English
to participate effectively in a curriculum designed for pupils of the same age whose
native language is English.

Prior to reclassification, all parents/guardians will receive a reclassification meeting notification
letter, where they are invited to a meeting to discuss their child’s English proficiency and
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academic achievement, and possible re-designation to Fluent English Proficient (R-FEP). GCA
will monitor progress of R-FEP students for four years to ensure that English proficiency is
sustained. This progress monitoring will include site-based assessments, CAASPP results, and
teacher input.
GCA will evaluate each student’s performance in academic content areas to measure the
student’s progress in core subjects. If an EL student fails to show appropriate progress in these
academic areas, modifications to the instructional program shall be made. In addition, GCA will
annually evaluate the progress of its EL students as a group to determine if any broader
programmatic modifications are necessary.
Special Education and English Learners
GCA will apply the same high standard of learning to all students, regardless of disability or
language barriers. English Learners who are suspected of having a learning disability will be
assessed according to the Child Find/identification requirements described in the Special
Education section above. Just as all students who are classified as EL students are as fully
integrated as possible into the programs of GCA, so are students with disabilities. EL students
with IEP’s will be given the necessary materials, mandated services, and equipment to support
their learning.
Monitoring and Evaluation of Program Effectiveness
GCA annually evaluates the effectiveness of its education program for EL’s by:
• Adhering to adopted academic benchmarks by language proficiency level and years in
program to determine annual progress.
• Monitoring teacher qualifications and the use of appropriate instructional strategies based
on program design.
• Monitoring student identification and placement.
• Monitoring parental program choice options.
• Monitoring availability of adequate resources.
Promotional Standards
Mastery of the objectives at each grade level is the basis for promotion. Teachers will assess
student progress every semester and share that assessment with parents/guardians to gauge
whether the student is mastering the objectives throughout the year. Supplemental instruction
will be available for all students as part of the standard program of GCA.
The goal of GCA is to ensure that all students succeed. Students who are in jeopardy of failure
will be individually counseled and given extra help in their specific areas of concern.
Supplemental instruction will provide teachers with the time needed to do remediation when
necessary. There may also be time built into the school day for students to receive intervention
and acceleration, whether through a computer-based program or with the teacher directly.
Annual Goals and Annual Actions in the State Priorities
In Element B, pursuant to Education Code section 47605(c)(5)(B), GCA provides a reasonably
comprehensive description of intended student outcomes that align with the eight state priorities.
In Element B, GCA has also complied with all requirements pursuant to Education Code section
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47605(c)(5)(A)(ii), including the development of school wide and student subgroup goals, and
annual actions, as applicable to the eight state priorities identified in Education Code section
52060(d).
Pursuant to Education Code Section 47606.5, GCA will produce an LCAP, which shall update
the goals, annual actions, and student outcomes identified in Element B, using the LCAP
template adopted by the State Board of Education. GCA shall submit the LCAP to the District
and County annually on or before July 1, as required by Education Code Section 47604.33.
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IV. Element 2: Measurable Student Outcomes
Governing Law: The measurable pupil outcomes identified for use by the charter school.
“Pupil outcomes,” for purposes of this part, means the extent to which all pupils of the charter
school demonstrate that they have attained the skills, knowledge, and attitudes specified as
goals in the charter school’s educational program. Pupil outcomes shall include outcomes that
address increases in pupil academic achievement both schoolwide and for all pupil subgroups
served by the charter school, as that term is defined in subdivision (a) of Section 52052. The
pupil outcomes shall align with the state priorities, as described in subdivision (d) of Section
52060, that apply for the grade levels served by the charter school. Education Code Section
47605(c)(5)(B).
Commitment to GCA’s educational philosophy will empower students at GCA to achieve the
following measurable student outcome goals. The following is true of our goals:
Goals are explicitly aligned with GCA’s definition of what it means to be a 21st century learner,
the Charter School’s mission and curricula aligned to state and federal standards, including
CCSS and NGSS.
Goals will be measured by multiple and varied benchmark assessments that are aligned to state
priorities state and federal standards, including CCSS and NGSS, and reflect proficiency
measures required by CAASPP assessments.
Goals will be aligned to state priorities detailed in Education Code Section 52060(d).
The Head of School and/or the site administrator at GCA will work to set goals for our students
and our school community that will enable our students to become life-long learners who are
well-prepared for college and beyond. Goals and outcomes may be modified over time.
GCA Outcomes that Align with State Priorities
Pursuant to Education Code Sections 47605(c)(5)(A)(ii) and 47605(c) the following table
describes GCA’s annual goals, actions (inclusive of school-wide and subgroups) to address the
state priorities, student outcomes aligned with the state priorities, and methods of measurement
for outcomes. GCA shall submit its Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) to the District
and County annually on or before July 1, as required by Education Code Section 47604.33. The
LCAP shall not be deemed part of the charter, and therefore, annual amendments to the LCAP
shall not be considered a “material revision to the charter” as defined in section 47607.
The following represents the initial goals, actions, and outcomes for GCA, both school-wide
and for all numerically significant subgroups. GCA anticipates serving subgroups including
socioeconomically disadvantaged, Hispanic/Latino, African American, EL, and possibly foster
youth. Unless otherwise specified below, school-wide goals are also goals for these anticipated
subgroups.
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GCA’s annual LCAP and any revisions necessary to implement the LCAP, including outcomes
and methods of measurement listed below, will reflect the input of the community, and shall be
maintained by GCA at the school site. Because each state priority has multiple parts, GCA has
separated out the state priorities into “sub-priorities.”
Goals, Actions, and Outcomes that Align with the State Priorities
State Priority #1 (Basic Services). The degree to which teachers are appropriately
assigned (E.C. §44258.9) and fully credentialed, and every pupil has sufficient access
to standards-aligned instructional materials (E.C. §60119), and school facilities are
maintained in good repair (E.C. §17002(d))
Subpriority A - Teachers
Goals to
Achieve
Subpriority

•

GCA will hire and maintain a properly credentialed faculty, who are
appropriately assigned.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Implement a rigorous hiring process, including paper screening,
formal and informal interviews, performance tasks, curricular and
teaching materials review, teaching demonstration, and reference
checks.
Offer competitive teacher salaries that allow GCA to attract
effective, qualified staff.
Provide professional development each year for all teachers, based
on individual goals, school goals, and the needs of the students, as
informed by student data.

•
•

Measurable
Outcome

•

Teachers are appropriately assigned and fully credentialed.

Method of
Measurement

•

The Head of School, together with the administrative team at GCA,
will monitor faculty credentials and assignment.

Subpriority B - Instructional Materials
Goals to
Achieve
Subpriority

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

All students, including numerically significant subgroups
(anticipated to be socioeconomically disadvantaged,
Hispanic/Latino, African American, EL, foster youth), will have
access to standards-aligned (including CCSS & NGSS) materials and
additional instructional materials as outlined in the charter petition.
Teaching staff will have the most up to date standards-aligned
instructional materials and professional skills needed to prepare all
students for GCA’s CCSS & NGSS curriculum and course
selection.
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•
•

Measurable
Outcome

•
•

Method of
Measurement

•

Research and obtain the most up-to-date standards-aligned materials
and participate in a yearly updating process.
Prioritize the need for excellent resources and provide teachers with
the supplies and learning tools that they need to successfully teach
CCSS & NGSS curriculum in the classroom.
Offer a Special Education program will work with the Fresno
Unified SELPA to offer appropriate support and interventions to
students with IEP’s.
All students will have access to standards-aligned
materials and technology
All teachers will have access to instructional materials and
technology that are the most up-to-date and standards-aligned.
Annual survey with faculty and staff.

Subpriority C - Facilities
Goals to
Achieve
Subpriority

•

Facilities for GCA will be maintained in good condition.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•
•

Secure appropriate facilities for the needs of GCA.
Create a safe and clean learning environment by maintaining the
school facility in good condition.
Conduct and document regular reviews of the school facility and
address any issues in partnership with the landlord.
Take the necessary steps to make sure the school facility is safe and
secure. This requires regular maintenance of facilities, gates, and
security systems. GCA will put into place procedures for
emergencies to ensure the safety of our students and staff.

•
•

Measurable
Outcome

•
•

Method of
Measurement

•
•

Facilities will be maintained in good repair to ensure a positive
learning environment for students and staff.
Facilities will show progress made towards repairs and maintenance
Staff will do regular walkthroughs to rate the condition of the facility
and address issues in a timely manner.
Conduct an annual survey of students, parents, and staff.

State Priority #2 (Implementation of State Standards). Implementation of State
Standards (including CCSS and ELD), including how English Learner students will be
enabled to gain academic content knowledge and English language proficiency.
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Subpriority A – State Standards Implementation
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Successfully implement CCSS into all classrooms.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Fully developed curriculum pacing, lessons, and interventions for
grades TK/K - 8 that are fully aligned to CCSS & NGSS.
Provide data-based professional development each year for all
teachers, based on individual goals, school goals, and the needs of
the students.
GCA teachers and staff will receive professional development as it
relates to CCSS and NGSS so that they can successfully
implement these standards in classrooms.
The GCA teachers will be trained to provide a rigorous course load
and strengthen character traits shown to improve academic growth
and keep students engaged in school.

•

•

•

Measurable
Outcome

•

Student performance on CAASPP assessments in comparison to
performance levels of students in schools that serve a similar
student population.

Method of
Measurement

•
•

Internal benchmark assessments
CAASPP

Subpriority B - EL Students & Academic Content Knowledge
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Teachers will use materials and strategies to ensure EL students
have access to grade level content.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Implement a comprehensive structured English immersion
program for EL students.
Teachers will use techniques that maximize comprehensible input
for EL students.
Teachers will utilize data to plan support and interventions to meet
the needs of EL students.

•
•

Measurable
Outcome
Method of
Measurement

•

•

Student performance on CAASPP assessments in comparison to
performance levels of students in schools that serve a similar
student population.
Internal benchmark assessments
CAASPP

Subpriority C - EL Students and English Language Proficiency
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

EL students at GCA will achieve proficiency in the English
language as quickly as possible, in accordance with research and
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best practices and timelines through GCA services and teaching
strategies.
Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Provide professional development to teachers on analyzing EL
data and implementing research-based best practices to meet their
needs.

Measurable
Outcome

•

Student performance on CAASPP assessments in comparison to
performance levels of students in schools that serve a similar
student population.

Method of
Measurement

•
•
•

Schoolwide Benchmark Assessments
ELPAC
CAASPP

State Priority #3 (Parental Involvement). Parental Involvement, including efforts to seek
parent input for making decisions for the Charter School and how the Charter School
will promote parent participation.
Subpriority A - Achieving/Maintaining Parent Involvement
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Parents will be a vital part of GCA and key stakeholders for the
students and school.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Parents of students at GCA will believe in the mission of the
Charter School and are dedicated to helping achieve the GCA
Mission and Vision.
Ensure parents understand and subscribe to ways to encourage and
support the educational goals of their students and the mission and
vision of GCA.
Provide varied communication to parents, including regular calls to
parents, home visits, parent-teacher conferences, and other family
celebration nights
Teachers and staff will keep parents aware of student progress.
Administer an annual parent survey.

•

•

•
•

Measurable
Outcome

•

A majority of parents or guardians will participate in parentteacher conferences.

Method of
Measurement

•
•

Faculty will track parental involvement throughout the year.
GCA will administer and reflect annually on outcomes from the
parent satisfaction survey.

Subpriority B - Promoting Parent Participation
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Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Parents will believe in the mission of GCA and will be dedicated to
help achieve shared goals.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Encourage parents to be active and engaged in GCA and its
mission.
Provide parent workshops on various topics (i.e., CCSS,
technology at home, social-emotional learning, healthy
relationships, etc.) to enable parents to better support their student’s
education.

•

Measurable
Outcome

•

75% of parents or guardians respond positively on
school surveys regarding participation and
engagement.

Method of
Measurement

•
•

Teachers and staff will keep parents aware of student progress.
GCA will administer and reflect annually on outcomes from the
parent satisfaction survey.

State Priority #4 (Student Achievement). Pupil achievement, as measured by all the
following, as applicable:
A. Statewide assessments (CAASPP)
B. Percentage of pupils who have successfully completed courses that
satisfy UC/CSU entrance requirements, or Career Technical
Education (not applicable)
C. Percentage of EL’s who make progress toward English language
proficiency as measured by the ELPAC
D. EL reclassification rate
E. Percentage of pupils who have passed an AP exam with a score of
3 or higher (not applicable)
F. Percentage of pupils who participate in and demonstrate college
preparedness pursuant to the Early Assessment Program (E.C. §99300 et
seq.) or any subsequent assessment of college preparedness (not
applicable)
Subpriority A - CAASPP: ELA/Literacy and Mathematics
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•
•

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Students will exceed the average performance levels of students in
schools that serve a similar student population on the CAASPP.
Students within each subgroup will exceed the average of subgroup
students in the District on the CAASPP.
Teachers and staff will monitor student progress throughout the
year and differentiate accordingly.
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•

•
•
•

Measurable
Outcome

Provide ongoing professional development and coaching for
teachers to deliver high-quality instruction and supports for
students.
Provide differentiated instruction and learning opportunities for
students.
Provide technology and other resources for teachers to monitor
student progress through assessments.
Invest in student information systems to support data-driven
instruction and differentiated instructional strategies.

•

GCA will exceed the average performance levels of schools that
serve a similar student population.
Students who fall within a subgroup will exceed the average
performance levels of subgroup students in the Fresno Unified
School District on the CAASPP.

Method of
Measurement

•
•
•

CAASPP
California Modified Assessment (as appropriate)
Benchmark Exams

Method of
Measurement

•
•
•
•

California Modified Assessment (as appropriate)
Dashboard Student Academic Data
Benchmark Exams
CAASPP

•

Subpriority B - Satisfy UC/CSU entrance requirements n/a
Subpriority C - EL Proficiency Rates
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

EL students’ proficiency rates are above the District average.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Implement a comprehensive structured immersion program for EL
students.
Provide professional development to teachers on analyzing EL data
and implementing research-based best practices to meet their needs.

•

Measurable
Outcome

Method of
Measurement

•

EL student performance on CAASPP assessments will exceed the
average performance levels of students in schools that serve a
similar student population.
EL students’ proficiency rates will be above the District average.

•
•
•
•

ELPAC
CAASPP
California Modified Assessment (as appropriate)
Benchmark Exams

•
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Subpriority D - EL Reclassification Rates
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Students will complete 4th grade as English proficient at a higher
rate than the District average.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Students who indicate their home language is other than English
will take the ELPAC, administered by a trained evaluator, within
30 days of initial enrollment and at least annually thereafter until
re-designated as English proficient.
Students designated as English Learners will receive additional
academic support.

•

Measurable
Outcome

Method of
Measurement

•

Students will complete 4th grade as English proficient at a higher
rate than the Fresno Unified School District average.
Students designated EL will complete the 4th grade as English
proficient at a higher rate compared to schools that serve a similar
student population.

•
•
•
•

ELPAC
CAASPP
California Modified Assessment (as appropriate)
Benchmark Exams

•

Subpriority E - AP Exam pass rates (n/a)
Subpriority F - College Preparedness (n/a)

State Priority #5 (Student Engagement). Pupil engagement, as measured by all of the
following, as applicable:
A. School Attendance Rates
B. Chronic Absenteeism Rates
C. Middle school Dropout Rates
D. High school Dropout Rates (not applicable)
E. High School Graduation Rates (not applicable)
Subpriority A - Student Attendance Rates
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Attendance rates will be above 95% and above the average for
schools that serve a similar student population.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Monitor student attendance and communicate with students and
families.
Implement a School Attendance Review Team (SART) to
improve attendance.

•
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Measurable
Outcome

•

Student attendance rates will be above the norm for schools that
serve a similar student population.

Method of
Measurement

•

Attendance records

Subpriority B - Chronic Absenteeism rates
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Mobility and truancy will be below the norm for schools that
serve a similar student population.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Develop a strong school culture that has high expectations for
punctuality and attendance for all students.
Build relationships with students and families to understand
underlying causes of potential issues, including chronic
absenteeism, in order to provide student supports.

•

Measurable
Outcome

•

Mobility and truancy will be below the norm for schools that
serve a similar student population.

Method of
Measurement

•

Truancy rates

Subpriority C - Middle School Dropout Rates (n/a)
Subpriority D - High School Dropout Rates (n/a)
Subpriority E - High School Graduation Rates (n/a)

State Priority #6 (School Climate). School climate, as measured by all of the following, as
application:
A. Pupil suspension rates
B. Pupil expulsion rates
C. Other local measures, including surveys of pupils, parents, and teachers on the sense
of safety and school connectedness.
Subpriority A - Pupil Suspension Rates
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Suspension rates will be below the norm for schools that serve a
similar student population.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Integrate Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) and Restorative
Justice practices into classroom teaching to promote behavior
conducive to learning.
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•

•

Hold students accountable for their behavior through restorative
justice practices and by promoting a sense of personal
responsibilities toward self and community.
Build relationships with students and families to understand root
causes of and support students with emerging challenges.

Measurable
Outcome

•

Suspension rates will be below the norm for schools that serve
a similar student population.

Method of
Measurement

•

Monitor suspensions throughout the year and compare data to
Fresno Unified School District norms.

Subpriority B - Pupil Expulsion Rates
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Expulsion rates will be below the norm for schools that serve a
similar student population.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Hold students accountable for their behavior through restorative
justice practices and by promoting a sense of personal
responsibilities toward self and community.
Monitor student behaviors and build relationships with students
and families to understand root causes of and support students
with emerging challenges.

•

Measurable
Outcome

•

Expulsion rates will be below the norm for schools that serve
a similar student population.

Method of
Measurement

•

Monitor expulsions throughout the year and compare data to
Fresno Unified School District norms.

Subpriority C - Other local measures, including surveys of pupils, parents, and teachers
on the sense of safety and school connectedness
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Staff, students, and parents will endorse the Charter School’s
safety and overall climate

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Conduct an annual survey of students, parents, and staff to better
understand the Charter School’s strengths and areas for
improvement.

Measurable
Outcome

•

75% parents or guardians respond positively on school survey
regarding participation and engagement.

Method of
Measurement

•

Annual survey to parents, students, and staff
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State Priority #7 (Course Access). The extent to which pupils have access to, and are
enrolled in, a broad course of study, including programs and services developed and
provided to unduplicated students (classified as EL, FRPM – eligible, or foster youth;
E.C. §42238.02) and students with exceptional needs.
“Broad course of study” includes the following as applicable:
A. Grades 1-6: English, mathematics, social sciences, science, visual and performing
arts, health, physical education, and other as prescribed by the governing board.
(E.C. §51210)
B. Grades 7-12: English, social sciences, foreign language(s), physical education,
science, mathematics, visual and performing arts, applied arts, and career technical
education (E.C §51220 (a)-(i)) (not applicable)
Subpriority A - Grades 1-6
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

GCA will have a rigorous curriculum that encompasses English,
math, social studies, science, visual and performing arts, health,
and physical education for grades TK/K through 6th grade.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Offer coursework in environmental science, English, math, social
studies, science, visual and performing arts, health, and physical
education for grades TK/K through 8th grade.
Create daily lesson plans and long-term scope and sequences in
each of these classes that align with CCSS and NGSS.
Offer enrichment courses for students that may include service
projects, dance, athletics, robotics, coding, and arts.

•
•

Measurable
Outcome

•

100% of students will be enrolled in a broad course of study, as
defined above.

•

Method of
Measurement

•

Enrollment records in the student information system

Subpriority B - Grades 7-12
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

GCA will have a rigorous curriculum that encompasses English,
math, social studies, science, visual and performing arts, health,
and physical education for grades TK/K through 7th through 8th
grade.

Actions to
Achieve Goal

•

Offer coursework in environmental science, English, math, social
studies, science, visual and performing arts, health, and physical
education for grades TK/K through 8th grade.
Create daily lesson plans and long-term scope and sequences in
each of these classes that align with CCSS and NGSS.

•
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•

Offer enrichment courses for students that may include service
projects, dance, athletics, robotics, coding, and arts.

Measurable
Outcome

•

100% of students will be enrolled in a broad course of study, as
defined above.

Method of
Measurement

•

Enrollment records in the student information system

State Priority #8 (Other Student Outcomes). Pupil outcomes, if available, in the subject
areas described above in #7, as applicable.
Subpriority A - English
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Students’ scores will exceed schools that serve a similar student
population on CAASPP.

Actions to Achieve
Goal

•

Align curriculum and benchmark assessments to the CCSS.

Measurable
Outcome

•

Students’ scores will exceed schools that serve a similar
student population on CAASPP.

•

Method of
Measurement

•
•
•

CAASPP
Benchmark assessments
Student writing samples

Subpriority B - Mathematics
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Students’ scores will exceed schools that serve a similar student
population on CAASPP.

Actions to Achieve
Goal

•

Align curriculum and benchmark assessments to the CCSS.

Measurable
Outcome

•

Students’ scores will exceed schools that serve a similar
student population on CAASPP.

Method of
Measurement

•
•

CAASPP
Benchmark assessments

Subpriority C - Social Science
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Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Students will gain skills in humanities and social sciences that
support relevant skills in other core subjects.

Actions to Achieve
Goal

•

Develop robust humanities curricula, assess student performance,
and provide professional development for teachers to support
student growth.

Measurable
Outcome

•

Students will demonstrate improvement in outcomes through
internal assessments.

Method of
Measurement

•
•

Benchmark assessments
Student projects

Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Students’ scores will exceed schools that serve a similar student
population on CAASPP.

Actions to Achieve
Goal

•

Align curriculum and benchmark assessments to NGSS.

Measurable
Outcome

•

Students will exceed the average performance levels of
students in schools with similar demographics in the
District on CAASPP.

Method of
Measurement

•
•
•
•

Benchmark assessments
California Science Test (CAST)
Student lab reports
Student projects

Subpriority D - Science

Subpriority E - Visual and Performing Arts
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Students are introduced to Visual and Performing Arts through
elective courses.

Actions to Achieve
Goal

•

Offer visual and performing arts electives that are compelling to
students.

Measurable
Outcome

•

All students will be exposed to at least one year of Visual and
Performing Arts with the option to take additional years.

Method of
Measurement

•

Teacher-created assessments and assignments.

Subpriority F - Physical Education
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Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Students are offered activities such as soccer, volleyball,
basketball, etc.

Actions to Achieve
Goal

•

Offer P.E. and additional enrichment courses to choose from both
in and out of the classroom.

Measurable
Outcome

•

100% of students will be offered activities such as soccer,
volleyball, basketball, etc.

Method of
Measurement

•
•

Teacher-created assessments and assignments.
Physical Fitness Test (PFT) for grades 5 and 7.

Subpriority G - Applied Arts, Foreign Language, Other subjects
Goals to Achieve
Subpriority

•

Students are introduced to these subjects through elective courses.

Actions to Achieve
Goal

•

Offer electives in these subjects that are compelling to students.

Measurable
Outcome

•

All students will be exposed to at least one year of Foreign
Language with the option to take additional years.

Method of
Measurement

•

Teacher-created assessments and assignments.

Life-Long Skills
In addition to the state priority-aligned goals articulated above, GCA believes that our students
must also develop crucial non-academic goals in order to become successful 21st century learners
and lead productive lives. These skills encompass interpersonal, community-building, and selfmanagement skills:
• Possess strong self-awareness and awareness of impact on others
• Work effectively in teams to accomplish meaningful, collective goals
• Influence and lead others in positive ways to build community
• Able to apply the principles of Restorative Justice to address conflict and differences
effectively and constructively, leading to enhanced interpersonal relationships and
community ties
• Interact effectively with teachers, school leaders, community leaders, and other figures of
authority
• Awareness and development of character strengths needed for life-long success, such as
GCA resilience, integrity, curiosity, and persistence
• Awareness and understanding of the importance of environmental stewardship and the
interconnectedness of the earth’s ecosystems
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•

Awareness, understanding, and appreciation of the rich diversity of the world’s cultures
and the importance of social justice

Additional School Outcome Goals
GCA’s overarching school goals are the implementation of a consistently high-quality
educational program, a fiscally sound business and management structure, and successful
integration of parental and community involvement.
Parent Engagement
Parents are the experts on their children and strong influencers and partners in student
decisions, making parents critical and strategic partners in helping their children succeed. The
partnership between parents, students and teachers forms the necessary foundation for GCA
and for all students to succeed. Parents will be regularly encouraged to participate in
opportunities for involvement and providing feedback to GCA, and parents will understand
how to engage in these opportunities. Examples of this can include forming and leading a
GCA Parent Association, a GCA Family Leadership Council, or an English Learner Advisory
Committee (ELAC) at the Charter School, engaging with school leadership through meetings
with the school administration, engaging in parent-teacher conferences, responding to
surveys, and participating in field trips. There will also be regular opportunities for
parents and the community to plan and celebrate accomplishments of GCA and its students.
Please see Element 1 for additional details for engaging families and the broader community
at GCA.
Community Impact
There is overwhelming evidence that significantly involving parents and families in the school
builds the school community and will be an integral part of GCA’s school program. Supporting
the social and emotional health of the parents and families significantly affects the success of the
students.
Special events at the school site and at the Fresno Chaffee Zoo will be offered. Zoo campouts,
festivals, and celebrations such as An Evening of Culture will add an element of fun and include
the community.
In addition to our inaugural partnership with the Fresno Chaffee Zoo, the Golden Charter
Academy intends to pursue additional partnership with local, regional, and national agencies and
organizations who share our commitment to environmental stewardship, cultural diversity, and
universal access for students. GCA also sees value in partnering with local non-profits whose
mission is to empower youth and improve the community. Other potential partnerships will
include Institutions of Higher Education (IHE’s), such as CSU Fresno, Fresno City College,
Fresno Pacific University, and UC Merced.
A science fair, project showcase, and a design challenge as well as other fundraising events, such
as a carnival or Fun Run, will help families develop a sense of ownership and involvement in
their school.
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Parents will also be invited to assist in the facilitation of place-based learning experiences. This
will provide them an opportunity to work closely with their child’s educational program. Family
involvement may also include:
• classroom volunteers.
• parenting classes.
• on-site health clinics.
• citizenship classes.
• classes on supporting their students in literacy and math.
• resources such as clothes closet and food pantry
• grade-level units that correlate to Zoo explorations.
• developmentally appropriate environmental literacy concepts.
• brain-friendly routines.
• a shame-free, safe environment using Social Emotional Learning (SEL) and kindness.
Fiscally Sound Business and Management Structure
GCA’s business management structure is paramount to the success of GCA. GCA’s expert staff,
overseen by the Finance and Audit Committees of GCA’s Board of Trustees, will provide
professional financial management for the Golden Charter Academy. The organization’s finance,
accounting, human resources, operations, and technology staff will provide needed training and
facilitate the sharing of best practices among the school-site business operations staff across the
organization.
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V. Element 3: Assessment of Student Outcomes
Governing Law: The method by which pupil progress in meeting those pupil outcomes is to be
measured. To the extent practicable, the method for measuring pupil outcomes for state
priorities shall be consistent with the way information is reported on a school accountability
report card. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(C).
Assessment of Mastery and Growth: The Climb to College-Readiness Life-Long Skills
GCA affirms that, to the extent practicable, the method for measuring pupil outcomes for the
state priorities shall be consistent with the way information is reported on a School
Accountability Report Card (“SARC”). Specific methods of measurement are identified for each
student outcome in Element 2.
The GCA mission is to inspire powerful young minds. The innovative curriculum and
environmental stewardship focus of GCA is designed to prepare students for improved
educational outcomes, useful for future success in society and as change makers in the
world. GCA has deliberately chosen to set up their school in an impoverished area of southwest
Fresno to improve access to a first-class education for families who have been historically
underserved.
Educational institutions must be adaptable and able to change to serve the ever-evolving needs of
their clients—the students and their families. At GCA, the approach to education is one of
service to the community, reflected in our three core values of Stewardship, Equity, and
Access. We believe that the most effective education is an education that views the child as an
integral part of the family and the community, and not as an independent and separate
entity. Improved educational outcomes change the entire trajectory of families and
communities.
GCA will employ UDL, an educational approach that prioritizes access for all learners, and an
environment centering on inclusivity. As such, just as there is no “typical” student; our teaching
staff will not be a tethered exclusively to “typical” assessments. UDL provides students with
multiple types of opportunities to demonstrate and express mastery of content, and requires that
teachers provide multiple means of engagement and multiple types of subject matter
representation. While understanding that such skill mastery occurs in gradual steps, GCA will
measure the impact and success of its academic programs utilizing several forms of evaluation
and assessment.
GCA believes that assessment in an essential component to educational success, but it just as
important for teachers as it is for students. Assessment serves as a measure of teaching
effectiveness and instructional focus. For that reason, GCA will employ several types of
assessment to improve educational outcomes:
• Formative assessments that inform instruction and provide teachers with critical feedback
regarding the effectiveness of instruction and gaps that may exist in student learning.
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•
•

Summative assessments that provide a measure of growth useful to both teachers and
their students.
Personal growth assessments, created jointly by teachers and students, are useful in
assisting students to set personal goals, consider optional strategies to achieve those
goals, and develop a focused, disciplinary approach to personal goal attainment.

Assessment means more than tests. While GCA teachers will employ effective educational
strategies to maximize student achievement as measured by standards-based tests, teaching and
instruction reach far beyond standardized tests and should be viewed as tools to instill life-long
learning practices in all students. The GCA teachers and staff members understand that student
engagement, the nurturing of curiosity, and an environment that prioritizes exploration and
discovery is embedded in our instructional model and part and parcel of who we are.
Effective assessment includes systems and processes for analysis and action, including clear
roles and responsibilities, aligned calendars with data days, protocols for looking at student
work, data-driven instruction, and data-driven decision making. Schools need structures that
enable teachers to swiftly analyze and respond to data.
Preparation for Secondary School
As an elementary and middle school, GCA will prepare students with the necessary academic
skills to be successful at the secondary school level. GCA will open as a TK/K – 3rd elementary
school, and add a new grade level every year until the school is established as a TK/K – 8th
elementary school. Requisite skills necessary for secondary school success include critical
thinking, understanding the Scientific Method and employing it in all curricular endeavors, and
developing a comprehensive understanding of systems and relationships will be evident in all the
GCA students. As GCA students progress through the school to higher grade levels, they engage
in increasingly complex problem solving activities and thematic units that become more global
in perspective.
An effective assessment strategy includes measures of both standards, mastery and growth at
various levels of granularity. When measuring mastery, we assess students’ absolute
performance on criterion-referenced tests. When measuring growth, we assess the progression of
student learning over time using norm-referenced tests (in which students are compared to their
peers), with the end goal of having students make better-than-average growth each year.
Assessment of Student Outcome Goals
Data Driven Instruction
GCA teachers and administrators will use data to drive decision-making for the maximum
effectiveness of the educational program. Teachers and administrators will meet regularly to
examine student academic data and employ best practices for their improvement. Professional
development is an essential component of this effort. GCA educators will become part of a larger
community of educators and subject-matter experts that collaborate and are dedicated to
continuous improvement. In addition, GCA teachers and administrators will engage in
partnership with educators from the Association of Zoos and Aquariums and other science-based
entities to expand the instructional resources available to teachers and students.
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Interim Assessments
Day-to-day, urgency in classrooms comes from the drive to meet scholar mastery goals on
curricular assessments. These curricular assessments are aligned to interim formative and
summative assessments. These assessments will reflect the rigor and format of the of the CCSS
and NGSS standards. The GCA administration, in consultation with the instructional staff, will
calendar data analysis and staff collaboration time to prepare students for the interim assessments
and academic success.
In this data analysis, teachers analyze the data by standard, by scholar, by groups of scholars, and
by class. Noticing trends across groups and for individuals, teachers determine which standards
need to be retaught whole group and which standards may need small group or individual
remediation. Additionally, teachers identify which standards need to be spiraled for additional
practice. Teachers create a plan based on what needs to be taught, when it will be taught, how it
will be taught, and to whom.
The GCA Principal will be the instructional leader of GCA. These administrators will be
responsible for examining student data, coaching teachers, modeling best practices, and
evaluating teacher performance. Administrators will serve as a thought partner, or guide the
discussion depending on the teacher’s skillset. Regular data conferences and programmatic
evaluation will be conducted by the site administration.
Additionally, grade level teams will meet to discuss groupings for small group instruction time
and individualized learning. Based on the interim data, teachers may switch groups across
classes and/or tweak the frequency with which certain scholars receive intervention instruction.
This is a time to step back and adjust plans and groups in order to best meet the needs of every
single scholar.
These interim assessment cycles are the main measure for determining whether scholars are
meeting their achievement targets. They help teachers see whether scholars have retained
information over time and are periodic touch points that are aligned to the CAASPP. These
cycles allow teachers to track progress toward school wide achievement goals. All interim
assessment data will eventually be entered into a school-wide dashboard, designed by the
administration and the teaching staff, that will display data by teachers, grade levels, and
according to goals. Every staff member will have access to this dashboard, and the
administration will use this dashboard as a way to determine how to best support teachers, make
adjustments on professional development plans, and support instruction for scholars who need
extra intervention.
Curriculum-Based, Formative Assessments
At GCA, innovative, interactive curricula and high-quality instruction are two key components to
meeting the rigor demanded by the State Standards. In order to assess student mastery on
standards throughout the year, we feel it is important to also collect data from curriculum-based
formative assessments to see what students are retaining within and over the course of a unit of
study. When appropriate, project-based learning will provide academic feedback to teachers and
students and further widen the educational experiences of GCA learners. At other times,
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innovative, place-based assignments will be employed that may better fit the nature of the
particular unit of study.
Curricular Tools
Being a start-up charter school with an innovative curriculum, GCA administration and teachers
will conduct thorough searches for available curricular tools to help meet the academic goals of
students. These tools may include, but will not be limited to, traditional textbooks with digital
supplements, computer software programs, online curriculum (some of it “open source” ), and
auxiliary materials that enhance the educational program. Emphasis will be placed on tools that
facilitate access to students who have historically been underserved, and tools that align with the
three core values established by GCA—Stewardship, Equity, and Access.
Progress Monitoring and Data Gathering
Goals are rigorous and individualized to ensure that scholars are on track for success and
growing regardless of whether or not they are on the top quartile, the bottom quartile, or
somewhere in between. It is crucial that GCA teachers and administrators are intentional about
which data they monitor and why.
Use of Data
School staff, students, and parents will understand individual student needs, and develop
strategies for meeting individual and school-wide goals.
The GCA will collect, analyze, and report student data and performance by subject and grade
level. The data will also be disaggregated annually in the GCA School Accountability Report
Card (SARC) to clearly identify the academic performance of students by subgroups. Relevant
information about the Charter School will be communicated clearly to parents and community
members.
How Staff Will Use Student Data
On a regular basis, data from assessments will be reviewed alongside other school data. This
information will inform school- wide professional development and teacher-level coaching
needs.
Teachers also collect and analyze student data on a daily basis, through individual and group
observation and local assessments (site based assessments, publisher post-tests,
etc.). Additionally, teachers receive coaching and support to review unit assessments with
administrators. The GCA administration will also closely review student and school-level data
on a regular basis to determine how to provide the resources, strategies and supports for our
schools.
How Students Will Use Student Data
The GCA students will develop an understanding of how to interpret and track data on their
academic progress, learn to set personal goals, and know how their efforts will lead to those
goals. Awareness of data also helps to build life-long habits of goal-orientation, growth mindsets,
and determination.
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Students will build an understanding of individual goal setting and monitor their own progress
toward goals. Depending on their grade level, GCA students will increasingly have access to
their data and will work with their teachers to employ effective strategies for improvement
growth. Report cards will also reflect academic status and the individual progress toward goal
attainment.
How Families Will Use Student Data
At the core of keeping parents informed of student progress and experience is relationship –
parents will have ready and easy access to their students’ teachers via phone, text, email, online,
and opportunities to meet in-person. GCA will maintain a culture of open contact and availability
of teachers to both students and parents.
In addition, parents will receive report cards for their students at each marking period. All
parents will be invited to parent-teacher meetings to review and interpret the report cards and
discuss strategies for supporting each student. Each teacher strives to meet with parents or
guardians of each student, each year. The goal of transparency and frequent discussion about
student data with parents is to build the partnership and alignment between parents, students and
teachers toward each student’s success at GCA and, ultimately, in future academic settings.
Classroom, School-wide, and Region-wide Assessment
The GCA staff will be accountable for assessing students, classrooms, and the charter school as a
whole. In addition to tracking individual student progress, classroom-based and school-wide
evaluation will be on-going, with individual classroom and school-wide performance
assessments occurring year-round.
Performance indicators will be tracked in the following areas:
•

•

•

•

•

Student Demographics – Is GCA enrolling a diverse student body reflective of the
southwest Fresno area? Is the proportionately representative percentage of English
Learners and students with Special Needs?
Retention/Attrition – How does the retention/attrition rate at GCA compare to the six
adjacent schools of southwest Fresno? How does it compare to Fresno Unified as a
whole?
Educational Outcomes – How are GCA students achieving in comparison to the six
adjacent schools of southwest Fresno? How are they comparing academically to Fresno
Unified as a whole?
Programmatic sustainability – Is the GCA building and growing a sustainable academic
program consistent with the core values of Stewardship, Equity, and Access and aligned
with the mission of inspiring powerful young minds?
Financial Sustainability – Is the GCA building a sustainable charter school model reliant
upon sound financial practices?

Stakeholder feedback and satisfaction is critical for the success of GCA and its innovative
curricular model. GCA has secured a Memorandum of Understanding with the Fresno Chaffee
Zoo, its first formalized partnership. Future agreements will be sought with the San Joaquin
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River Parkway, the Sierra Foothill Conservancy, and other local science-based agencies. In
addition, GCA plans to expand its partnerships within the larger Association of Zoos and
Aquariums, as well as institutions of higher education, such as CSU Fresno, Fresno City College,
Fresno Pacific University, the University of California, Merced, CSU Monterey Bay, and others.
Additional Accountability Provision
GCA will be accountable to multiple constituencies: students and their families, the GCA Board
of Directors, and the Fresno Unified School District. In addition, GCA considers its
accountability to extend to its various partners, including the Fresno Chaffee Zoo and the
community of southwest Fresno. Accountability to each of these constituencies covers both
fiscal and academic performance. At the end of each school year, GCA staff will complete a
cycle of inquiry in which all collected student data including test scores, daily attendance
records, examples of student work and student/parent surveys will be evaluated, strengths and
weaknesses will be identified, and a course for school wide improvement and growth will be
charted for the upcoming year.
While the above evaluations and assessments are necessary to ensure that GCA is meeting its
objectives, the ultimate evaluation is the continued success of our students in future scholastic
endeavors and impacting the world as active, engaged, and participatory global citizens.
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VI. Element 4: Governance
Governing Law: The governance structure of the charter school, including, but not limited to,
the process to be followed by the charter school to ensure parental involvement. Education
Code Section 47605(c)(5)(D).
Legal Structure
The holder of this charter and the applicant of this charter petition is the Golden Charter
Academy, a non-profit public benefit corporation registered in the state of California. It is the
responsibility of GCA to be accountable to the Fresno Unified School District for
implementation of the GCA charter petition. The Board of Directors of GCA governs GCA.
GCA will operate autonomously from the district, with the exception of the supervisory
oversight as required by statute and other contracted services as may be negotiated between the
district and the charter school. Pursuant to Education Code Section 47604(d), the District shall
not be liable for the debts and obligations of the charter school, operated as a California nonprofit public benefit corporation, or for claims arising from the performance of acts, errors, or
omissions by the charter school, providing that the District has complied with all oversight
responsibilities required by law.
Governance
The governance structure of GCA serves three primary objectives: 1) to expand the educational
horizons of GCA students by exposure to the vast possibilities available to them through study of
the natural world and its resources; 2) to teach students and impress upon their families the
innate joy of exploration and discovery and the incalculable value of education; and 3) to
promote cultural diversity and social justice through the identification and elevation of the
cultural and societal contributions of marginalized and historically underserved communities.
The GCA Board of Directors consists of five (5) to seven (7) members who have received
training on charter school governance and who are dedicated to the GCA mission of inspiring
powerful young minds. Board members serve staggered three-year terms and have the option of
serving two consecutive terms. In accordance with Education Code section 47604(c), the
chartering may appoint a Board member to sit on the GCA Board. If the chartering authority
chooses to exercise this option, GCA may appoint an additional Board member to ensure an odd
number of individuals sit on the governing Board.
The GCA Board has adopted a Conflict of Interest Code that complies with the Political Reform
Act, Government Code Section 1090, et seq., as set forth in Education Code Section 47604.1,
and Corporations Code conflict of interest rules, and which shall be updated with any charter
school-specific conflict of interest laws or regulations.
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Roles and Responsibilities of the Board of Directors
Board members bring a wide array of skills and expertise to GCA, reflecting knowledge of
education, law, science, business, and other expertise in pertinent fields that will enrich the
collective body of knowledge that serves GCA. Board members understand their primary
responsibilities are the oversight of the fiscal condition of the charter school, the dedication to
the faithful adherence to the stated mission of GCA, and the evaluation of the CEO/President of
GCA. Board members are also expected to play an active role in GCA’s efforts to develop close
ties to the parent community. Board members are recruited first and foremost for their belief in
the inherent potential of children, their awareness of the critical importance of a healthy
environment, their understanding of the importance of family, and their commitment to the
empowerment of underserved communities. Our Board members will represent a diverse palette
of the community and are dedicated to the core values of GCA. Our Board members believe that
education, in its truest form, is exposure to the larger world. Please see Appendix H for
information on our Board members.
The primary responsibilities of the GCA Board are to:
• Ensure that GCA adheres to the GCA Mission, its Core Values, and the goals outlined in
this charter
• Set policy for the effective operation of the school
• Provide fiscal oversight of the school, approving all employment contracts, contracts for
services, and budgets
• Ensure effective organizational capacity and planning through resource allocation
• Evaluate the performance of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
• Provide support for additional fundraising, marketing, and other services as needs arise
• Seek parent, family, and community feedback to support the success of GCA
The GCA Board will appoint a Nominating Committee, which will meet when Board vacancies
are imminent or anticipated. Prospective Board member nominations will be passed on to the
Nominating Committee through existing Board members, although the actual nominations may
originate from the staff or the community. The Nominating Committee will make every effort to
ensure that diversity is maintained on the Board, and that the process to replace Board members
is clearly articulated and transparent. The Nominating Committee will recommend prospective
Board candidates to the Board President and Chair at the regularly scheduled Board meeting in
November, or whenever the filling of a vacancy becomes necessary. Board terms will run from
December until the end of November three years later. Board members are eligible to serve two
consecutive three-year terms, before cycling off the Board for at least a year. Some of the initial
Board members will serve shorter terms in their first years of service to ensure that all Board
members do not reach the end of their terms in the same year. This will ensure that institutional
knowledge will be passed on to future Boards and prevents massive disruption on the Board.
The initial Board members who serve shorter terms of less than a year and a half will still be
eligible to serve two consecutive three-year terms. Those Board members who, in their initial
service, served more than a year and a half, will only be eligible for an additional three-year
term. Board terms at GCA will coincide with the beginning and endings of Board terms in
Fresno Unified School District.
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A Board member orientation will be provided for all new Board members. This orientation will
be led and initiated by the GCA Board, in partnership with its educational partners and GCA
administration and staff. Board members will be mandated to take governance training,
provided by legal or professional experts on governance, at least once every three years.
Advisory Board
In addition to the Board of Directors, GCA may also be served by an Advisory Board, consisting
of community professionals with expertise in one or more of the three pillars of GCA—
Stewardship, Equity, and Access. The Advisory Board will be convened at least once a year and
will provide valuable insight and expertise to the CEO and the Board of GCA.
Board and Corporation Officers
The GCA Corporation will have a CEO, a Treasurer, and a Secretary. The CEO will function as
the Head of School. The Corporation Treasurer will typically be the individual who manages the
financial operations of GCA, but in its initial configuration, GCA may outsource the financial
operations to a third party that specializes in finances, fiscal procedures, and payroll. Similarly,
the Corporation Secretary will typically be the individual who manages the school office and
serves as the administrative assistant to the school administration but, while the school is still
small and in its formative years, the Corporation Secretary might be a third party.
CEO will also serve as President of the Corporation. The President and the Board Chairperson
will be responsible for compiling items that will go on the Board agenda. Any member of the
Board of Directors may request an item to be placed on the agenda, but the ultimate discretion of
agenda items will rest with the Board Chair. All Board agendas will be posted to the Board
members at least 72 hours prior to the Regular Board meeting to allow for Board members to
peruse the agenda and associated items.
Board Meetings
The GCA Board will meet at least quarterly, and usually at least once a month, to conduct the
business of GCA in public, and in accordance with Education Code Section 47604.1(c). Regular
meeting notices and agendas will be posted at the GCA Office where they can accessed at any
time and on the GCA website homepage with a prominent and direct link at least 72 hours in
advance of the meeting. Special Board meetings may occasionally be necessary, and will be
posted in the same way 24 hours in advance. Approved minutes from the previous Board
meeting are available, upon request. The Board Secretary is responsible for recording the actions
of the Governing Board.
Board Committees
The Board may establish committees as needed. These may include, but are not limited to, the
Nominating committee, the Governance committee, the Finance committee, and temporary ad
hoc committees. These committees will not include a quorum of the Board, and will bring forth
recommendations to the larger Board for approval.
Role and Responsibilities of the Chief Executive Officer in Governance
The CEO of GCA is accountable to the Board of Directors for adherence to GCA’s stated
mission, its core values, and the performance of GCA. The CEO is tasked with the following:
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•
•
•
•
•

recruit, hire and manage a high-performance team of professionals who will deliver
transformational educational outcomes to all students in GCA
implement policy, oversee management of the school operation, and carry out the
provisions of the GCA charter
build short-term and long-term organizational capacity required for operational
excellence and sustainability
develop and execute GCA’s mission and vision
engage key constituents, both within and outside of the community, who can support
GCA’s mission, vision, and core values

Engaging Parents and the Community
The GCA Corporation officers, agents, and staff members understand that children are not
educated in a vacuum. The transformative nature of GCA’s unique environmental focus is only
possible through a purposeful outreach into the homes of our students. GCA sees parents as
partners in the educational efforts of our staff and are a necessary component in the success of
our students.
An important component of the GCA curriculum is the emphasis on environmental
education. Environmental education involves a deep understanding of the interrelatedness of
earth’s resources, its climate, and all life. Similarly, the educational transformation of our
students is only possible through the interconnectedness of school, students, parents, and
community. Healthier homes produce children who are better prepared for learning. For this
reason, GCA is committed to developing partnerships in the non-profit and family services
communities for the express purpose of helping parents and families provide a safe and secure
atmosphere for their children and a nurturing environment for their personal and educational
development.
As partners, parents are encouraged to participate in our educational programs and strategies to
ensure the success of our students. The Head of School and the school administrator(s) are
responsible for overseeing parent volunteer programs. All parent volunteers, and all GCA
officers, agents, and employees, are subject to vetting through the Department of Justice (DOJ)
background checks prior to employment with GCA. There are no exceptions to this rule.
Ongoing parent/teacher conferences, both formal and informal, are a necessary part of the parent
outreach. Parents are encouraged to volunteer in various school-related activities and events, and
they are invited to relevant public forums where their input is valued and respected. Board
meetings also provide an opportunity for parents to express their opinion or concern regarding
the educational programs of GCA.
An innovative aspect of our parent community outreach is embodied in our core value of
equity. GCA believes that diversity is a strength, and greatly enriches the educational
environment. As such, GCA is committed to featuring the customs and contributions of local
cultural communities in our classrooms and school programs. GCA students will study cultures
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from around the world, bringing the study to life in our classrooms through guest speakers,
cultural dances and presentations, and ethnic cuisine.
This community tie is critically important, particularly in the Fresno area, which is one of the
most culturally diverse communities in the most culturally diverse state in the nation. Large
ethnic communities in the Fresno area include Latinos, Hmong, Armenian, African American,
Iranian, Laotian, Portuguese, Sikh, Vietnamese, Indigenous Americans, and many others. Each
of these communities has a distinctive culture that proudly unites them and enriches the fabric of
America. By purposely celebrating our diversity, we bring people together and promote a deeper
understanding of our common humanity.
For a chart detailing the organizational structure of GCA, please see Appendix C.
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VII. Element 5: Employee Qualifications
Governing Law: The qualifications to be met by individuals to be employed by the charter
school. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(E).
Teacher Certification
GCA will hire teachers who shall hold the Commission on Teacher Credentialing certificate,
permit, or other document required for the teacher’s certificated assignment. Certificated
teachers will be responsible for overseeing student academic progress and for monitoring grading
and matriculation decisions as specified in the charter school’s operational policies. The CEO
and the school administration, together with the Human Resources back office support
contracted by GCA, will monitor the credentials and ensure teachers hold their certification(s).
GCA may also employ or retain non-certificated instructional support staff at the charter school
in cases where an individual has an appropriate mix of subject matter expertise, professional
experience, and the demonstrated capacity to work successfully in the charter school’s rigorous
academic environment. Instructional support staff will not assign grades or approve student work
assignments without the approval of a teacher. Job descriptions for certificated and classified
staff will be made available on the GCA website.
GCA will not discriminate or harass based upon the actual or perceived characteristics of race,
religion, creed, color, gender, gender identity, gender expression, nationality, national origin,
ancestry, ethnic group identification, genetic information, age, medical condition, marital status,
sexual orientation, sex and pregnancy, physical or mental disability, childbirth or related medical
conditions, military and veteran status, denial of family and medical care leave, or on the basis of
a person’s association with a person or group with one or more of these actual or perceived
characteristics, or any other basis protected by federal, state, local law, ordinance or regulation.
GCA will be a School of Choice and no employee will be forcibly employed. GCA will comply
with all state and federal laws concerning the maintenance and disclosure of employee records
and applicable federal mandates and legal guidelines in the ESSA as well as all federal and state
law for background checks.
Staff Commitments
All GCA faculty and staff will commit to:
•
•
•
•
•

Abide by applicable federal, state, and local laws.
Maintain a professional relationship with all students and a high level of professional
conduct.
Refrain from the abuse of alcohol or drugs during the course of professional practice.
Exemplify honor and integrity in the course of professional practice, particularly in the
use of public funds and property.
Comply with state, federal, and local laws regarding the confidentiality of student
records.
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•
•
•

As mandated reporters, file necessary reports of child abuse.
Adhere to all guidelines in the GCA Employee Handbook.
Maintain personal integrity and commitment to GCA and its students.

School Leadership
The GCA Head of School will be responsible for the implementation of all aspects of this
charter, and for the day-to-day operations and management of GCA. The following paragraphs
detail the roles, responsibilities, and qualifications of the GCA administrative team:
Head of School
In its initial staffing, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) will function as the Head of School, and
will be supported by a certificated school administrator, the Principal, in the coordination of all
campus-level planning and decision-making that involves GCA’s professional staff, parents, and
community members. The Head of School coordinates with these stakeholders in establishing
and reviewing GCA’s educational plans, goals, performance objectives, and major classroom
instructional programs. This structure allows the charter school administration, teachers, parents,
and the community to make school-based decisions that are consistent with the mission and core
values of the Golden Charter Academy. The role of the Head of School is to ensure adherence to
the mission and vision of GCA and to be responsible for ensuring that overall curricular policy
remains aligned to GCA’s core values of stewardship, equity, and access.
Responsibilities of the Head of School:
• Implement a high-quality, rigorous, educational program that promotes critical thinking,
discovery, exploration, awareness of social justice, citizenship, leadership and growth and
is accessible to all learners
• Ensure that every student is prepared for rigorous academic expectations
• Hire, lead and manage a dynamic staff and faculty team to deliver exceptional outcomes
for all students, including those who are English Learners or have special needs.
• Create an effective, collaborative team of people jointly responsible for the attainment of
school goals and committed to achieving excellence
• In collaboration with the school Principal, set ambitious school goals for student
achievement and performance; hold staff members accountable for achieving results
• Build relationships with all stakeholders including students, staff, faculty, parents,
funders, Board Members, the school district, and the community
• Foster a safe, just, and welcoming school climate that supports student and staff success
• Develop the school-wide operations vision that supports and operationalizes the academic
and cultural vision of GCA
• Play a leadership role in the Charter School’s strategic and annual planning and
budgeting process
• Network with educational leaders from the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA)
and outside public school districts to share best practices and effective, innovative
educational programs
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop collaborative relationships within the local business and entrepreneurial
community, and foster the development of the GCA educational model through
networking with private philanthropy
Promote a culture of continuously improving teaching practices through professional
development, collaboration, modeling, and collaborative planning among school staff
Coach, develop and grow leaders from within the organization, giving opportunities to
staff to develop new skills, develop their own leadership and improve their craft
Use data to inform practice and drive decision-making and instruction at GCA
Oversee all operations at the school site, ensure fiscal solvency, and oversee the school
facility
Work with the Principal to create the school schedule and school master calendar
Build a sustainable organization for all team members and manage all human resource
issues, including hiring and overseeing the performance evaluation of all staff members
Hire, manage, coach, and develop school operations team members (including front
office staff and vendors) and hold them accountable to goals and outcomes
Serve as the face of GCA the primary Public Information Officer, answering questions
from the media, parents, students, and visitors
Develop and manage student recruitment strategy to ensure that GCA begins the
academic year with full classes, and actively recruit to fill open seats
Ensure that parent info sessions, school tours, and the lottery and enrollment process are
tightly planned and executed
Ensure that all charter school operations run seamlessly every day, proactively problem
solving and developing systems where needed
Lead the GCA opening/start up process each year to ensure that doors are ready to open
by ordering furniture, equipment, instructional supplies, and ensuring that student
services (e.g. food service, transportation) are ready to go when GCA opens
Oversee facilities maintenance, janitorial services, food service operations, technology
procurement and support, and communication systems with families
Ensure compliance of all local, state and federal laws and regulations

Qualifications, skills, and qualities:
• Bachelor’s degree (required); Master’s degree (preferred)
• Teaching and/or leadership experience in professional organizations or low-income
schools with demonstrated exemplary results strongly preferred
• A deep passion for social justice and equity for all children; a belief that all students can
achieve at the highest levels, regardless of demography
• Ability to oversee the evaluation of educational programs and teaching effectiveness
• Strategic thinking and proactive problem-solving
• Ability to effectively balance the larger vision and plan for GCA while ensuring that dayto-day operations are sound
• Ability to implement effective business systems that ensure proper stewardship of school
funds
• Ability to set direction for a team and motivate others to action
• Demonstrated ability to create inclusive environments that honor and support a diversity
of backgrounds and perspectives
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•
•
•

Expertise in cultivating relationships and managing a diverse group of stakeholders
Demonstrated resilience and focus on student outcomes
Success with selection, training, and supervision of high-performing school teams

Principal
The Principal supports GCA in driving academic and social emotional learning outcomes for
students as a key member of the charter school’s leadership team. The Principal is expected to
lead both instruction and school culture, while developing the skills of the charter school's
emerging leaders. The Principal will be actively developed for school leadership, should consider
him- or herself an apprentice to the Head of School, and should gradually build capacity to lead
GCA.
Responsibilities:
• Model and support implementation of GCA’s vision and goals
• Support the Head of School’s vision and take an active role in mobilizing teachers to
achieve the collective goals of GCA. With guidance from the Head of School, lead the
planning and goal setting for the grades/departments that he/she coaches and ensure
alignment with school-wide goals.
• Contribute to school-wide planning and prioritize time to accomplish goals, provide input
into the strategic planning of GCA, and identify areas of ownership for self and direct
reports.
• Support the Head of School in identifying and developing emerging leaders through goal
setting, coaching and feedback
• Model strong staff and student culture, and manage school-wide character development
and behavior management systems
• Support teachers in student support and behavior intervention systems to ensure that
limited time is spent on reactive student discipline
• Manage parts of the daily school operations (e.g. arrival/dismissal, lunch/recess, school
trips)
• Act as the first Leadership Team contact for student intervention and parent engagement
• Collaborate with the Head of School on hiring diverse, highly-effective teachers and
charter school staff
• Build own and direct reports’ instructional knowledge of standards, content and methods
• Develop teachers to provide rigorous and high-quality instruction, and support the Head
of School in planning and implementing enabling academic strategies and systems to lead
data-driven instruction
• Coach teachers to determine how data aligns to end-of-year goals; break-out data to
analyze how different student groups are performing; determine what data indicates about
areas of student mastery and growth; and identify specific instructional actions and
adjustments to fill students’ knowledge and skill gaps within an appropriate timeline
• Provide high-quality instructional coaching with frequent and scheduled teacher
observations, actionable and bite-sized feedback, and accountability for adjustment in
practice
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expertise in what the school-wide academic standards and state assessments require of
students’ knowledge and skills to demonstrate mastery; able to translate student mastery
requirements into instructional plans and strategies
Deep understanding of appropriate application and differentiation of high-leverage
instructional strategies.
Adept at data analysis; ability to extract meaningful insights across school-wide data.
Ensure that GCA is prepared for emergencies by conducting all drills and training staff
on emergency plans
Recommend to the Head of School what school-wide professional development will be
the highest leverage in improving student results
Oversee the securing of engaging, actionable, adult- learning workshops; and hold staff
accountable for implementation of the workshop practices
Help plan and host on-campus and off-campus school events, including student field trips

Qualifications, skills, and qualities:
• Bachelor’s degree (required); Master’s degree (preferred)
• Administrative Services Credential (required)
• At least one year administrative experience (preferred)
• Belief that all students, regardless of background, have the ability to go to learn at a high
level
• Demonstrate commitment to GCA’s unique curriculum and diverse community
• Expertise in what the school-wide academic standards and state assessments require of
students’ knowledge and skills to demonstrate mastery; able to translate student mastery
requirements into instructional plans and strategies
• Deep understanding of appropriate application and differentiation of high-leverage
instructional strategies based on comprehension of child development and pedagogy
• Adept at data analysis; ability to extract meaningful insights across school-wide data
• Demonstrated student achievement results in own classroom and from teachers that
he/she manages
• Ability to set direction for a team and motivate others to action
• Demonstrated ability to create inclusive environments that honor and support a diversity
of backgrounds and perspectives
• Expertise in cultivating relationships and managing a diverse group of stakeholders
• Demonstrated resilience and focus on student outcomes
Finance & Purchasing will most likely be provided, at least in the initial year of GCA, by a
contracted service. The contracted service provided will provide the following services:
• Work closely with the Head of School to develop GCA’s annual budget and actively
manage the charter school budget throughout the year
• Manage GCA purchasing process by establishing clear systems and implementing
appropriate fiscal policies student data and compliance
• Manage systems for and maintains accurate student data and information in compliance
with federal, state, regional and school expectations
• Complete state and district reporting and compliance submissions
• Support marketing efforts by providing information for the GCA website and managing
outreach collateral
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Instructional Staff
The following section details the roles, responsibilities, and qualifications of GCA instructional
staff.
Teachers
Reporting to the Principal, teachers will be responsible for all levels of classroom instruction and
management. They will design, plan and implement a standards-based curriculum that prepares
students for success in college. Teachers will additionally be responsible for ensuring GCA’s
core values are lived through the Charter School’s culture. Teachers at GCA will have the base
qualifications and will be appropriately credentialed for any and all grades and subjects they will
teach.
Teachers will work closely with the GCA leadership team to ensure our students learn, grow, and
eventually achieve transformative life outcomes. Each teacher will be responsible for ensuring
that our students have the opportunity to learn in an environment of joyful, excellent teaching.
Above all else, teachers will find joy and purpose in teaching children the habits necessary to be
successful in school, and she or he will relish the opportunity to imbue our students with a love
for learning. Our teachers will be committed to encouraging the students’ innate curiosity and
guiding that curiosity into exploration and discovery. She or he must also be committed to
GCA’s mission, while possessing the beliefs, character traits, and skills necessary to ensure
student growth and achievement.
Qualifications, skills, and qualities:
• Hold the valid Commission on Teacher Credentialing certificate, permit, or other
document required for the teacher’s certificated assignment
• Commit to work with educationally underserved students
• Believe all students can achieve at the highest academic levels
• Possess strong content area knowledge and classroom management skills
• Contribute to a relentless and dedicated team of outstanding professionals
• Communicate well with students, families and colleagues
• Proficiency in the native language(s) of the local community strongly preferred
Special Education Teacher
For the initial year or years of GCA, services for special needs students may be contracted out
with the SELPA of either Fresno Unified School District or the Fresno County Superintendent of
Schools. This is primarily because, as GCA will open as a TK/K-3 school, it is likely that
relatively few students in those grade levels will be identified as needing Special Education
(SPED). As the Charter School adds a grade every year, however, it will eventually be necessary
for GCA to provide on staff SPED services. The Special Education teacher, or Education
Specialist, will be considered an integral part of the general education staff and will be expected
to collaborate and consult with all teachers on a regular basis.
It is the intent of GCA to hire at least one general education teacher with a valid Mild/Moderate
Special Ed credential. This teacher may be referred to as the Education Specialist. Although
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there may not be enough students receiving Special Education services in the initial year or years
of the charter school to justify a full-time Special Education teacher, there will nevertheless most
likely be some SPED students. For this reason, it would be optimal to have a credential SPED
teacher on the staff to serve as Case Manager and coordinate the delivery of SPED services with
the local SELPA.
Qualifications, skills, and qualities:
• Valid California Credential or license authorizing service in grade levels and areas
assigned as an Education Specialist.
• Bachelor’s degree, including all courses to meet credential requirements
• Full time teaching experience in Special Education, preferred
• Possession of either BCLAD or CLAD certification is highly desirable
• Demonstrated successteaching students from educationally underserved areas
• Excellent organizational, planning, and implementation skills
• Ability to communicate and interact effectively with multiple constituencies
• Detail-oriented team player willing to roll up sleeves and get the job done
Other Certificated Staff
A pool of day-to-day, at-will, on-call qualified substitutes, with appropriate background
clearances, shall be established and a list of qualified substitutes maintained by GCA. If GCA is
able to secure such qualified substitutes for regular duty, GCA will coordinate with the Fresno
Chaffee Zoo to provide docent training so that the unique character of the GCA instructional
program will not be suspended during a teacher’s absence.
Classified Staff
The following section details the roles, responsibilities, and qualifications of the Golden Charter
Academy charter schools’ non-instructional staff:
All non-instructional, classified staff will possess experience and expertise appropriate for their
position with the school and as specified in the job description. Staff will have the following
roles:
Administrative Assistant, responsible for:
• Student Records
• Preparing agendas and minutes for Board meetings
• Serving as Secretary of the Board of Directors
• Coordinating schedules for parent conferences, staff meetings, administrative meetings,
etc.
• Coordinating contracted services
• Facilitating communications and correspondences for the school administration
• Securing the files for all confidential records
• Working with the fiscal services, either in-house or through a contracted service, to
process all financial documents, records, receivables, and payments
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•

•

Working with the Human Resources, either in-house or through a contracted service, to
process and secure all paperwork for certificated and classified hires, DOJ checks, and
employee records
Other duties as assigned by the school administration

Qualifications skills, and qualities:
• High-school diploma or equivalent; supplemented by college-level business coursework
and two (2) years of progressive secretarial experience. Additional education may
substitute for some experience.
• Requires in-depth knowledge of modern office practices, procedures and equipment,
including filing systems, receptionist and telephone techniques, and letter and report
writing.
• Working knowledge of GCA operations, policies, procedures, and calendars.
• Requires a working knowledge of, and skill at using personal computer based software
programs that support this level of work, including but not limited to word processing,
spreadsheet, presentation graphics, special applications used by the organization unit, and
data entry onto custom databases.
• Requires skill at facilitating problem-solving processes.
• Requires sufficient math skills to perform financial and statistical record-keeping.
• Requires sufficient knowledge of proper English usage, grammar, spelling, and
punctuation to prepare professional correspondence.
• Requires sufficient human relations skill to work productively and cooperatively with
diverse teams, exercise patience when dealing with internal and external customers, and
convey technical concepts.
Attendance Secretary, responsible for:
• Reception/front desk
• Attendance
• Office Supplies and classroom supplies
• Basic First Aid
• Coordinating with the Administrative Assistant to ensure proper functioning of the school
office
• Communicating with teachers and parents regarding student attendance, behavior, etc.
• Other duties as assigned by the school administration
Qualifications skills, and qualities:
• Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school and two years of clerical
work involving student records, including computer work
• Requires proficient fluency in English (bilingual fluency in English and Spanish
preferred)
• Requires confidence to proactively engage parents and families, both in person and via
phone, regarding their child’s attendance
• Requires proficiency with Microsoft Word. Familiarity with Power Point and Excel
preferred.
• Requires the ability to substitute for the Administrative Assistant in a temporary capacity
• Other duties as assigned
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Paraeducators
Under the direction of the teacher or other certificated employee, the Paraeducator will primarily
assist by performing a variety of academic and behavior support duties to individual or small
groups of students within the Special Education classroom, regular classroom and other school
settings. These duties shall be designed to complement the instructional program to maximize
learning opportunities for the inclusion student. The Paraeducator will also assist in the
establishment and implementation of appropriate classroom and school-wide behavior and assist
students to access all aspects of the educational environment of GCA and the community.
Overarching responsibilities:
• Serve as the primary point of support for a designated student or group of students in the
daily application and implementation of academic guided practice and behavior
intervention plans. Bridge gaps that may occur in classroom lessons, in conversations,
and in skill development by getting to know the student and using that knowledge and
experience to everyone’s benefit.
• Provide timely information to the student, to school staff, and to other team members or
service providers. This information could include feedback on progress, data collected,
task analysis, and concerns.
• As a team member working closely with a student, advocate appropriately to ensure the
team is consistently implementing the instructional and behavior plans and to raise
concerns about obstacles to successful implementation and student growth
Day-to-day Responsibilities:
• Under the direction of the teacher or Education Specialist, work with students in small
groups or in one-to-one assignments to reinforce or follow up learning activities in core
academic, language, and/or specialized subject areas
• Assist in the implementation of Behavior Intervention Plans (BIP’s)
• Facilitate and support social interactions and foster the development of positive
relationships between students with disabilities and their non-disabled peers
• Assist all students by modeling appropriate behavior and attitudes and providing
emotional support and general guidance
• Support students to be active participants during place-based learning, on field trips and
school assemblies or productions
• Provide General Education teachers with information on student progress through
observation, daily contact, and maintenance of accurate student progress records/logs
• Assist in establishing and maintaining a clean, safe, and cooperative classroom and
learning environment
• Provide testing accommodations, including supervising students completing tests in a
separate location or during an extended time
• Maintain confidentiality of student records and classroom information in accordance with
legal requirements and GCA policies
• Maintain instructional program in case of temporary absence of the General Education
Teacher(s)
Qualifications, skills, and qualities:
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•

•
•
•
•

Completed at least two years of study at an institution of higher education; or obtained an
Associate degree (or higher); or passed the CBEST or a local assessment of knowledge
and skills in assisting in instruction
Proficiency in the native language(s) of the local community strongly preferred
Excellent organizational, planning, and implementation skills
Detail-oriented team player
Ability to communicate and interact effectively with multiple constituencies

Teacher Professional Development and Evaluation
A Professional Teaching and Learning Environment
Strong, dedicated teachers are the backbone of any excellent school, and the Golden Charter
Academy charter school will be no exception. GCA will hire outstanding and committed
teachers. Much will be expected of GCA teachers. In addition to the extended time in class,
teachers are expected to focus on the charter school’s mission to inspire powerful young minds,
and to be committed to its core values of Stewardship, Equity, and Access.
In return, GCA teachers will be treated as professionals. They will be supported in their
professional growth with time for planning and collaboration, stipends for conferences and
school visits, and resources for improving instruction. Teachers at GCA will regularly visit each
other’s classrooms to create consistency in content of lessons as well as classroom culture, and to
learn from their peers. To continually improve instruction at GCA, teachers have the opportunity
to receive feedback from their peers and the charter school’s leadership team on the results of
their students. Each teacher is also provided with the necessary tools for effective lesson
preparation and communication with families, including a laptop computer and high-speed
Internet access.
Professional Development
At GCA, the Head of School and instructional leadership team will set the tone and develop the
conditions under which staff members will become the keepers of the charter school’s culture
and values and grow as teachers and learners. As a result, staff development will support GCA’s
mission and basic values by fostering a positive campus culture, sharing the best instructional
practices, and encouraging individual teacher growth. GCA teachers will be encouraged to
consistently exchange best practices with each other and teachers at similar schools, both charter
and traditional public schools. Professional development involves structured whole staff and
small group practice, and is individualized to best serve each teacher’s needs.
Beginning in staff orientation before the regular school program for students, the Head of School
and instructional leadership team will ensure that teachers fully understand and support GCA’s
mission, goals, and values. This orientation involves specific activities designed to align the staff
and foster teamwork, such as visiting other schools of excellence. Teachers will also engage in
both school- based and regional professional development sessions to design their goals,
objectives, and curriculum for the summer and the upcoming school year.
During the school year, staff development continues through professional development in order
to share best practices. Within GCA, staff will engage in whole staff meetings, department and
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grade level team working sessions, and individual coaching opportunities. Teachers will receive
professional development to function effectively within the parameters of the charter school and
to meet the goals outlined in the accountability plan.
Teachers are also encouraged to observe each other and other excellent teachers in the
community and receive regular feedback on their performance, goals, and growth.
Additionally, teachers will receive professional development on communicating with students
designated as English Learners and in techniques for detecting whether a student has English
language deficiencies. All staff will be trained in Universal Design for Learning, an educational
approach that provides access to all students and promotes an environment that is inclusive and
accessible. Staff will be trained in various teaching strategies such as scaffolding techniques and
the use of graphic organizers, to ensure that all students are provided with multiple avenues to
access the curriculum. Furthermore, teachers will engage in field-based environmental education
training that embraces first-hand encounters and immersive experiences. These learning spaces
mirror the desired student experiences teachers will be facilitating for Golden Charter Academy,
and provide opportunities for teachers to develop meaningful connections to the natural world.
This personal interaction is a critical component that elevates teacher efficacy and promotes a
deeper understanding of place.
Staff Evaluation Plan
The Principal is responsible for evaluating all teachers and support staff. A critical part of teacher
evaluation and retention is based on performance outcomes, measuring student achievement and
the teacher's implementation of the curriculum. In addition, teachers are expected to embrace the
diversity of learners and to offer a variety of ways for students to demonstrate mastery of
content. This approach is consistent with Universal Design for Learning. The annual
performance assessment will be based on adherence to those expectations and academic
standards.
GCA will establish clearly defined criteria for performance reviews that may include:
• Demonstrated commitment to GCA’s mission and goals
• Successful implementation of the curriculum and educational philosophy
• Student academic progress
• Contribution to school community
• High level of professionalism
• High level of accomplishment
• Effective participation in GCA’s staff and team
Tools used in the evaluation process may include:
• Written evaluations based on classroom observations
• Self-evaluation completed by teacher being evaluated
• Student performance on major assessments
• Feedback from parents, students, and peers
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Those teachers failing to adhere to the guidelines outlined above, and/or failing to meet the
specifications of the evaluation plan, will be subject to dismissal or may not have their
employment renewed at the request of the Principal.
Compensation & Benefits:
The GCA Board of Directors also retains the option of adopting a formal salary schedule,
although this may depend upon budget considerations. Being a public school, GCA recognizes
that many of our teachers and staff members might also be considering positions in surrounding
school districts. For this reason, GCA will seek to offer salary levels similar to the general salary
levels being offered by these surrounding districts. For budgeting projections, the GCA
anticipates an annual increase of approximately 5% in total compensation of its employees.
The Chief Executive Officer, who will function as the Head of School, with approval from the
GCA Board of Directors, will have the authority to determine the salary and benefit levels,
working conditions and work year characteristics (e.g., length of year and day, vacation policies,
etc.) for all employees. This will allow GCA to attract and retain the caliber of employees
necessary to ensure the success of GCA.
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VIII. Element 6: Health and Safety Procedures

Governing Law: The procedures that the charter school will follow to ensure the health and
safety of pupils and staff. These procedures shall require all of the following:
(i) That each employee of the charter school furnish the charter school with a criminal record
summary as described in Section 44237.
(ii) The development of a school safety plan, which shall include the safety topics listed in
subparagraphs (A) to (J), inclusive, of paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 32282.
(iii) That the school safety plan be reviewed and updated by March 1 of every year by the
charter school. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(F).
GCA will adopt and implement full Health and Safety procedures and risk management policies
at the school site in consultation with insurance carriers and risk management experts prior to the
school’s opening. Health and Safety policies will be annually reviewed, updated, and distributed
to all staff and families via virtual and print publications (e.g. school website and school
circulars). GCA shall ensure that staff are trained annually on the Health and Safety policies. The
following is a summary of the health and safety procedures of the school. A full draft will be
provided to the Fresno Unified School District for review at least 30 days prior to operation, or
as otherwise agreed upon by the District and GCA.
The following is a summary of the Health and Safety procedures of the Golden Charter
Academy:
Employees
Procedures for Background Checks
Employees and contractors of GCA will be required to submit to a criminal background check
and furnish a criminal record summary as required by Education Code Sections 44237 and
45125.1. GCA will comply with all applicable state and federal laws regarding background
checks and clearance of all personnel. New employees not possessing a valid California
Teaching Credential must submit two sets of fingerprints to the California Department of Justice
for the purpose of obtaining a criminal record summary. GCA shall not hire any person, in either
a certificated or classified position, who has been convicted of a violent or serious felony except
as otherwise provided by law, pursuant to Education Code Section 44830.1 and 45122.1. The
CEO will monitor compliance with this policy and report to the Board of Directors on a regular
basis. The Board Chairperson shall monitor the fingerprinting and background clearance of the
CEO. Volunteers who will have direct contact with students outside of the direct supervision of a
credentialed employee shall be fingerprinted and receive background clearance prior to
volunteering without the direct supervision of a credentialed employee.
Employee Records
GCA will comply with all applicable state and federal laws concerning the maintenance and
disclosure of employee records.
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Comprehensive Anti-Discrimination and Sexual Harassment Policies and Procedures
GCA is committed to providing a school that is free from discrimination and sexual harassment
as well as any harassment based upon the actual or perceived characteristics of race, religion,
creed, color, gender, gender identity, gender expression, nationality, national origin, ancestry,
ethnic group identification, genetic information, age medical condition, marital status, sexual
orientation, sex and pregnancy, physical or mental disability, childbirth or related medical
conditions, military and veteran status, denial of family and medical care leave, or on the basis of
the person’s association with a person or group with one or more of these actual or perceived
characteristics, or any other basis protected by federal, state, or local law, ordinance or
regulation. GCA shall adopt a comprehensive policy to prevent and immediately remediate any
concerns about discrimination or harassment at the school (including employee to employee,
employee to student, and student to employee misconduct). Misconduct of this nature is very
serious and will be addressed in accordance with the school’s discrimination and harassment
policies. All supervisors shall be required to participate in regular training around their legal
responsibilities.
A copy of the policy shall be provided as part of any orientation program conducted for new and
continuing pupils at the beginning of each quarter, semester, or summer session, as applicable,
and to each faculty member, all members of the administrative staff, and all members of the
support staff at the beginning of the first quarter or semester of the school year, or at the time that
there is a new employee hired.
Mandated Child Abuse Reporters
All employees will be mandated child abuse reporters and follow all applicable reporting laws,
policies and procedures. The Charter School shall provide mandated reporter training to all
employees annually in accordance with Education Code Section 44691.
Tuberculosis Risk Assessment and Examination
Employees, and volunteers who have frequent or prolonged contact with students, will be
assessed and examined (if necessary) for tuberculosis prior to commencing employment and
working with students, and for employees at least once each four years thereafter, as required by
Education Code Section 49406.
Drug, Alcohol, and Smoke-Free Environment
GCA shall function as a drug, alcohol, and tobacco-free environment.
Students
Immunization and Health Screenings
GCA shall maintain student immunization, health examination, and health screening records on
each student’s permanent file.
All enrolled students at GCA will be required to provide records documenting immunizations as
required at public schools pursuant to Health and Safety Code Sections 120325 – 120375, and
Title 17, California Code of Regulations Sections 6000 – 6075. This includes immunizations for
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polio, diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, measles, mumps, rubella, and hepatitis B as described in the
Department of Health Services Document IMM-231. All incoming 7th-grade students must be
immunized with pertussis (whooping cough) vaccine booster.
Medication at School
GCA shall adhere to Education Code Section 49423 regarding the administration of medication
in school.
The school shall stock and maintain the required number and type of emergency epinephrine
auto-injectors onsite and provide training to all staff in the storage and use of the epinephrine
auto-injector as required by SB 1266 (2014).
Blood-Borne Pathogens
GCA shall meet state and federal standards for dealing with blood-borne pathogens and other
potentially infectious materials in the workplace. The Board shall establish a written “Exposure
Control Plan” designed to protect employees from possible infection due to contact with bloodborne viruses, including human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV).
Whenever exposed to blood or other body fluids through injury or accident, students and staff
should follow the latest medical protocol for disinfecting procedures.
The Charter School shall ensure all staff members receive annual training on the school’s health,
safety, and emergency procedures, including, but not limited to, training on blood-borne
pathogens, and shall maintain a calendar for, and conduct, emergency response drills for students
and staff.
Diabetes
Once GCA is serving 7 pupils, GCA will provide an information sheet regarding Type 2 diabetes
to the parent or guardian of incoming 7th-grade students, pursuant to Education Code Section
49452.7. The information sheet shall include, but not be limited to, all of the following:
1. A description of Type 2 diabetes.
2. A description of the risk factors and warning signs associated with Type 2 diabetes.
3. A recommendation that students displaying or possibly suffering from risk factors or
warning signs associated with Type 2 diabetes should be screened for Type 2 diabetes.
4. A description of treatments and prevention methods of Type 2 diabetes.
5. A description of the different types of diabetes screening tests available
Vision, Hearing, Scoliosis
All students will be screened for vision, hearing, and scoliosis, GCA will adhere to Education
Code Section 49450 et. seq., as applicable to the grade levels served by the Charter School.
Emergency Response Plan
GCA shall adhere to an Emergency Preparedness Handbook/School Safety Plan drafted
specifically to the needs of the school and facility in conjunction with law enforcement and the
Fire Marshal. This handbook shall include, but not be limited to, the following responses: fire,
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flood, earthquake, terrorist threats, hostage situations, and heart attacks. The school shall require
that instructional and administrative staff receive training in emergency response, including
appropriate “first responder” training or equivalent. GCA will also implement CPR Training for
personnel and ensure the presence of at least one operable Automated External Defibrillator
(AED) at the site for response to medical emergencies.
The school shall comply with applicable requirements of Education Code Section 49475
regarding concussions/head injuries with respect to any athletic program offered by or on behalf
of the school.
Students and staff will participate in earthquake drills every other month, fire drills monthly, and
at least one lock-down drill annually, in accordance with Education Code Section 3200.
Facility Safety and ADA Access
GCA will comply with Education Code Section 47610 by either utilizing facilities that are
compliant with the Field Act or that are compliant with the California Building Standards Code,
including provisions for seismic safety and ADA regulations. The school agrees to fire
inspections to test sprinkler systems, fire extinguishers, and fire alarms annually at its facilities to
ensure they are maintained in an operable condition at all times and in conjunction with the
Fresno Unified School District. We will acquire a Certificate of Occupancy before the start of the
school.
Visitors
All visitors to the school will be required to check-in in the main office and register in the
visitor’s log book. All school visitors are required to wear a visitor or volunteer badge while on
campus.
A specific policy related to on-campus conduct of visitors will be included in the school
handbook. To avoid unnecessary interruption of the educational program, visitors to classrooms
will be scheduled at least 24 hours in advance with the school administration.
Suicide Prevention Policy
GCA shall maintain a policy on student suicide prevention in accordance with Education Code
Section 215. GCA shall review, at a minimum every fifth year, its policy on pupil suicide
prevention and, if necessary, update its policy.
Prevention of Human Trafficking
GCA shall identify and implement the most appropriate methods of informing parents and
guardians of students in grades 6 through 7 of human trafficking prevention resources.
Feminine Hygiene Products
Once GCA is serving students in grades 6 and above, GCA will stock at least 50% of its
restrooms with feminine hygiene products, and shall not charge students for these products,
pursuant to Education Code Section 35292.6.
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Nutritionally Adequate Free or Reduced Price Meal
GCA shall provide each needy student, as defined in Education Code Section 49552, with one
nutritionally adequate free or reduced-price meal, as defined in Education Code Section
49553(a), during each school day.
California Healthy Youth Act
GCA shall teach sexual health education and HIV prevention education to students in grades 7-8,
at least once, pursuant to the California Healthy Youth Act (Education Code Section 51930, et
seq.).
School Safety Plan
GCA shall adopt a School Safety Plan, to be reviewed and updated by March 1 of every year,
which shall include identification of appropriate strategies and programs that will provide or
maintain a high level of school safety and address the Charter School’s procedures for complying
with applicable laws related to school safety, including the development of all of the following
pursuant to Education Code Section 32282(a)(2)(A)-(J):
• Child abuse reporting procedures
• Routine and emergency disaster procedures
• Policies for students who committed an act under Education Code Section 48915 and
other Charter School-designated serious acts leading to suspension, expulsion, or
mandatory expulsion recommendation
• Procedures to notify teachers of dangerous students pursuant to Education Code Section
49079
• A discrimination and harassment policy consistent with Education Code Section 200
• Provisions of any schoolwide dress code that prohibits students from wearing “gangrelated apparel,” if applicable
• Procedures for safe ingress and egress of pupils, parents, and employees to and from the
Charter School
• A safe and orderly environment conducive to learning
• The rules and procedures on school discipline adopted pursuant to Education Code
Sections 35291, 25291.5, 47605, and 47605.6
• Procedures for conducting tactical responses to criminal incidents
Bullying Prevention
GCA shall adopt procedures for preventing acts of bullying, including cyberbullying. GCA shall
annually make available the online training module developed by the CDE pursuant to Education
Code Section 32283.5(a) to certificated school site employees and all other school site
employees who have regular interaction with children.
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IX. Element 7: Means to Achieve Student Population Balance
Governing Law: The means by which the charter school will achieve a balance of racial and
ethnic pupils, special education pupils, and English learner pupils, including redesignated
fluent English proficient pupils, as defined by the evaluation rubrics in Section 52064.5 that is
reflective of the general population residing within the territorial jurisdiction of the district to
which the charter petition is submitted. Upon renewal, for a charter school not deemed to be a
local educational agency for purposes of special education pursuant to Section 47641, the
chartering authority may consider the effect of school placements made by the chartering
authority in providing a free and appropriate public education as required by the federal
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (Public Law 101-476), on the balance of pupils
with disabilities at the charter school. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(G).,
One of the Core Values of the Golden Charter Academy is the belief in equity and the value of
diversity. GCA strongly believes that a wide cross section of students with a variety of life
experiences adds to the learning experience of all. Students will need to learn from others how to
respect different viewpoints and find the commonalities in all people. Because we seek a targeted
student population whose families may not be reachable by traditional means, GCA plans to
utilize direct outreach strategies such as direct mailing and community and home meetings
targeted in specific communities in Fresno. GCA will also use television and radio marketing in
an effort to tailor outreach efforts to a diversity of students/families.
GCA is located in the City of Fresno and the Fresno Unified School District. The new charter
school is being opened with the intent to recruit and serve students from the ethnically diverse
southwest Fresno community and to ensure a racial and ethnic, special education, and English
Learner student composition that is reflective of the Fresno Unified School District.
Recruitment efforts to the community will include:
• A website providing extensive information on the school’s educational program in
partnership with the Fresno Chaffee Zoo, including information on the application
process
• Creating a social media presence using Facebook, Twitter and forums
• Informational brochures, flyers, and posters to demonstrate the diversity and cultural
environment of the school distributed to businesses, pre-schools, Head Start facilities, etc.
• Special community informational meetings and “Open Houses” held during evenings and
weekends to inform parents and families about the new school
• Outreach to the local media to publicize the new school and the process to apply
• Participation on television and radio talk shows to describe GCA
• Joint events with local agencies and community partners
• Informational materials mailed to employees of local businesses
• Training for parents to conduct “parent to parent” recruitment through special events or
personal contacts
• An enrollment process that is scheduled and adopted to include a timeline that allows for
a broad-based recruiting and application process
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•

•
•

The development of promotional and informational material that appeals to all major
racial and ethnic groups represented in the district; including materials in languages other
than English, to appeal to limited English proficient populations
Targeted meetings in multiple communities to reach prospective students and parents
The distribution of promotional and informational materials to a broad variety of
community groups and agencies that serve the various racial, ethnic, and interest groups
represented in the district

Each year the Charter School shall review its student population composition to determine which
policies and practices are the most effective in achieving a diverse student population and will
make adjustments as needed.
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X. Element 8: Admission Policies and Procedures
Governing Law: Admission policies and procedures, consistent with [Education Code Section
47605] subdivision (e). Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(H).
The Board of Directors, with the advice of the leadership of the school, shall determine all
policies, processes, and procedures governing application, admission, and enrollment at the
Golden Charter Academy. All students attending the school must follow the application,
admission, and enrollment policies of the school.
The application packet for admission shall include information allowing students and parents to
be informed about the school’s operation as a charter school, its educational programs, the
academic and behavioral expectations, and the rights and responsibilities of students and parents
who wish to become members of Golden Charter Academy family.
The Board shall have the sole authority to determine the size and grade-level breakdown of the
student body. The determination of the school capacity shall be based on, among other things,
the academic program, the fiscal viability, the educational needs of currently enrolled students,
the capacity of the school site, and the level of interest shown by students who want to attend the
school.
Legal Assurances and Admission Criteria
As a non-sectarian, tuition-free public school, GCA will admit all grade-level eligible students
who wish to attend up to the school’s capacity, within the minimum and maximum age
requirements specified in applicable law according to Education Code Section 47605(e)(2)(A).
No student will be required to attend GCA, in compliance with Education Code Section
47605(g). The school shall be open to all students at the appropriate grade levels who wish to
attend. Admission eligibility will not be determined by the place of residence of a pupil or a
pupil’s parent or legal guardian within the state, except as otherwise required by law. If the
number of students who wish to attend the school exceeds the school’s capacity, admission,
except for existing students, shall be determined by a public random drawing in accordance with
the admission preferences specified below.
Open application deadlines shall be coordinated with local public schools to give students and
their parents opportunity to consider the full range of educational opportunities available to them.
There shall be no admission testing or other evaluation required of any applicant. GCA shall not
charge an application fee nor shall it charge tuition. The school will not require any monetary or
other contribution as a condition of application, admission, enrollment, or participation in any of
the school’s required educational activities. In accordance with Education Code Section 49011
and 47605(e)(2)(B)(iv), admission preferences shall not require mandatory parental volunteer
hours as a criterion for admission or continued enrollment.
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GCA shall be nonsectarian in its admission and enrollment policies and shall not discriminate
against any student on the basis of the characteristics listed in Education Code Section 220
(actual or perceived disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, nationality, race or
ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, or any other characteristic that is contained in the
definition of hate crimes set forth in Section 422.55 of the Penal Code, including immigration
status, or association with an individual who has any of the aforementioned characteristics).
In accordance with Education Code Section 47605(e)(4)(A), GCA shall not discourage a pupil
from enrolling or seeking to enroll in the charter school for any reason, including, but not limited
to, academic performance of the pupil or because the pupil exhibits any of the characteristics
described in Education Code Section 47605(e)(2)(B)(iii), including pupils with disabilities,
academically low-achieving pupils, English learners, neglected or delinquent pupils, homeless
pupils, or pupils who are economically disadvantaged, as determined by eligibility for any free or
reduced-price meal program, foster youth, or pupils based on nationality, race, ethnicity, or
sexual orientation. Similarly, in accordance with Section 47605(e)(4)(C), GCA shall not
encourage a pupil currently attending GCA to disenroll from GCA or transfer to another school
for any reason, including, but not limited to the academic performance of the pupil or because
the pupil exhibits any of the characteristics described in Education Code Section
47605(e)(2)(B)(iii), as listed above.
Pursuant to Education Code Section 47605(e)(4)(D), the Charter School shall post a notice
developed by the CDE on the Charter School website, outlining the requirements of Section
47605(e)(4), and make this notice available to parents and guardians.
Timeline for first year of operation
Applications for admission will be made available in March before our first year and will be due
by the third Friday of April. The school will hold at least three parent information meetings
between February and April so parents can learn more about the school before they apply. These
timelines are approximate, and may depend on the ultimate timing of the authorization of GCA
charter petition.
Timeline for subsequent years of operation
It is our intent that applications for admission will be made available in December of the
previous year and will be due by the third Friday of March, or whatever timeline is consistent
with the practice of charter schools authorized by FUSD. The school intends to hold at least three
parent information meetings between January and March so parents can learn more about the
school before they apply.
Public Random Drawing and Admission Preferences
Applications will be accepted during a publicly advertised open application period each year for
enrollment in the following school year. Following the open enrollment period each year,
applications shall be counted to determine whether any grade level has received more
applications than availability. If the number of students who wish to attend the school exceeds
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the capacity, attendance, except for existing students, who are guaranteed admission for the
following year, shall be determined by a public random drawing (or “lottery”) for each grade
level conducted in advance of each school year. In accordance with Education Code Section
47605(e)(2)(B)(i)-(iv), GCA will offer admissions preference to the following students in the
following order:
1. Children of current teachers, staff, and original founders (up to 10% of enrollment)
2. Siblings of students admitted to or attending GCA or graduates residing within the
boundaries of the District
3. Siblings of students admitted or attending GCA or graduates residing outside the
boundaries of the District Students who are enrolled in, or reside, in the attendance
boundaries of, the public elementary school where GCA is located
4. Students residing within the boundaries of the District
The Board of Directors will take all necessary efforts to ensure lottery procedures are fairly
executed. Lottery spaces are pulled in order of grade level by the designated lottery official
(appointed by the CEO). Separate lotteries shall be conducted for each grade in which there are
fewer vacancies than pupils interested in attending. All lotteries shall take place on the same day
in a single location. Lotteries will be conducted in ascending order beginning with the lowest
applicable grade level. Each student applicant will have his/her/their name placed in the lottery
one time. For each preference of which the student applicant qualifies, his/her/their name will be
placed in the lottery an additional time. Students will be drawn from each grade pool until all
vacancies within the particular grade level have been filled.
At the conclusion of the public random drawing, all students who were not granted admission
due to capacity shall be given the option to put their name on a wait list according to their draw
in the random public drawing. This wait list will allow students the option of enrollment in the
case of an opening during the current school year. In no circumstance will a wait list carry over
to the following school year.
Families who submitted completed application forms prior to the deadline will be notified in
writing regarding the date, time, and location of the public lottery, and rules for the lottery
process at least two weeks prior to the public random drawing date. Families do not have to be
present to participate in the lottery. The lottery drawing will be held on the school grounds or in
a public space large enough to accommodate all who are interested. The school will ensure that
the lottery process will be:
•
•
•

Public, transparent, and fair
Held in a public space large enough to accommodate all interested
Facilitated by an uninterested party charged with conducting the process

Extensive outreach and recruiting efforts will ensure the applicants and those in the lottery will
reflect the demographics of the Fresno Unified School District, including underserved
populations.
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Enrollment
Upon admission to GCA, the enrollment process is comprised of the following:
•
Completion of a Student Registration form
•
Proof of Immunization
•
Home Language Survey
•
Completion of the Emergency Medical Information Form
•
Proof of minimum and maximum age requirement
•
Authorization for the school to request and receive documents from the schools the student
has attended or is currently attending1
•
A copy of any existing Student Success Team evaluations and recommendations for the
student
•
A copy of any existing 504 or Individual Education Program for the student
Upon enrollment, parents/legal guardians will be encouraged to attend a family and student
orientation prior to the start of school
Homeless and Foster Youth
GCA shall adhere to the provisions of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act and ensure
that each child of a homeless individual and each homeless youth has equal access to the same
FAPE as provided to other children and youths. The school shall provide specific information in
its outreach materials, website, at community meetings, open forums and open houses, and
regional center meetings, notifying parents the school is open to enroll and provide services for
all students, and provides a standard contact number for access to additional information
regarding enrollment. The school shall comply with all applicable provisions of Education Code
Sections 48850 – 48859.
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)
GCA, including its employees and officers, shall comply with FERPA and Education Code
Section 49060 et seq. at all times.
Transportation
GCA will not provide transportation to and from school, except as required by law.

1

GCA shall not request a pupil’s records or require a parent, guardian, or pupil to submit the pupil’s records to GCA
before enrollment.
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XI. Element 9: Financial Audit
Governing Law: The manner in which annual, independent, financial audits shall be
conducted, which shall employ generally accepted accounting principles, and the manner in
which audit exceptions and deficiencies shall be resolved to the satisfaction of the chartering
authority. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(I).
An annual independent financial audit of the books and records of GCA will be conducted as
required by Education Code Sections 47605(c)(5)(I) and 47605(m). The books and records of
GCA will be kept in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), and as
required by applicable law, the audit will employ generally accepted accounting procedures.
GCA’s Board of Directors will form a Finance/Audit subcommittee to oversee the selection of an
independent auditor and the completion of an annual audit of the school’s financial affairs.
GCA will use an auditor with experience working with charter schools. The auditor will have, at
a minimum, a CPA certificate and educational institution audit experience and will be approved
by the State Controller on its published list as an educational audit provider. To the extent
required under applicable federal law, the audit scope will be expanded to include items and
processes specified in applicable Office of Management and Budget Circulars. GCA will follow
best practices and entertain submissions from new auditors at least every five years or the term
length that is consistent with statute.
The audit will verify the accuracy of the school’s financial statements, attendance and enrollment
accounting practices, and review the school’s internal controls. This audit will be conducted in
accordance with GAAP and the applicable provisions within the California Code of Regulations
governing audits of charter schools as published in the State Controller’s K-12 Audit Guide, and
will verify the accuracy of GCA’s financial statements, attendance and enrollment accounting
practices, and internal controls.
GCA’s finance/audit committee, or the CEO, will review any audit exceptions or deficiencies
and report to the school’s Board of Directors within thirty (30) days of receipt of the audit with
recommendations on mitigation. The Board will report to the authorizing district within sixty
(60) days of receipt of the audit regarding how the exceptions and deficiencies have been or will
be resolved, or as otherwise agreed with the District.
GCA will transmit a copy of its annual independent financial audit report for the preceding fiscal
year to the Fresno Unified School District, the Fresno County Superintendent of Schools, the
State Controller, and the California Department of Education by December 15 of each
year. GCA will provide the internal controls policy, the full general ledger accounting system,
and any reports requested to be provided by the client to the auditors. GCA will also make
available the receivable and disbursement files.
The independent financial audit of GCA will be public record to be provided to the public upon
request. GCA will budget in the cost of a full financial audit in its yearly budgeting process.
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XII. Element 10: Student Discipline, Suspension, and Expulsion Policy and Procedures
Governing Law: The procedures by which pupils can be suspended or expelled from the
charter school for disciplinary reasons or otherwise involuntarily removed from the charter
school for any reason. These procedures, at a minimum, shall include an explanation of how
the charter school will comply with federal and state constitutional procedural and substantive
due process requirements that is consistent with all of the following:
(i) For suspensions of fewer than 10 days, provide oral or written notice of the charges against
the pupil and, if the pupil denies the charges, an explanation of the evidence that supports the
charges and an opportunity for the pupil to present the pupil’s side of the story.
(ii) For suspensions of 10 days or more and all other expulsions for disciplinary reasons, both
of the following:
(I) Provide timely, written notice of the charges against the pupil and an explanation of the
pupil’s basic rights.
(II) Provide a hearing adjudicated by a neutral officer within a reasonable number of days at
which the pupil has a fair opportunity to present testimony, evidence, and witnesses and
confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses, and at which the pupil has the right to bring
legal counsel or an advocate.
(iii) Contain a clear statement that no pupil shall be involuntarily removed by the charter
school for any reason unless the parent or guardian of the pupil has been provided written
notice of intent to remove the pupil no less than five school days before the effective date of the
action. The written notice shall be in the native language of the pupil or the pupil’s parent or
guardian or, if the pupil is a foster child or youth or a homeless child or youth, the pupil’s
educational rights holder, and shall inform the pupil, the pupil’s parent or guardian, or the
pupil’s educational rights holder of the right to initiate the procedures specified in clause (ii)
before the effective date of the action. If the pupil’s parent, guardian, or educational rights
holder initiates the procedures specified in clause (ii), the pupil shall remain enrolled and
shall not be removed until the charter school issues a final decision. For purposes of this
clause, “involuntarily removed” includes disenrolled, dismissed, transferred, or terminated,
but does not include suspensions specified in clauses (i) and (ii). Education Code Section
47605(c)(5)(J).
At the Golden Charter Academy, we are committed to the belief that all children can learn at a
high level, and that all children can employ their innate curiosity to develop into life-long
learners. Our approach is to provide an educational system that addresses the whole child in the
context of their particular social and family environment. Successful engagement of students
must include the inclusion of home and the community.
Student Mentoring
The roots of student misbehavior are complex and must be understood in context. Students tend
to misbehave when they are not actively engaged in learning, or when they perceive that their
social-emotional security is threatened. Many children, and especially children of lower socioeconomic status, having witnessed a disproportionate amount of disruption to their lives, often
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feel that events of their social and familial world are largely outside of their immediate
control. This perception leads to a feeling of helplessness and disenfranchisement.
GCA intends to provide grade level mentors for students at each grade level, so serve as partners
with teachers, parents, and staff to promote the social, emotional, and academic success of all
students. Mentors will attend an orientation training prior to employment at GCA, and will
receive docent training, or a comparable inservice, provided by the Fresno Chaffee Zoo.
At the Golden Charter Academy, we recognize that there are many underlying reasons for
student misbehavior. As such, we create structures to address the social/emotional needs of
students through active engagement in curriculum, a supportive environment for students and
their families, and additional support through grade level mentoring for all students.
Restorative Practices
GCA is supportive of restorative practices in the implementation of student discipline. Far too
often school policies have focused on punitive measures that are detrimental to students in two
ways: 1) they remove students from valuable instructional time, negatively impacting their
learning, and 2) they failed to adequately address the causes of inappropriate student
behavior. Restorative practices, including Restorative Justice, are evidenced-based interventions
that focus on building understanding so that healing bridges of empathy can be built between the
aggressor and the target of the aggressive action. Restorative practices appeal to the fundamental
link of all humanity, further underscoring GCA emphasis on environmental literacy and the
interrelatedness of all creatures.
The Importance of a Supportive Environment
At GCA we feel that the most successful behavioral intervention models are based on active and
purposeful engagement of students. The eminent educational psychologist Benjamin Bloom
once said, “If you manage learning well, you don’t have to worry about managing the
learners.” When the learning environment is relevant, caring, engaging, empathetic, diverse,
inclusive, and innovative, curiosity is stimulated, exploration and discovery are fostered, and
students are less apt to disengage from the learning process and misbehave. Underpinning this
engagement is the importance of positive role models for students. The GCA staff will be a
ubiquitous presence in the lives of all students on campus. The GCA staff will be expected to
reach out to parents on a regular basis to enlist their support for our goal of student
success. Staff will be further encouraged to actively participate in community events that further
cement the relationship between the school and its families.
The GCA co-founder and CEO Robert Golden, who reached a pinnacle of success when he was
drafted into the National Football League at the age of 21, has created the G-O-L-D-E-N Rules, a
support structure of behavioral and attitudinal expectations that further enhance student
success. The G-O-L-D-E-N Rules are spelled out as follows:
G
O

… Give Respect
… Obey Authority
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L
D
E
N

…
…
…
…

Love Learning
Always be Dedicated
Elevate
Never Quit

Staff and students will become familiar with this set of expectations through daily reminders and
role modeling. The G-O-L-D-E-N Rules provide a structure to support student success by
encouraging hard work, discipline, and tenacity. These are traits that have been proven to ensure
success in students and adults alike.
Pupil Suspension and Expulsion Policy
GCA is committed to providing a healthy, safe, and secure learning environment for all of its
students. A safe learning environment allows students to better focus on instructional content
and engage in active learning.
Occasionally, student misbehavior negatively affects the safety of other students, or is disruptive
to the learning process. When previous interventions have proven unsuccessful in mitigating
such behavior, or when misbehavior is such that Education Code requirements mandate
corrective action, recommendation for student suspension or expulsion is warranted.
The GCA Suspension and Expulsion Policy and Procedures will adhere to the
Suspension/Expulsion guidelines outlined in Education Code Sections 48900, et seq., which
describe the offenses for which students at non-charter schools may be suspended or expelled
and the procedures governing those suspensions and expulsions in order to establish its list of
offenses and procedures for suspension, expulsions, and involuntary removal. The GCA
Suspension and Expulsion Policy and Procedures are largely consistent with the language of
Education Code Section 48900, et seq.
All efforts will be made to correct inappropriate student behavior through evidenced-based
student interventions, including, but not limited to, student mentoring, restorative practices, and
family outreach. GCA Student Behavioral Expectations will be detailed in the Golden Charter
Academy Student Handbook, which will be sent to all students’ families.
The “HELPS” model for positive discipline will be instituted at GCA based on the guidelines as
follows:
• Hold a meeting with the student
• Employ strong, calm, well-reasoned, focused message
• Listen to all points of views regarding the persons in question
• Provide positive reinforcement
• Support the child in a responsible plan that is mutually agreeable
The purpose of the suspension and expulsion procedures will be to ensure a safe and effective
learning environment. Successful procedures will provide for due process, be specific and
concrete, and be supported by the school community. The Principal and a staff member serving
as acting principal when the principal is absent have the authority to suspend students when
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necessary. The School will maintain records of all suspensions and will report the suspension of
any students to the chartering district including the suspension of any Special Education students.
While suspension and expulsion are to be regarded as a last resort, GCA’s suspension policy is
communicated to parents and students in the parent and student handbooks.
Procedures
Grounds for Suspension and Expulsion of Students
A student may be suspended or expelled for prohibited misconduct if the act is related to school
activity or school attendance occurring at any time including but not limited to: a) while on
school grounds; b) while going to or coming from school; c) during the lunch period, whether on
or off the school campus; or d) during, going to, or coming from a school-sponsored activity.
Enumerated Offenses
Discretionary Suspension Offenses
Students may be suspended when it is determined the student:
a) Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to cause physical injury to another person.
b) Willfully used force of violence upon the person of another, except self-defense.
c) Unlawfully possessed, used, or otherwise furnished, or was under the influence of any
controlled substance, as defined in Health and Safety Code 11053-11058, alcoholic
beverage, or intoxicant of any kind.
d) Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any controlled substance as
defined in Health and Safety Code Sections 11053-11058, alcoholic beverage or
intoxicant of any kind, and then sold, delivered or otherwise furnished to any person
another liquid substance or material and represented same as controlled substance,
alcoholic beverage or intoxicant.
e) Committed or attempted to commit robbery or extortion.
f) Caused or attempted to cause damage to school property or private property, which
includes, but is not limited to, electronic files and databases.
g) Stole or attempted to steal school property or private property, which includes, but is
not limited to, electronic files and databases.
h) Possessed or used tobacco or products containing tobacco or nicotine products,
including but not limited to cigars, cigarettes, miniature cigars, clove cigarettes,
smokeless tobacco, snuff, chew packets and betel. This policy does not prohibit the
use of a student’s own prescription products by a student.
i) Committed an obscene act or engaged in habitual profanity or vulgarity.
j) Unlawfully possessed or unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any drug
paraphernalia, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 11014.5.
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k) Knowingly received stolen school property or private property, which includes, but is
not limited to, electronic files and databases.
l) Possessed an imitation firearm, i.e.: a replica of a firearm that is so substantially
similar in physical properties to an existing firearm as to lead a reasonable person to
conclude that the replica is a firearm.
m) Harassed, threatened, or intimidated a student who is a complaining witness or
witness in a school disciplinary proceeding for the purpose of preventing that student
from being a witness and/or retaliating against that student for being a witness.
n) Unlawfully offered, arranged to sell, negotiated to sell, or sold the prescription drug
Soma.
o) Engaged in, or attempted to engage in hazing. For the purposes of this policy,
“hazing” means a method of initiation or preinitiation into a student organization or
body, whether or not the organization or body is officially recognized by an
educational institution, which is likely to cause serious bodily injury or personal
degradation or disgrace resulting in physical or mental harm to a former, current, or
prospective student. For purposes of this policy, “hazing” does not include athletic
events or school-sanctioned events.
p) Made terroristic threats against school officials and/or school property, which
includes, but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. For purposes of this
policy, “terroristic threat” shall include any statement, whether written or oral, by a
person who willfully threatens to commit a crime which will result in death, great
bodily injury to another person, or property damage in excess of one thousand dollars
($1,000), with the specific intent that the statement is to be taken as a threat, even if
there is no intent of actually carrying it out, which, on its face and under the
circumstances in which it is made, is so unequivocal, unconditional, immediate, and
specific as to convey to the person threatened, a gravity of purpose and an immediate
prospect of execution of the threat, and thereby causes that person reasonably to be in
sustained fear for their own safety or for their immediate family’s safety, or for the
protection of school property, which includes, but is not limited to, electronic files
and databases, or the personal property of the person threatened or their immediate
family.
q) Engaged in an act of bullying, including, but not limited to, bullying committed by
means of an electronic act.
1) “Bullying” means any severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or conduct,
including communications made in writing or by means of an electronic act,
and including one or more acts committed by a student or group of students
which would be deemed hate violence or harassment, threats, or intimidation,
which are directed toward one or more students that has or can be reasonably
predicted to have the effect of one or more of the following:
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i.

Placing a reasonable student (defined as a student, including, but is not
limited to, a student with exceptional needs, who exercises average
care, skill, and judgment in conduct for a person of their age, or for a
person of their age with exceptional needs) or students in fear of harm
to that student’s or those students’ person or property.
ii.
Causing a reasonable student to experience a substantially detrimental
effect on their physical or mental health.
iii. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial interference
with their academic performance.
iv. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial interference
with their ability to participate in or benefit from the services,
activities, or privileges provided by the Charter School.
2) “Electronic Act” means the creation or transmission originated on or off the
school site, by means of an electronic device, including, but not limited to, a
telephone, wireless telephone, or other wireless communication device,
computer, or pager, of a communication, including, but not limited to, any of
the following:
i.
A message, text, sound, video, or image.
ii.
A post on a social network Internet Web site including, but not limited
to:
(a) Posting to or creating a burn page. A “burn page” means an
Internet Web site created for the purpose of having one or more
of the effects as listed in subparagraph (1) above.
(b) Creating a credible impersonation of another actual student for
the purpose of having one or more of the effects listed in
subparagraph (1) above. “Credible impersonation” means to
knowingly and without consent impersonate a student for the
purpose of bullying the student and such that another student
would reasonably believe, or has reasonably believed, that the
student was or is the student who was impersonated.
(c) Creating a false profile for the purpose of having one or more
of the effects listed in subparagraph (1) above. “False profile”
means a profile of a fictitious student or a profile using the
likeness or attributes of an actual student other than the student
who created the false profile.
iii. An act of cyber sexual bullying.
(a) For purposes of this policy, “cyber sexual bullying” means the
dissemination of, or the solicitation or incitement to
disseminate, a photograph or other visual recording by a
student to another student or to school personnel by means of
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an electronic act that has or can be reasonably predicted to
have one or more of the effects described in subparagraphs (i)
to (iv), inclusive, of paragraph (1). A photograph or other
visual recording, as described above, shall include the
depiction of a nude, semi-nude, or sexually explicit photograph
or other visual recording of a minor where the minor is
identifiable from the photograph, visual recording, or other
electronic act.
(b) For purposes of this policy, “cyber sexual bullying” does not
include a depiction, portrayal, or image that has any serious
literary, artistic, educational, political, or scientific value or that
involves athletic events or school-sanctioned activities.
3) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (1) and (2) above, an electronic act shall not
constitute pervasive conduct solely on the basis that it has been transmitted on
the Internet or is currently posted on the Internet.
r) A student who aids or abets, as defined in Section 31 of the Penal Code, the infliction
or attempted infliction of physical injury to another person may be subject to
suspension, but not expulsion, except that a student who has been adjudged by a
juvenile court to have committed, as an aider and abettor, a crime of physical violence
in which the victim suffered great bodily injury or serious bodily injury shall be
subject to discipline pursuant to subdivision (1)(a)-(b).
s) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any knife or other dangerous object of no
reasonable use to the student unless, in the case of possession of any object of this
type, the student had obtained written permission to possess the item from a
certificated school employee, with the Principal or designee’s concurrence.
Non-Discretionary Suspension Offenses
Students must be suspended and recommended for expulsion when it is determined the student:
a) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, explosive, or other destructive
device unless, in the case of possession of any device of this type, the students had
obtained written permission to possess the item from a certificated school employee,
with the Principal or designee’s concurrence.
b) Brandished a knife at another person.
c) Unlawfully sold a controlled substance listed in Health and Safety Code Section
11053, et seq.
d) Committed or attempted to commit a sexual assault or committed a sexual battery as
defined in Penal Code Sections 261, 266c, 286, 287, 288, or 289 of former Section
288a of the Penal Code or committed a sexual battery as defined in Penal Code
Section 243.4.
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Discretionary Expellable Offense
Students may be recommended for expulsion when it is determined the student:
a) Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to cause physical injury to another person.
b) Willfully used force of violence upon the person of another, except self-defense.
c) Unlawfully possessed, used, or otherwise furnished, or was under the influence of any
controlled substance, as defined in Health and Safety Code Sections 11053-11058,
alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant of any kind.
d) Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any controlled substance as
defined in Health and Safety Code Sections 11053-11058, alcoholic beverage or
intoxicant of any kind, and then sold, delivered or otherwise furnished to any person
another liquid substance or material and represented same as controlled substance,
alcoholic beverage or intoxicant.
e) Committed or attempted to commit robbery or extortion.
f) Caused or attempted to cause damage to school property or private property, which
includes, but is not limited to, electronic files and databases.
g) Stole or attempted to steal school property or private property, which includes, but is
not limited to, electronic files and databases.
h) Possessed or used tobacco or products containing tobacco or nicotine products,
including but not limited to cigars, cigarettes, miniature cigars, clove cigarettes,
smokeless tobacco, snuff, chew packets and betel. This policy does not prohibit the
use of a student’s own prescription products by a student.
i) Committed an obscene act or engaged in habitual profanity or vulgarity.
j) Unlawfully possessed or unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any drug
paraphernalia, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 11014.5.
k) Knowingly received stolen school property or private property, which includes, but is
not limited to, electronic files and databases.
l) Possessed an imitation firearm, i.e.: a replica of a firearm that is so substantially
similar in physical properties to an existing firearm as to lead a reasonable person to
conclude that the replica is a firearm.
m) Harassed, threatened, or intimidated a student who is a complaining witness or
witness in a school disciplinary proceeding for the purpose of preventing that student
from being a witness and/or retaliating against that student for being a witness.
n) Unlawfully offered, arranged to sell, negotiated to sell, or sold the prescription drug
Soma.
o) Engaged in, or attempted to engage in hazing. For the purposes of this policy,
“hazing” means a method of initiation or preinitiation into a student organization or
body, whether or not the organization or body is officially recognized by an
educational institution, which is likely to cause serious bodily injury or personal
degradation or disgrace resulting in physical or mental harm to a former, current, or
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prospective student. For purposes of this policy, “hazing” does not include athletic
events or school-sanctioned events.
p) Made terrorist threats against school officials and/or school property, which includes,
but is not limited to, electronic files and databases. For purposes of this policy,
“terroristic threat” shall include any statement, whether written or oral, by a person
who willfully threatens to commit a crime which will result in death, great bodily
injury to another person, or property damage in excess of one thousand dollars
($1,000), with the specific intent that the statement is to be taken as a threat, even if
there is no intent of actually carrying it out, which, on its face and under the
circumstances in which it is made, is so unequivocal, unconditional, immediate, and
specific as to convey to the person threatened, a gravity of purpose and an immediate
prospect of execution of the threat, and thereby causes that person reasonably to be in
sustained fear for their own safety or for their immediate family’s safety, or for the
protection of school property, which includes, but is not limited to, electronic files
and databases, or the personal property of the person threatened or their immediate
family.
q) Engaged in an act of bullying, including, but not limited to, bullying committed by
means of an electronic act.
1) “Bullying” means any severe or pervasive physical or verbal act or conduct,
including communications made in writing or by means of an electronic act,
and including one or more acts committed by a student or group of students
which would be deemed hate violence or harassment, threats, or intimidation,
which are directed toward one or more students that has or can be reasonably
predicted to have the effect of one or more of the following:
i.
Placing a reasonable student (defined as a student, including, but is not
limited to, a student with exceptional needs, who exercises average
care, skill, and judgment in conduct for a person of their age, or for a
person of their age with exceptional needs) or students in fear of harm
to that student’s or those students’ person or property.
ii.
Causing a reasonable student to experience a substantially detrimental
effect on their physical or mental health.
iii.
Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial interference
with their academic performance.
iv. Causing a reasonable student to experience substantial interference
with their ability to participate in or benefit from the services,
activities, or privileges provided by the Charter School.
2) “Electronic Act” means the creation or transmission originated on or off the
school site, by means of an electronic device, including, but not limited to, a
telephone, wireless telephone, or other wireless communication device,
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computer, or pager, of a communication, including, but not limited to, any of
the following:
i.
A message, text, sound, video, or image.
ii.
A post on a social network Internet Web site including, but not limited
to:
(a) Posting to or creating a burn page. A “burn page” means an
Internet Web site created for the purpose of having one or more
of the effects as listed in subparagraph (1) above.
(b) Creating a credible impersonation of another actual student for
the purpose of having one or more of the effects listed in
subparagraph (1) above. “Credible impersonation” means to
knowingly and without consent impersonate a student for the
purpose of bullying the student and such that another student
would reasonably believe, or has reasonably believed, that the
student was or is the student who was impersonated.
(c) Creating a false profile for the purpose of having one or more
of the effects listed in subparagraph (1) above. “False profile”
means a profile of a fictitious student or a profile using the
likeness or attributes of an actual student other than the student
who created the false profile.
iii.
An act of cyber sexual bullying.
(a) For purposes of this policy, “cyber sexual bullying” means the
dissemination of, or the solicitation or incitement to
disseminate, a photograph or other visual recording by a
student to another student or to school personnel by means of
an electronic act that has or can be reasonably predicted to
have one or more of the effects described in subparagraphs (i)
to (iv), inclusive, of paragraph (1). A photograph or other
visual recording, as described above, shall include the
depiction of a nude, semi-nude, or sexually explicit photograph
or other visual recording of a minor where the minor is
identifiable from the photograph, visual recording, or other
electronic act.
(b) For purposes of this policy, “cyber sexual bullying” does not
include a depiction, portrayal, or image that has any serious
literary, artistic, educational, political, or scientific value or that
involves athletic events or school-sanctioned activities.
3) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (1) and (2) above, an electronic act shall not
constitute pervasive conduct solely on the basis that it has been transmitted on
the Internet or is currently posted on the Internet.
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r) A student who aids or abets, as defined in Section 31 of the Penal Code, the infliction
or attempted infliction of physical injury to another person may be subject to
suspension, but not expulsion, except that a student who has been adjudged by a
juvenile court to have committed, as an aider and abettor, a crime of physical violence
in which the victim suffered great bodily injury or serious bodily injury shall be
subject to discipline pursuant to subdivision (3)(a)-(b).
s) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any knife or other dangerous object of no
reasonable use to the student unless, in the case of possession of any object of this
type, the student had obtained written permission to possess the item from a
certificated school employee, with the Principal or designee’s concurrence.
Non-Discretionary Expellable Offenses
Students must be recommended for expulsion for any of the following acts when it is determined
pursuant to the procedures below that the student:
a) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, explosive, or other destructive
device unless, in the case of possession of any device of this type, the students had
obtained written permission to possess the item from a certificated school employee,
with the Principal or designee’s concurrence.
b) Brandished a knife at another person.
c) Unlawfully sold a controlled substance listed in Health and Safety Code Section
11053, et seq.
d) Committed or attempted to commit a sexual assault or committed a sexual battery as
defined in Penal Code Section 261, 266c, 286, 287, 288, or 289 or former Section
288a of the Penal Code or committed a sexual battery as defined in Penal Code
Section 243.4.
If it is determined by the Administrative Panel and/or Board of Directors that a student has
brought a fire arm or destructive device, as defined in Section 921 of Title 18 of the United
States Code, on to campus or to have possessed a firearm or destructive device on campus, the
student shall be expelled for one year, pursuant to the Federal Gun Free Schools Act of 1994. In
such instances, the student shall be provided due process rights of notice and a hearing as
required in this policy.
The Charter School will use the following definitions:
The term “knife” means (A) any dirk, dagger, or other weapon with a fixed, sharpened blade
fitted primarily for stabbing; (B) a weapon with a blade fitted primarily for stabbing; (C) a
weapon with a blade longer than 3½ inches; (D) a folding knife with a blade that locks into
place; or (E) a razor with an unguarded blade.
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The term “firearm” means (A) any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed to
or may readily be converted to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive; (B) the frame or
receiver of any such weapon; (C) any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or (D) any destructive
device. Such term does not include an antique firearm.
The term “destructive device” means any explosive, incendiary, or poison gas, including but not
limited to: (A) bomb, (B) grenade, (C) rocket having a propellant charge of more than four
ounces, (D) missile having an explosive or incendiary charge of more than one-quarter ounce,
(E) mine, or (F) device similar to any of the devices described in the preceding clauses.
Suspension Procedure
Suspensions shall be initiated according to the following procedures:
Conference
Suspension shall be preceded, if possible, by a conference conducted by the Principal or designee
with the student and the student’s parent/guardian and, whenever practical, the teacher,
supervisor or GCA employee who referred the student to the Principal or designee.
The conference may be omitted if the Principal or designee determines that an emergency
situation exists. An “emergency situation” involves a clear and present danger to the lives, safety
or health of students or GCA personnel. If a student is suspended without this conference, both
the parent/guardian and student shall be notified of the student’s right to return to school for the
purpose of a conference.
At the conference, the student shall be informed of the reason for the disciplinary action and the
evidence against the student and shall be given the opportunity to present the student’s version
and evidence in their defense, in accordance with Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(J)(i). This
conference shall be held within two (2) school days, unless the student waives this right or is
physically unable to attend for any reason including, but not limited to, incarceration or
hospitalization. No penalties may be imposed on a student for failure of the student’s parent or
guardian to attend a conference with GCA officials. Reinstatement of the suspended student shall
not be contingent upon attendance by the student’s parent/guardian at the conference.
Notice to Parents/Guardians
At the time of the suspension, an administrator or designee shall make a reasonable effort to
contact the parent/guardian by telephone or in person. Whenever a student is suspended, the
parent/guardian shall be notified in writing of the suspension and the date of return following
suspension. This notice shall state the specific offense(s) committed by the student as well as the
date the student may return to school following suspension. In addition, the notice may also state
the time when the student may return to school. If GCA officials wish to ask the parent/guardian
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to confer regarding matters pertinent to the suspension, the notice may request that the
parent/guardian respond to such requests without delay.
Suspension Time Limits/Recommendation for Expulsion
Suspensions, when not including a recommendation for expulsion, shall not exceed five (5)
consecutive school days per suspension. Upon a recommendation of expulsion by the Principal
or designee, the student and the student’s guardian or representative will be invited to a
conference to determine if the suspension for the student should be extended pending an
expulsion hearing. In such instances when the Charter School has determined a suspension
period shall be extended, such extension shall be made only after a conference is held with the
student or the student’s parent/guardian, unless the student and the student’s parent/guardian fail
to attend the conference.
This determination will be made by the Principal or designee upon either of the following: 1) the
student’s presence will be disruptive to the education process; or 2) the student poses a threat or
danger to others. Upon either determination, the student’s suspension will be extended pending
the results of an expulsion hearing.
Homework Assignments During Suspension
In accordance with Education Code Section 47606.2(a), upon the request of a parent, a legal
guardian or other person holding the right to make education decisions for the student, or the
affected student, a teacher shall provide to a student in any of grades 1 to 8, inclusive, who has
been suspended from school for two or more schooldays, the homework that the student would
otherwise have been assigned.
In accordance with Education Code Section 47606.2(b), if a homework assignment that is
requested pursuant to Section 47606.2(a) and turned into the teacher by the student either upon
the student’s return to school from suspension or within the timeframe originally prescribed by
the teacher, whichever is later, is not graded before the end of the academic term, that
assignment shall not be included in the calculation of the student’s overall grade in the class.
Expulsion Procedures
Authority to Expel
Consistent with Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(J)(iii), no pupil shall be involuntarily
removed without due process. As required by Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(J)(ii),
students recommended for expulsion are entitled to a hearing adjudicated by a neutral officer to
determine whether the student should be expelled. The procedures herein provide for such a
hearing and the notice of said hearing, as required by law.
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A student may be expelled either by the neutral and impartial Board of Directors following a
hearing before it, or by the Board of Directors upon the recommendation of a neutral and
impartial Administrative Panel to be assigned by the Board as needed. The Administrative Panel
shall consist of at least three (3) members who are certificated and neither a teacher of the
student or a member of the Board of Directors. Each entity shall be presided over by a designated
neutral hearing chairperson. The Administrative Panel may recommend expulsion of any student
found to have committed an expellable offense, and the Board of Directors shall make the final
decision.
Procedures
Students recommended for expulsion are entitled to a hearing to determine whether the student
should be expelled. Unless postponed for good cause, the hearing shall be held within thirty (30)
school days after the Director or designee determines that the student has committed an
expellable offense and recommends the student for expulsion.
In the event an Administrative Panel hears the case, it will make a recommendation to the Board
for a final decision whether to expel. The hearing shall be held in closed session (complying with
all student confidentiality rules under FERPA unless the student makes a written request for a
public hearing in open session three (3) days prior to the date of the scheduled hearing.
Written notice of the hearing shall be forwarded to the student and the student’s parent/guardian
at least ten (10) calendar days before the date of the hearing. Upon mailing the notice, it shall be
deemed served upon the student. The notice shall include:
•

The date and place of the expulsion hearing;

•

A statement of the specific facts, charges, and offenses upon which the proposed
expulsion is based;

•

A copy of GCA’s disciplinary rules which relate to the alleged violation;

•

Notification of the student’s or parent/guardian’s obligation to provide information about
the student’s status at GCA to any other school district or school to which the student
seeks enrollment;

•

The opportunity for the student and/or the student’s parent/guardian to appear in person
or to employ and be represented by counsel or a non-attorney advisor;

•

The right to inspect and obtain copies of all documents to be used at the hearing;

•

The opportunity to confront and question all witnesses who testify at the hearing; and
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•

The opportunity to question all evidence presented and to present oral and documentary
evidence on the student’s behalf including witnesses.

Special Procedures for Expulsion Hearings Involving Sexual Assault or Battery Offenses
GCA may, upon a finding of good cause, determine that the disclosure of either the identity of
the witness or the testimony of that witness at the hearing, or both, would subject the witness to
an unreasonable risk of psychological or physical harm. Upon this determination, the testimony
of the witness may be presented at the hearing in the form of sworn declarations that shall be
examined only by GCA or the hearing officer. Copies of these sworn declarations, edited to
delete the name and identity of the witness, shall be made available to the student.
•

The complaining witness in any sexual assault or battery case must be provided with a
copy of the applicable disciplinary rules and advised of the complaining witness’s right to
(a) receive five (5) days notice of their scheduled testimony, (b) have up to two (2) adult
support persons of their choosing present in the hearing at the time the complaining
witness testifies, which may include a parent, guardian, or legal counsel, and (c) elect to
have the hearing closed while testifying.

•

GCA must also provide the victim a room separate from the hearing room for the
complaining witness’ use prior to and during breaks in testimony.

•

At the discretion of the entity conducting the hearing, the complaining witness shall be
allowed periods of relief from examination and cross-examination during which the
complaining witness may leave the hearing room.

•

The entity conducting the expulsion hearing may also arrange the seating within the
hearing room to facilitate a less intimidating environment for the complaining witness.

•

The entity conducting the expulsion hearing may also limit time for taking the testimony
of the complaining witness to the hours the complaining witness is normally in school, if
there is no good cause to take the testimony during other hours.

•

Prior to a complaining witness testifying, the support persons must be admonished that
the hearing is confidential. Nothing in the law precludes the entity presiding over the
hearing from removing a support person whom the presiding person finds is disrupting
the hearing. The entity conducting the hearing may permit any one of the support persons
for the complaining witness to accompany the complaining witness to the witness stand.

•

If one or both of the support persons is also a witness, GCA must present evidence that
the witness’ presence is both desired by the witness and will be helpful to GCA. The
person presiding over the hearing shall permit the witness to stay unless it is established
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that there is a substantial risk that the testimony of the complaining witness would be
influenced by the support person, in which case the presiding official shall admonish the
support person or persons not to prompt, sway, or influence the witness in any way.
Nothing shall preclude the presiding officer from exercising their discretion to remove a
person from the hearing whom they believe is prompting, swaying, or influencing the
witness.
•

The testimony of the support person shall be presented before the testimony of the
complaining witness and the complaining witness shall be excluded from the courtroom
during that testimony.

•

Especially for charges involving sexual assault or battery, if the hearing is to be
conducted in the public at the request of the student being expelled, the complaining
witness shall have the right to have their testimony heard in a closed session when
testifying at a public meeting would threaten serious psychological harm to the
complaining witness and there are no alternative procedures to avoid the threatened harm.
The alternative procedures may include videotaped depositions or contemporaneous
examination in another place communicated to the hearing room by means of closedcircuit television.

•

Evidence of specific instances of a complaining witness’ prior sexual conduct is
presumed inadmissible and shall not be heard absent a determination by the entity
conducting the hearing that extraordinary circumstances exist requiring the evidence be
heard. Before such a determination regarding extraordinary circumstance can be made,
the witness shall be provided notice and an opportunity to present opposition to the
introduction of the evidence. In the hearing on the admissibility of the evidence, the
complaining witness shall be entitled to be represented by a parent, legal counsel, or other
support person. Reputation or opinion evidence regarding the sexual behavior of the
complaining witness is not admissible for any purpose.

Record of Hearing
A record of the hearing shall be made and may be maintained by any means, including electronic
recording, as long as a reasonably accurate and complete written transcription of the proceedings
can be made.
Presentation of Evidence
While technical rules of evidence do not apply to expulsion hearings, evidence may be admitted
and used as proof only if it is the kind of evidence on which reasonable persons can rely in the
conduct of serious affairs. A recommendation by the Administrative Panel to expel must be
supported by substantial evidence that the student committed an expellable offense. Findings of
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fact shall be based solely on the evidence at the hearing. While hearsay evidence is admissible,
no decision to expel shall be based solely on hearsay. Sworn declarations may be admitted as
testimony from witnesses of whom the Board, or Administrative Panel determines that disclosure
of their identity or testimony at the hearing may subject them to an unreasonable risk of physical
or psychological harm.
If, due to a written request by the expelled student, the hearing is held at a public meeting, and
the charge is committing or attempting to commit a sexual assault or committing a sexual battery
as defined in Education Code Section 48900, a complaining witness shall have the right to have
their testimony heard in a session closed to the public.
Expulsion Decision
The decision of the Administrative Panel shall be in the form of written findings of fact and a
written recommendation to the Board who will make a final determination regarding the
expulsion. The Board shall be make a final determination regarding the expulsion within ten (10)
school days following the conclusion of the hearing. The decision of the Board is final.
If the Administrative Panel decides not to recommend expulsion, or the Board of Directors
ultimately decides not to expel, the student shall immediately be returned to the student’s
previous educational program.
The Board of Directors may also determine to suspend the enforcement of the expulsion order
for a period of not more than one (1) calendar year from the date of the expulsion hearing and
return the student to the student’s previous educational program under a probationary status and
rehabilitation plan to be determined by the Board. During the period of the suspension of the
expulsion order, the student is deemed to be on probationary status. The Board of Directors may
revoke the suspension of an expulsion order under this section if the student commits any of the
enumerated offenses listed above or violates any of the Charter School’s rules and regulations
governing student conduct. If the Board revokes the suspension of an expulsion order, the
student may be expelled under the terms of the original expulsion order. The Board of Directors
shall apply the criteria for suspending the enforcement of the expulsion order equally to all
students, including individuals with exceptional needs as defined in Education Code Section
56026. The Board of Directors shall further comply with the provisions set forth under Education
Code Section 48917, except as otherwise expressly set forth herein.
Written Notice to Expel
The Principal or designee following a decision of the Board to expel shall send written notice of
the decision to expel, including the Board’s adopted findings of fact, to the student and the
student’s parent/guardian. This notice shall also include the following: Notice of the specific
offense committed by the student; and Notice of the student’s or parent/guardian’s obligation to
inform any new district in which the student seeks to enroll of the student’s status with GCA.
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The Principal or designee shall send a copy of the written notice of the decision to expel to the
chartering authority. This notice shall include the following: a) The student’s name b) The
specific expellable offense committed by the student
Disciplinary Records
GCA shall maintain records of all student suspensions and expulsions at GCA. Such records
shall be made available to the chartering authority upon request.
No Right to Appeal
The student shall have no right of appeal from expulsion from GCA as the Board’s decision to
expel shall be final.
Expelled Students/Alternative Education
Parents/guardians of students who are expelled shall be responsible for seeking alternative
education programs including, but not limited to, programs within the County or their school
district of residence. GCA shall work cooperatively with parents/guardians as requested by
parents/guardians or by the school district of residence to assist with locating alternative
placements during expulsion.
Rehabilitation Plans
Students who are expelled from GCA shall be given a rehabilitation plan upon expulsion as
developed by the Board at the time of the expulsion order, which may include, but is not limited
to, periodic review as well as assessment at the time of review for readmission. The
rehabilitation plan should include a date not later than one (1) year from the date of expulsion
when the student may reapply to GCA for readmission.
Readmission or Admission of Previously Expelled Student
The decision to readmit a student after the end of the student’s expulsion term or to admit a
previously expelled student from another school district or charter school who has not been
readmitted/admitted to another school or school district after the end of the student’s expulsion
term, shall be in the sole discretion of the Board following a meeting with the Principal or
designee and the student and student’s parent/guardian or representative to determine whether
the student has successfully completed the rehabilitation plan and to determine whether the
student poses a threat to others or will be disruptive to the school environment. The Principal or
designee shall make a recommendation to the Board following the meeting regarding the
Principal’s or designee’s determination. The Board shall then make a final decision regarding
readmission or admission of the student during the closed session of a public meeting, reporting
out any action taken during closed session consistent with the requirements of the Brown Act.
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The student’s readmission is also contingent upon GCA’s capacity at the time the student seeks
readmission or admission to the Charter School.
Notice to Teachers
The Charter School shall notify teachers of each student who has engaged in or is reasonably
suspected to have engaged in any of the acts listed in Education Code Section 49079 and the
corresponding enumerated offenses set forth above.
Special Procedures for the Consideration of Suspension and Expulsion or Involuntary
Removal of Students with Disabilities
Notification of the SELPA
GCA shall immediately notify the SELPA and coordinate the procedures in this policy with the
SELPA of the discipline of any student with a disability or student who GCA or the SELPA
would be deemed to have knowledge that the student had a disability.
Services During Suspension
Students suspended for more than ten (10) school days in a school year shall continue to receive
services so as to enable the student to continue to participate in the general education curriculum,
although in another setting (which could constitute a change of placement and the student’s IEP
would reflect this change), and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in the child’s
IEP/504 Plan; and receive, as appropriate, a functional behavioral assessment and behavioral
intervention services and modifications, that are designed to address the behavior violation so
that it does not recur. These services may be provided in an interim alterative educational
setting.
Procedural Safeguards/Manifestation Determination
Within ten (10) school days of a recommendation for expulsion or any decision to change the
placement of a child with a disability because of a violation of a code of student conduct, GCA,
the parent, and relevant members of the IEP/504 Team shall review all relevant information in
the student’s file, including the child’s IEP/504 Plan, any teacher observations, and any relevant
information provided by the parents to determine:
•

If the conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial relationship to,
the child’s disability; or

•

If the conduct in question was the direct result of the local educational agency’s failure to
implement the IEP/504 Plan.
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If GCA, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP/504 Team determine that either of the
above is applicable for the child, the conduct shall be determined to be a manifestation of the
child’s disability.
If GCA, the parent, and relevant members of the IEP/504 Team make the determination that the
conduct was a manifestation of the child’s disability, the IEP/504 Team shall:
•

Conduct a functional behavioral assessment and implement a behavioral intervention plan
for such child, provided that the GCA had not conducted such assessment prior to such
determination before the behavior that resulted in a change in placement;

•

If a behavioral intervention plan has been developed, review the behavioral intervention
plan if the child already has such a behavioral intervention plan, and modify it, as
necessary, to address the behavior; and

•

Return the child to the placement from which the child was removed unless the
parent/guardian and GCA agree to a change of placement as part of the modification of
the behavioral intervention plan.

If GCA, the parent/guardian, and relevant members of the IEP/504 team determine that the
behavior was not a manifestation of the student’s disability and that the conduct in question was
not a direct result of the failure to implement the IEP/504 Plan, then GCA may apply the relevant
disciplinary procedures to children with disabilities in the same manner and for the same
duration as the procedures would be applied to students without disabilities.
Due Process Appeals
The parent/guardian of a child with a disability who disagrees with any decision regarding
placement, or the manifestation determination, or GCA believes that maintaining the current
placement of the child is substantially likely to result in injury to the child or to others, may
request an expedited administrative hearing through the Special Education Unit of the Office of
Administrative Hearings or by utilizing the dispute provisions of the 504 Policy and Procedures.
When an appeal relating to the placement of the student or the manifestation determination has
been requested by either the parent/guardian or GCA, the student shall remain in the interim
alternative educational setting pending the decision of the hearing officer in accordance with
state and federal law, including 20 U.S.C. Section 1415(k) until the expiration of the forty-five
(45) day time period provided for in an interim alternative educational setting unless the
parent/guardian and GCA agree otherwise.
In accordance with 20 U.S.C. Section 1415(k)(3), if a parent/guardian disagrees with any
decision regarding placement, or the manifestation determination, or if the Charter School
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believes that maintaining the current placement of the child is substantially likely to result in
injury to the child or to others, the parent/guardian or Charter School may request a hearing.
In such an appeal, a hearing officer may: (1) return a child with a disability to the placement
from which the child was removed; or (2) order a change in placement of a child with a disability
to an appropriate interim alternative educational setting for not more than 45 school days if the
hearing officer determines that maintaining the current placement of such child is substantially
likely to result in injury to the child or to others.
Special Circumstances
GCA personnel may consider any unique circumstances on a case-by-case basis when
determining whether to order a change in placement for a child with a disability who violates a
code of student conduct.
The Principal or designee may remove a student to an interim alternative educational setting for
not more than forty-five (45) school days without regard to whether the behavior is determined
to be a manifestation of the student’s disability in cases where a student:
•

Carries or possesses a weapon, as defined in 18 U.S.C. Section 930, to or at school, on
school premises, or to or at a school function;

•

Knowingly possesses or uses illegal drugs, or sells or solicits the sale of a controlled
substance, while at school, on school premises, or at a school function; or

•

Has inflicted serious bodily injury, as defined by 20 U.S.C. Section 1415(k)(7)(D), upon
a person while at school, on school premises, or at a school function.

Interim Alternative Educational Setting
The student’s interim alternative educational setting shall be determined by the student’s IEP/504
team.
Procedures for Students Not Yet Eligible for Special Education Services
A student who has not been identified as an individual with disabilities pursuant to IDEA and
who has violated GCA’s disciplinary procedures may assert the procedural safeguards granted
under this administrative regulation only if GCA had knowledge that the student was disabled
before the behavior occurred.
GCA shall be deemed to have knowledge that the student had a disability if one of the following
conditions exists:
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•

The parent/guardian has expressed concern in writing, or orally if the parent/guardian
does not know how to write or has a disability that prevents a written statement, to GCA
supervisory or administrative personnel, or to one of the child’s teachers, that the student
is in need of special education or related services.

•

The parent/guardian has requested an evaluation of the child.

•

The child’s teacher, or other GCA personnel, has expressed specific concerns about a
pattern of behavior demonstrated by the child, directly to the director of special education
or to other GCA supervisory personnel.

If GCA knew or should have known the student had a disability under any of the three (3)
circumstances described above, the student may assert any of the protections available to IDEAeligible children with disabilities, including the right to stay-put.
If GCA had no basis for knowledge of the student’s disability, it shall proceed with the proposed
discipline. GCA shall conduct an expedited evaluation if requested by the parents; however, the
student shall remain in the education placement determined by GCA pending the results of the
evaluation.
GCA shall not be deemed to have knowledge of that the student had a disability if the
parent/guardian has not allowed an evaluation, refused services, or if the student has been
evaluated and determined to not be eligible.
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XIII. Element 11: Retirement System
Governing Law: The manner by which staff members of the charter schools will be covered by
the State Teachers’ Retirement System, the Public Employees’ Retirement System, or federal
social security. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(K).
All eligible staff will participate in the State Teachers’ Retirement System (STRS), Public
Employees’ Retirement System (PERS), or a Board-approved employee retirement plan.
Eligible staff will also earn Social Security as appropriate for their eligibility. The CEO shall be
responsible for ensuring that appropriate arrangements for coverage are made.
Initially, GCA will contract with a third-party entity that is qualified to process payroll and make
all employee contributions as required by STRS, PERS, Board-approved retirement plan, Social
Security, unemployment insurance, health insurance, and any other payroll obligations that they
would make if GCA were a non-charter public school. As the school increases in size, it may be
necessary for GCA to hire a Business Manager to process payroll, handle receivables and
payables, and perform other requisite functions mandated by fiscal regulations and the proper
operation of the school.
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XIV. Element 12: Attendance Alternatives
Governing Law: The public school attendance alternatives for pupils residing within the
school district who choose not to attend charter schools. Education Code Section
47605(c)(5)(L).
Enrollment in the Golden Charter Academy is voluntary. Students who reside within the District
who choose not to attend the Charter School may attend school within the District according to
District policy or at another school district or school within the District through the District’s
intra- and inter-district transfer policies. Parents and guardians of each student enrolled in the
Charter School will be informed on admissions forms that students have no right to admission in
a particular school of a local education agency as a consequence of enrollment in the Charter
School, except to the extent that such a right is extended by the local education agency.
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XV. Element 13: Description of Employee Rights
Governing Law: The rights of any employee of the school district upon leaving the employment
of the school district to work in a charter school, and of any rights of return to the school
district after employment at a charter school. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(M).
All employees of the Golden Charter Academy are at-will employees.
Those members of the charter school staff who leave employment in the chartering district to
work at the Golden Charter Academy will have no automatic rights of return to the District after
employment by GCA charter unless specifically granted by the District through a leave of
absence or other agreement.
Employees of the Golden Charter Academy who were not previous employees of the chartering
district will not become employees of the chartering district and will not have the right to
employment within the district upon leaving the employment of the charter school.
Sick or vacation leave or years of service credit at the District or any other school district will not
be transferred to the Golden Charter Academy. Employment by the Golden Charter Academy
provides no rights of employment at any other entity, including any rights in the case of closure
of the Charter School.
Employees of the chartering district cannot be required to work at the Golden Charter Academy,
nor can the district require the charter school to hire district non-certificated, certificated, or
confidential employees, with the exception of district employees provided to the charter school
as part of the administrative services paid for by the charter school under a separately negotiated
agreement for services or memorandum of understanding.
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XVI. Element 14: Dispute Resolution Process
Governing Law: The procedures to be followed by the charter school and the chartering
authority to resolve disputes relating to provisions of the charter. Education Code Section
47605(c)(5)(N).
The intent of our dispute resolution process is to resolve disputes within the school pursuant to
the school’s policies, minimize the oversight burden on the District, ensure a fair and timely
resolution to disputes, and frame a charter oversight and renewal process and timeline so as to
avoid disputes regarding oversight and renewal matters. GCA recognizes that it cannot bind the
District to a dispute resolution procedure to which the District does not agree. The following
policy is intended as a starting point for a discussion of dispute resolution procedures. GCA is
willing to consider changes to the process outlined below as suggested by the District.
Golden Charter Academy will make every effort to work in harmony with the District and will
always work to resolve any disputes in a non-confrontational manner without resorting to formal
procedures. In the event that Golden Charter Academy or the District have disputes regarding the
terms of this charter or any other issue regarding the school and grantor’s relationship, both
parties agree to initiate the dispute resolution process by informal meetings, within 10 working
days of mutual acknowledgement of a dispute, to discuss and attempt to resolve the relevant
issues. If resolution is unsuccessful, both parties agree to inform the other, in writing, of the
specific issue(s) being disputed and that writing shall include that relevant facts of issue(s).
Matters within the Boards’ authority under Education Code section 47607(f) are not subject to
this dispute resolution process.
For disputes that remain unresolved after informal meetings, the Golden Charter Academy and
the District agree to follow the process outlined here. The charter school CEO and/or
administrative representative and the District representative shall meet and confer within thirty
days of receipt of a written notice of a dispute and will attempt to resolve the dispute. If the
matter cannot be mutually resolved or mediated within the above time frame, the charter school
and District shall submit the dispute to a mutually agreeable mediator for nonbinding mediation
within thirty days after the attempt at informal mediation fails. The format of the third-party
aspect of the dispute resolution process shall be developed jointly by the representatives of the
charter school and the District and shall incorporate informal rules of evidence and procedure
unless both parties agree otherwise. The finding or recommendation of any mediator shall be
non-binding, unless the governing boards of the charter school and District jointly agree to bind
themselves. Unless jointly agreed, the process involving the assistance of a third-party
participant shall conclude within 30 business days of identifying the mutually agreed to thirdparty. The charter school and the authorizing district shall share all costs and all other costs
associated with dispute resolution equally.
If the matter is not resolved using the process stated above, both parties agree to continue
negotiations in good faith toward a resolution of the dispute. If the matter cannot be mutually
resolved, GCA shall be given a reasonable period of time for continued resolution efforts, unless
the District determines, in writing, that the violation constitutes a severe and imminent threat to
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the health and safety of the school's pupils. If mediation does not resolve the dispute either party
may pursue any other remedy available under the law, and nothing in the foregoing shall
preclude either party from seeking injunctive or other extraordinary relief in the event of a threat
of irreparable injury. In addition, the dispute is not required to be referred to mediation in those
cases where the District determines the violation constitutes a severe and imminent threat to the
health and safety of GCA’s pupils.
If the substance of a dispute is a matter that could result in the taking of appropriate action,
including, but not limited to, revocation of the charter, the matter will be addressed at the
District’s discretion in accordance with the provision of law and any regulations pertaining
thereto.
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XVII. Element 15: School Closure Procedures
Governing Law: The procedures to be used if the charter school closes. The procedures shall
ensure a final audit of the charter school to determine the disposition of all assets and
liabilities of the charter school, including plans for disposing of any net assets and for the
maintenance and transfer of pupil records. Education Code Section 47605(c)(5)(O).
Should the Golden Charter Academy cease operation, the Golden Charter Academy shall comply
with all portions of Education Code section 47605(c)(5)(O) and Title 5, California Code of
Regulations, section 11962 regarding the closure of the Charter School. The entity responsible
for conducting closure-related activities shall be the Golden Charter Academy. Closure of the
Golden Charter Academy shall be documented by official action of the Board of Directors of the
Golden Charter Academy (“Closure Action”). The Closure Action will identify the reason for
closure. The District will work cooperatively to assist the Golden Charter Academy in closurerelated activities.
In the event of closure, the following steps are to be implemented:
1. Closure of the charter school will be documented by official action of the Board of Directors
of GCA (“Closure Action”). The Closure Action will identify the reason for closure. The official
action will also identify an entity and person or persons responsible for closure- related activities.
2. Golden Charter Academy will promptly notify parents and students of GCA, Fresno Unified
School District, the Fresno County Office of Education, GCA’s SELPA the retirement systems
in which the school’s employees participate, and the California Department of Education of the
closure as well as the effective date of the closure. This notice will also include the name(s) of
and contact information for the person(s) to whom reasonable inquiries may be made regarding
the closure; the pupils’ school districts of residence; and the manner in which parents/guardians
may obtain copies of pupil records, including specific information on completed courses and
credits that meet graduation requirements.
3. Golden Charter Academy will ensure that the notification to the parents/guardians and
students of GCA of the closure provides information to assist parents/guardians and students in
locating suitable alternative programs. This notice will be provided promptly following the
Board's decision to close GCA.
4. Golden Charter Academy will also develop a list of pupils in each grade level and the classes
they have completed, together with information on the pupils’ districts of residence, which they
will provide to the entity responsible for closure-related activities.
5. As applicable, GCA will provide parents/guardians, students and the District with copies of all
appropriate student records and will otherwise assist students in transferring to their next school.
All transfers of student records will be made in compliance with FERPA, 20 U.S.C. Sections §
1232g. Golden Charter Academy will ask the District to store original records of GCA students.
All student records of GCA shall be transferred to the Fresno Unified School District upon the
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GCA closure. If the District will not or cannot store the records, GCA shall work with the
District to determine a suitable alternative location for storage.
6. All state assessment results, special education records, and personnel records will be
transferred to and maintained by the entity responsible for closure-related activities in
accordance with applicable law.
7. As soon as reasonably practical, Golden Charter Academy will prepare final financial records.
GCA will also have an independent audit completed within six (6) months after closure. Golden
Charter Academy will pay for the final audit. The audit will be prepared by a qualified Certified
Public Accountant selected by GCA and will be provided to the Fresno Unified School District
promptly upon its completion. The final audit will include an accounting of all financial assets,
including cash and accounts receivable and an inventory of property, equipment, and other items
of material value, an accounting of the liabilities, including accounts payable and any reduction
in apportionments as a result of audit findings or other investigations, loans, and unpaid staff
compensation, and an assessment of the disposition of any restricted funds received by or due to
GCA.
8. The Golden Charter Academy will complete and file any annual reports required pursuant to
Education Code section 47604.33.
9. On closure of Golden Charter Academy, all assets of Golden Charter Academy, including but
not limited to all leaseholds, personal property, intellectual property and all ADA apportionments
and other revenues generated by students attending GCA, remain the sole property of the
nonprofit public benefit corporation. Upon the dissolution of the non-profit public benefit
corporation, all net assets shall be distributed to another public school that satisfies the
requirements of paragraphs (a) through (e) of Section III.A of Notice 2015-07 issued by the
Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury Department entitled, “Relief for Certain Participants
in § 414(d) Plans” or any final regulations implementing 26 U.S.C. Section 414(d) or to a State,
political subdivision of a State, or agency or instrumentality thereof. Any assets acquired from
the District or District property will be promptly returned to the Fresno Unified School District
upon closure of the Golden Charter Academy. The distribution shall include return of any grant
funds and restricted categorical funds to their source in accordance with the terms of the grant or
state and federal law, as appropriate, which may include submission of final expenditure reports
for entitlement grants and the filing of any required Final Expenditure Reports and Final
Performance Reports, as well as the return of any donated materials and property in accordance
with any conditions established when the donation of such materials or property was accepted.
10. On closure, the Golden Charter Academy shall remain solely responsible for all liabilities
arising from the operation of the Golden Charter Academy.
11. As the Golden Charter Academy is operated as a non-profit public benefit corporation,
should the corporation dissolve with the closure of the Golden Charter Academy, the Board will
follow the procedures set forth in the California Corporations Code for the dissolution of a nonprofit public benefit corporation and file all necessary filings with the appropriate state and
federal agencies.
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12. As specified by the Budget in the Appendix, the Golden Charter Academy will utilize the
reserve fund to undertake any expenses associated with the closure procedures identified above.
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XVIII. Miscellaneous Charter Provisions
Financial Plan and District Impact Statement
GCA will operate with a sound financial model. The operation of the charter school is designed
to be self-sufficient. However, GCA may contract with Fresno Unified School District for
various operational services such as leasing of facilities, transportation, and food service.
Financial Position
GCA’s funding sources will be diverse. The per-pupil payments from local and state sources and
federal school funding programs will be combined with other grants and donations. GCA will
supplement public funding through philanthropic efforts in order to provide for the full
innovative educational experience that is unique to GCA. If GCA’s financial goals were to fall
short, the organization’s fund balance would provide a cushion while the charter school made
necessary changes to its operating model.
GCA will maintain a relatively lean administrative staff and low overhead in order to allocate
more funds to direct instructional materials and teaching staff. Where necessary and fiscally
prudent, GCA may contract with outside agencies, such as Fresno Unified School District or the
Fresno County Superintendent of Schools, to bring necessary services to meet student needs at
GCA. These services may include educational services for English Learners, migrant students,
and students in Special Education. In addition, especially as the school will begin with a small
enrollment in its first year, GCA may find it necessary to outsource particular services to take
advantage of economies of scale available from outside entities. These contracted services may
include food services, transportation, facilities management, regulatory compliance, human
resources, technology support, accounting, payroll, financial management, audit preparation,
Board development, academic oversight and support, fundraising, outreach, and strategic
planning.
Budgeting
Governing Law: The petitioner or petitioners also shall be required to provide financial
statements that include a proposed first-year operational budget, including startup costs, and
cash flow and financial projections for the first three years of operation. Education Code
Section 47605().
The Chief Executive Officer of GCA will submit an annual budget for GCA to its Board of
Directors during the spring of each year. GCA’s annual fiscal period runs from July 1 through
June 30. The GCA Board of Directors must approve the annual budget by June 30 of each fiscal
year.
As a new charter school, GCA will establish its initial budget based on sound financial practices
and conservative fiscal policies. Attached, as Appendix B, please find the following documents:
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•
•
•

Budget narrative
A projected first year budget including startup costs
Financial projections and cash flow for the first five years of operation.

These documents are based upon the best data available to the petitioners at this time.
GCA recruited several experienced professionals with successful financial management
experience on its founding Board. GCA makes the following assumptions:
•
•

•
•
•

•

GCA will enroll approximately 176 students in its first year, with a plan to add 44
students per year for the next three subsequent years.
GCA will employ approximately 24 team members on staff, which may include teachers,
office staff, school administration, and custodial and maintenance staff. This is an
estimate that may vary slightly depending on the level of contracted services needed.
GCA will receive revenue principally from the following sources: Local Control Funding
Formula (LCFF) and state lottery funds
GCA will apply directly for federal entitlement funds
GCA make inflation assumptions of approximately 2% to 3% for both revenues and
expenditures. GCA will submit multi-year financial projections, including a budget and
cash flow for the first three years of operation. These documents will be based upon the
best data available to the petitioners at this time.
GCA shall provide reports to the Fresno Unified School District as follows as required by
Education Code Section 47604.33, and shall provide additional fiscal reports as requested
by the District:
o By July 1, a preliminary budget for the current fiscal year. For a charter school in
its first year of operation, financial statements submitted with the charter petition
pursuant to Education Code Section 47605(h) will satisfy this requirement.
o By July 1, a LCAP and an annual update to the LCAP required pursuant to
Education Code Section 47606.5.
o By December 15, an interim financial report for the current fiscal year reflecting
changes through October 31. Additionally, on December 15, a copy of the Charter
School’s annual, independent financial audit report for the preceding fiscal year
shall be delivered to the District, State Controller, and California Department of
Education.
o By March 15, a second interim financial report for the current fiscal year
reflecting changes through January 31.
o By September 15, a final unaudited report for the full prior year. The report
submitted to the District shall include an annual statement of all the Charter
School’s receipts and expenditures for the preceding fiscal year.

GCA shall provide reporting to the District as required by law and as requested by the District
including, but not limited to, the following: California Basic Educational Data System (“CBEDS”),
actual Average Daily Attendance reports, all financial reports required by Education Code Sections
47604.33 and 47605(m), the SARC, and the LCAP.
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GCA agrees to and submits to the right of the District to make random visits and inspections in
order to carry out its statutorily required oversight in accordance with Education Code Sections
47604.32 and 47607.
Pursuant to Education Code Section 47604.3, GCA shall promptly respond to all reasonable
inquiries including, but not limited to, inquiries regarding its financial records from the District.
Potential Users of Financial Information
Financial statements such as a Balance Sheet, Income Statement, and Statement of Cash Flow
will be prepared by. Financial statements will be used by the independent auditors hired each
year. GCA also expects the financial statements to be requested by such institutional sources of
financing as GCA may require, including commercial banks and issuers of bonds. The financial
statements will also be available for review by the GCA Board of Directors and the authorizing
District. In addition, Board members will use the financial statements to confirm existing
policies or to create new policies. Finally, GCA will submit its annual audited financial statement
to the appropriate authorities within the California Department of Education, Department of
Finance, and the District.
Administrative Services
Governing Law: The manner in which administrative services of the charter school are to be
provided. Education Code Section 47605(h).
GCA will provide or procure most of its own administrative services including, but not limited
to, financial management, personnel, and instructional program development either through its
own staff or through an appropriately qualified third-party contractor, and is responsible for
producing monthly financial reports and designing a policy of internal controls to ensure fiscal
responsibility. The Chief Executive Officer and GCA Board will also develop other policies and
procedures including employee benefits, compensation, evaluations, dispute resolution,
disciplinary actions, and student information systems.
Systems for Managing Cash Flow, Purchasing, Payroll and Audits
GCA will establish strict policies governing internal controls. These policies ensure that the
internal control mechanisms address legal compliance, conflicts of interest, signature authorities,
government access to records, accounting procedures, cash management, budget development,
financial reporting, property management and procurement. GCA will have a check signing
policy in place to ensure multiple levels of internal controls involving at least two of the three
following positions: the CEO, the Principal or the senior administrative assistant.
Attendance Accounting
GCA will report attendance requirements directly to the Fresno Unified School District in a
format acceptable to the district. Required reports regarding daily attendance will be completed
and submitted to the requesting agencies.
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Payroll
Payroll expenses are always the largest portion of a public school’s expenses. GCA will initially
contract with a private vendor for full payroll services – including tax withholdings and other
benefit expenses from paychecks, filing the relevant returns with taxing authorities, and
producing end-of-year income tax forms for employees. As the school grows in enrollment, it
may exercise the option to provide payroll services through in-house employees.
Vendor Selection and Purchasing
The Board of Directors will be responsible for approving GCA’s annual budget, with substantial
input from the CEO and the school’s business advisor(s). The CEO will develop the budget
proposal in coordination with the finance team, and will have the latitude in determining vendor
selection and how funds are best used within budget categories. The Board of Directors will be
responsible for the approval of long-range financial and facilities planning.
Food Services
GCA may contract for food services with Fresno Unified School District or another outside food
service provider. Eligible students will be provided meals for free or at a reduced rate in
accordance with federal and state nutritional guidelines. We expect that the proportion of
students who will be eligible for this program will be similar to the proportion eligible within the
District, and all eligible students will be included in the district’s reported student counts.
Role of Chartering Authority
The Fresno Unified School District has the right to monitor GCA through site visits and reviews
of reports. In accordance with Education Code Section 47613(a), the District may charge for the
actual costs of supervisorial oversight of GCA charter not to exceed one (1) percent of the
revenue of the Charter School. If GCA were to obtain substantially rent-free facilities from the
District, the District may charge for the actual costs of supervisorial oversight not to exceed three
(3) percent of the revenue of GCA in accordance with Education Code Section 47613(b).
Pursuant to Education Code Section 47613(f), “revenue of the charter school” means the amount
received in the current fiscal year from the local control funding formula calculated pursuant to
Education Code Section 42238.02, as implemented by Education Code Section 42238.03
Facilities
Governing Law: The facilities to be utilized by the charter school. The description of the
facilities to be used by the charter school shall specify where the charter school intends to
locate. Education Code Section 47605(h).
GCA plans to lease the Our Lady of Victory Catholic School in west central Fresno, a private
school facility that was closed by the Catholic Diocese after the 2019/20 school year. This
school site will serve as GCA’s school facility for its initial operation until it is able to secure a
permanent location for the charter school. GCA will seek to locate its charter school in the
southwest or west-central area of Fresno, adjacent to or near Roeding Park, where the Fresno
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Chaffee Zoo is located. The location is important because the Fresno Chaffee Zoo has agreed to
a formal partnership with GCA that will allow students access to the Zoo, an educational
opportunity to study in an environmental laboratory of extraordinary proportions.
GCA will be committed to serving the southwest and west-central community of Fresno and thus
intends to operate in those neighborhoods near or adjacent to the Fresno Chaffee Zoo. To ensure
that GCA is able to provide its entire academic program and extra-curricular activities necessary
for a TK/K through 8th grade program, the facility will require access to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classrooms: Two classrooms per grade (in the permanent facility)
Multipurpose room with adequate space to safely prepare and serve
breakfast and lunch to the entire student body
Auxiliary educational spaces for necessary student services or extra and/or co-curricular
uses
Sufficient number of bathrooms for students and staff
Office space for administrative staff (including the CEO, the school administration,
educational and clerical support staff)
Routine access to fields large enough for Physical Education and after school sports
programs
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XIX. Supplemental Information
Governing Law: Potential civil liability effects, if any, upon the charter school and upon the
school district. Education Code Section 47605(h).
Insurance Requirements, Liability, and Indemnity
The Board of Directors of GCA, the charter school’s administrative staff, and their respective
representatives will be solely responsible for all aspects of the day-to-day operations of GCA,
including, but not limited to, making necessary provisions for accounting, budgeting, payroll,
purchasing, liability insurance, and the like.
GCA shall be operated as the Golden Charter Academy, a California non-profit public benefit
corporation. This corporation is organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes
within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and California Revenue
and Taxation Code Section 23701(d). Pursuant to Education Code Section 47604(d), an entity
that grants a charter to a charter school operated by or as a non-profit public benefit corporation
shall not be liable for the debts or obligations of the charter school or for claims arising from the
performance of acts, errors or omissions by the charter school if the authority has complied with
all oversight responsibilities required by law. GCA shall work diligently to assist Fresno Unified
School District in meeting any and all oversight obligations under the law, including monthly
meetings, reporting, or other District-requested protocol to ensure the authorizing district shall
not be liable for the operation of GCA.
Further, GCA and the authorizing district shall enter into an MOU, wherein the charter school
shall indemnify the authorizing district for the actions of the school under this charter. The GCA
Board of Directors will institute appropriate risk management practices as discussed herein,
including screening of employees, establishing codes of conduct for students, and dispute
resolution.
GCA will hold harmless and indemnify Fresno Unified School District from every liability,
claim, or demand that may be made by reason of:
•
•
•

Any injury to person or property sustained by GCA employees, or by any person, firm, or
corporation employed directly or indirectly by GCA.
Any injury to person or property sustained by any person, firm, or corporation caused by
an act, neglect, default, or omission of GCA, its officers, employees, or agents.
The furnishings or use of any copyrighted or un-copyrighted composition, or patented or
un-patented invention.

GCA, at its own expense and risk, will defend all legal proceedings on any such liability, claim,
or demand that may be brought against it and/or the Board of Directors, or its officers and
employees. In addition, GCA will satisfy any resulting judgments that may be rendered as the
result of any such liability, claim, or demand, whether or not such liability, claim, or demand was
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actually or allegedly caused wholly or in part through the negligence or other tortious conduct of
GCA, its Board of Directors, or their officers and employees. GCA has complete liability for all
actions of the charter school and its employees in the performance of their duties. GCA will
further indemnify and hold harmless the Fresno Unified School District of any present or future
liability for the charter school’s actions.
In order to mitigate both the potential legal and fiscal liabilities of GCA, GCA will have in force
at all times prepaid liability insurance for the charter school. The Fresno Unified School District
Board of Education will be named as additionally insured on GCA’s general liability insurance.
At minimum, coverage will include:
• Workers’ compensation as required by the Labor Code of the State of California and
Employers’ Liability.
• Comprehensive Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability for the combined single
limit coverage of not less than $5,000,000 per single occurrence. The Fresno Unified
School District Board of Education will be named as additionally insured on GCA’s
school policy. The policy will also provide specifically that any insurance carried by the
authorizing district, which may be applicable to any claims or loss, will be deemed
excess, and GCA’s insurance primary, despite any conflicting provisions in the charter
school’s policy.
• Commercial Crime coverage for blanket employee theft, disappearance, destruction, and
dishonesty in the amount of at least $50,000 per occurrence.
• Commercial Auto Liability coverage with limits of $1,000,000 Combined Single Limit
per Occurrence if GCA does not operate a student bus service. If GCA provides student
bus services, the required coverage limit is $5,000,000 Combined Single Limit per
Occurrence.
Fresno Unified School District will be furnished with certificates of insurance signed by an
authorized representative of the insurance carriers. Fresno Unified School District has the right to
require complete certified copies of the required insurance policies.
Facsimile or reproduced signatures may be acceptable upon review by Fresno Unified School
District. However, Fresno Unified School District reserves the right to require certified copies of
any required insurance policies.
Should GCA deem it prudent and/or desirable to have insurance coverage for damage or theft to
school, employee or student property, for student accident, or any other type of insurance
coverage not listed above, its purchase shall be the responsibility of GCA.
Oversight, Reporting, Revocation, and Renewal
Fresno Unified School District may inspect or observe any part of GCA at any time but shall
provide reasonable notice of at least three (3) working days to the Golden Charter Academy prior
to doing so. In the event that Fresno Unified School District believes a cause exists to revoke this
charter, it shall follow the requirements of Education Code Section 47607 and all applicable
regulations.
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In the event that Fresno Unified School District does not believe that GCA is making satisfactory
progress towards achievement of the goals set forth in this charter, it shall notify the Golden
Charter Academy in writing, within two months of the receipt of the performance review, of the
specific basis for its conclusions. No later than 120 days prior to the expiration of this charter,
the Golden Charter Academy will present Fresno Unified School District with a request for
renewal (as well as for any amendments), in response to which the District will render a decision
pursuant to the processes set forth in Education Code sections 47605, 47607, and 47607.2, and
all applicable regulations.
Term of Charter
The term of this charter shall be for five years beginning July 1, 2021 and expiring June 30,
2026. GCA will comply with all processes and timelines set forth in law for charter renewal.
Scope of Charter
The Golden Charter Academy shall not operate satellite schools, campuses, sites, or resource
centers not identified in this charter without the prior written approval of the Fresno Unified
School District Board of Trustees.
Material Revisions
This petition may be materially revised only by mutual agreement of the Golden Charter
Academy and the Fresno Unified School District. Material revisions will be made pursuant to the
standards, criteria, and timelines in Education Code sections 47605 and 47607.
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XX. List of Appendices
APPENDIX A: Necessary Signature
APPENDIX B: Proposed Budget
APPENDIX C: The Golden Charter Academy Organizational Chart
APPENDIX D: Evidence of Incorporation
APPENDIX E: The Golden Charter Academy Non-Profit By-Laws
APPENDIX F: School Calendar, Sample Curriculum, Scope and Sequence
APPENDIX G: Other Attachments
APPENDIX H: FUSD Required Forms
•
•

Development Team Information
Board Member Information
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APPENDIX A: Necessary Signatures
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APPENDIX B: Proposed Budget
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APPENDIX C: The Golden Charter Academy Organizational Chart
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APPENDIX D: Evidence of Incorporation
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APPENDIX E: The Golden Charter Academy Non-Profit By-Laws
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APPENDIX F: School Calendar, Sample Curriculum and Scope and Sequence
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Zoo Schedule Rotation for TK/K-3
A Week in the Life of a Golden Charter Academy 1st and 7th Grader
The following tables represent an example of the monthly schedules for TK/K-3 and 4-8
Zoo/Agency experiences, as well as weekly schedules for a 1st and 7th grader. Grade level days
may change as they are dependent on Zoo staff schedules for the season. The schedule will be
revisited prior to the beginning of the fall semester, and again prior to winter vacation so
appropriate adjustments can be made. Collaboration with the Zoo will not be limited to the zoo
grounds, but will also encompass programming such as the Zoomobile, virtual interactions, lab
programs, as well as intermittent family-centered activities (not shown). In addition to zoo
experiences, students will be engaged in opportunities with local agencies (i.e. NPS, FWS, State
Parks, etc.) that will provide encounters in natural open spaces such as the foothills, forests,
rivers, and coasts. The following table provides examples of what a monthly schedule could look
like for the TK/K-3 grade levels. The bolded entries are supplemental partner/agency
experiences; those that aren’t bolded are teacher-led experiences. Actual dates and times will be
dependent on agency staffing schedules for the designated seasons.
Students will be provided with grade-level appropriate ‘field gear’ to use during zoo
explorations. Field backpacks will include items such as: a journal, hand lens, binoculars,
writing/drawing materials, and a weekly challenge added by the teacher. As can be seen in the
schedule, there are days that students will be in the field during the lunch period. On those days,
students will be provided a sack lunch which will be distributed prior to leaving campus and
stored in their field backpacks.
Each grade will visit the Zoo regularly with different learning objectives. All experiences at the
Zoo or in the classroom will be connected to age-appropriate environmental literacy concepts as
well as NGSS and Common Core State Standards. Along with environmental concepts, the
curriculum will contain a strong English Language Arts component. At the Zoo, educators will
present learning experiences in a group setting, allowing space for questions and clarifications.
Educators will model process and outcomes for students as well as provide scaffolded
engagement as necessary. When appropriate, students will break down into two smaller groups.
Because each classroom has a dedicated mentor that will have the same facilitation professional
development as the instructors, student learning experiences can be facilitated in a group size
with a ratio of 1:11 - or less depending on class size.
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Week-at-a-Glance Legend
Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)
Language Arts/Literature (LA)
Math (M)
Science (S)

Environmental Education (EE)
Arts (A)
Physical Education (PE)
Social Science (SS)

A Week-at-a-Glance for a 1st Grade Student
August Unit: Insects and Spiders
Day

Start

End

Learning Experiences

Mon

8:15

8:35

8:35

10:00 SEL Activity (SEL EE)
• Morning Shorts: activity that supports SEL growth
• Topics for this week to include: mindfulness, empathy, feelings,
respect
• Activity will connect students with themselves and the
environment (stewardship)
Language Arts/Literature
• Word Meaning, Recognition, and
Pronunciation (LA S EE)
o Introduce word list for Zoo Lab experience and Sight
Words for the week
• Library Day (LA S EE)
o Story Time: read by a Student Ambassador from the
upper grades
§ Q and A guiding questions throughout the
reading
o Book selection will align with the unit of study, Insects
and Spiders
o Book of the Week: students check out a book of their
choosing
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Language Arts/Literature
• Reporting (Scientific Method) (LA S EE A)
o Students recall, describe something about the story they
just listened to in the library.
o Write a simple sentence/summary and represent it; a
variety of ways to represent the information will be
made available (crayones, markers, paint, sculpt, etc.)
o Share information/interpretation with the class
o This process mirrors the final aspects of the scientific
method; research must be shared with others

Breakfast

10:00 10:15 Recess
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10:20 11:35 Social Science (SS)
• Unit 1: School Culture
o How can rules help us get along
o How are responsibilities at home and school alike?
o How do we solve problems in our classroom and
school?
o How can we be good citizens?
o Ways to show respect.
o How is our classroom like a family?
11:40 12:15 Lunch/Recess

Tues

12:20 2:10

Math Instruction and Centers (M)
• Counting manipulatives will be natural items … things you may
find insects on or in! (i.g. Acorns, miniature tree cookies, etc.)
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
• Student led
Science Exploration Centers (LA M S EE)
• Insect observation and articulation (unit word cards for
reference)
• Large, age-appropriate, 3-D insect/spider puzzles
• Insect Ambassadors: compare crickets, lady bugs to rollie
pollies (not an insect), etc.

2:10

2:30

Physical Education (PE)
• Foundational movements: hop, jump, shape concepts, walk
straight line, traveling with arms up, etc. Bridge movements to
animals. Build on foundational skills by combining movements.
Perform movements for longer periods of time, increasing the
challenge. Cognitive - following directions; increase complexity
over time.

2:30

2:40

Check for Understanding-Recognition (LA S EE)
• High energy
• Pick from Sight Words and/or Zoo Lab Words

8:15

8:35

Breakfast

8:35

10:00 SEL Activity (SEL EE)
• Morning Shorts: activity that supports SEL growth
• Topics for this week to include: mindfulness, empathy, feelings,
respect
• Activity will connect students with themselves and the
environment (stewardship)
Literature
• Read to class
• Word Meaning, Recognition, and Pronunciation
(LA S EE)
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o

Review word list for Zoo Lab experience and Sight
Words for the week

Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Reporting (Scientific Method) (LA S EE A)
o Students recall, describe something about the story they
just listened to.
o Write a simple sentence/summary and represent it; a
variety of ways to represent the information will be
made available (crayons, markers, paint, sculpt, etc.)
o Share information/interpretation with the class
o This process mirrors the final aspects of the scientific
method; research must be shared with others
10:00 10:15 Recess
10:20 11:35 Social Science (SEL EE)
• Unit 1: School Culture Components Translated to the
Environment
o How can rules help us get along at the zoo and in
nature?
o How are responsibilities at home/school AND the zoo
alike?
o How do we solve problems in our classroom and
school?
o How can we be good citizens … at the zoo and in the
environment?
o Ways to show respect at the zoo and in the
environment.
ELA/Literature (SEL LA EE)
• Read an age-appropriate story on respecting the environment
• Q and A during the reading
11:40 12:15 Lunch/Recess
12:20 2:10
2:10

2:30

2:30

2:40

Zoo Lab (after lunch) - led by Zoo Instructor (LA M S EE)
• Learning experiences focused on insects and spiders
Tracking (Math at the Zoo) (M EE)
• Sorting, counting, measuring, recording, and identifying tracks
located on the walkways at the zoo.
Physical Education (at the Zoo) (PE)
• Physical Education (teacher-led): Foundational movements:
hop, jump, shape concepts, walk straight line, traveling with
arms up, etc. Bridge movements to animals. Build on
foundational skills by combining movements. Perform
movements for longer periods of time, increasing the challenge.
Cognitive - following directions; increase complexity over time.
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Wed

8:15

8:35

Breakfast

8:35

9:45

SEL Activity (SEL EE)
• Morning Shorts: activity that supports SEL growth
• Topics for this week to include: mindfulness, empathy, feelings,
respect
• Activity will connect students with themselves and the
environment (stewardship)
Language Arts/Literature
• Read to class
• Word Meaning, Recognition, and
Pronunciation (LA S EE)
o Review word list from Zoo Lab experience and Sight
Words for the week
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Reporting (Scientific Method) (LA S EE A)
o Students recall, describe something about the story they
just listened to.
o Write a simple sentence/summary and represent it; a
variety of ways to represent the information will be
made available (crayons, markers, paint, sculpt, etc.)
o Share information/interpretation with the class
o This process mirrors the final aspects of the scientific
method; research must be shared with others

9:45

10:00 Recess

10:05 11:35 Math Instruction and Centers (M)
• Counting manipulatives will be natural items … things you may
find insects on or in! (i.g. Acorns, miniature tree cookies, etc.)
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
• Student led
Growing Up Wild: Project Wild (EE)
• Ants in a Line
Explorations (SEL LA M S EE A SS)
• Centers/Stations: student choice ... reading, science, math,
art, etc.
11:40 12:15 Lunch/Recess
12:20 1:00

Growing Up Wild: Project Wild (EE A)
• Spider Web Wonders

1:00

Physical Education (EE PE)
• Insect/Spider Identification (builds off of Spider Web
Wonders)

1:20
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o

Thur

high-active game requiring students to retrieve specific
cards scattered a distance away from the students.
Students must get to the assigned cards using
foundational movements: hop, jump, shape concepts,
walk straight line, traveling with arms up, etc.

1:20

1:45

Check for Understanding-Recognition (LA S EE)
• High energy
• Pick from Sight Words and/or Zoo Lab Words

8:15

8:35

Breakfast

8:35

10:00 SEL Activity (SEL EE)
• Morning Shorts: activity that supports SEL growth
• Topics for this week to include: mindfulness, empathy, feelings,
respect
• Activity will connect students with themselves and the
environment (stewardship)
Language Arts/Literature
• Read to class
• Word Meaning, Recognition, and
Pronunciation (LA S EE)
o Review word list from Zoo Lab experience and Sight
Words for the week
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Reporting (Scientific Method) (LA S EE A)
o Students recall, describe something about the story they
just listened to.
o Write a simple sentence/summary and represent it; a
variety of ways to represent the information will be
made available (crayons, markers, paint, sculpt, etc.)
o Share information/interpretation with the class
o This process mirrors the final aspects of the scientific
method; research must be shared with others

10:00 10:15 Recess
10:20 11:35 Environmental Education/Science/Art (S EE)
• Insect Encounters: compare crickets, lady bugs to rollie
pollies, etc.
• Insect Art Expression (EE A)
o create artistic expressions based on the Insect
Encounters or on other insects. A variety of media will
be available for students to select from for their art
experience.
11:40 12:15 Social Science (Part 1) (SS)
• Unit 2: What stories are part of our past?
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Family history
School history
Traditions
Past/present comparisons
ELA/Literature (EE SS)
• Read an age-appropriate story about traditions
• Q and A during the reading
o
o
o
o

Fri

12:20 2:10

Math Instruction and Centers (M)
• Counting manipulatives will be natural items … things you may
find insects on or in! (i.g. Acorns, miniature tree cookies, etc.)
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
• Student led
Art Exploration (S EE A)
• Create an Insect and/or Spider
Explorations (SEL LA M S EE A SS)
• Centers/Stations: student choice ... reading, science, math,
art, etc.

2:10

2:30

Physical Education (EE PE)
• Insect/Spider Identification (builds off of Spider Web
Wonders)
o high-active game requiring students to retrieve specific
cards scattered a distance away from the students.
Students must get the to the assigned cards using
foundational movements: hop, jump, shape concepts,
walk straight line, traveling with arms up, etc.

2:30

2:40

Check for Understanding-Recognition (LA S EE)
• High energy
• Pick from Sight Words and/or Zoo Lab Words

8:15

8:35

Breakfast

8:35

10:00 Zoo (take lunch) - Teacher-Led
• SEL Activity (SEL EE)
o Morning Shorts: activity that supports SEL growth
10:00 10:15
o Topics for this week to include: mindfulness, empathy,
feelings, respect
o Activity will connect students with themselves and the
10:20 11:35
environment (stewardship)
• Private Eye curriculum … insect observation (M S EE)
o Observation, patterns, changing scale, questioning,
theorizing
• Physical Education at Zoo (teacher-led) (PE EE)
o Foundational movements: hop, jump, shape concepts,
walk straight line, traveling with arms up, etc. Bridge
movements to animals. Build on foundational skills by
combining movements. Perform movements for longer
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periods of time, increasing the challenge. Cognitive following directions; increase complexity over time.
11:40 12:15 Lunch
12:20 2:10

Language Arts/Literature
• Read to class
• Word Meaning, Recognition, and
Pronunciation (LA S EE)
o Review word list from Zoo Lab experience and Sight
Words for the week
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Language Arts/Literature
• Reporting (Scientific Method) (LA S EE A)
o Students recall, describe something about something
they observed in the Private Eye experience at the zoo
that morning.
o Write a simple sentence/summary and represent it; a
variety of ways to represent the information will be
made available (crayons, markers, paint, sculpt, etc.)
o Share information/interpretation with the class
o This process mirrors the final aspects of the scientific
method; research must be shared with others
Explorations (SEL LA M S EE A SS)
• Centers/Stations: student choice ... reading, science, math,
art, etc.

2:10

2:30

Physical Education (EE PE)
• Insect/Spider Identification (builds off of Spider Web
Wonders)
o High-active game requiring students to retrieve specific
cards scattered a distance away. Students must get to
the assigned cards using foundational movements: hop,
jump, shape concepts, walk straight line, traveling with
arms up, etc.

2:30

2:40

Weekly Recap: Check for Understanding-Recognition (LA S EE)
• High energy
• Pick from Sight Words and/or Zoo Lab Words
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Week-at-a-Glance Legend
Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)
Language Arts/Literature (LA)
Math (M)
Science (S)

Environmental Education (EE)
Arts (A)
Physical Education (PE)
Social Science (SS)

A Week-at-a-Glance for a 7th Grade Student
August Unit: Endangered Flora and Fauna
Day

Start

End

Learning Experiences

Mon

8:15

8:35

8:35

10:40 SEL Activity SEL EE
• Morning Shorts: activity that supports SEL growth
• Topics for this week to include: mindfulness, empathy, feelings,
respect
• Activity will connect students with themselves and the
environment (stewardship)

Breakfast

History/Geology of the Central Valley LA S EE SS
• Discussion, short video clips
• Introduce bioregion, succession, sprawl
• Political/economic impact
• Introduce map reading (USGS quadrant maps), topography,
locating landmarks, using legends, etc.
• Simulation of Table Mountain basalt formations
o Small group ‘experiments’
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Social Studies LA EE SS
• Cultural exploration of the Central Valley region
• Short video clips, discussion, artifacts
• Compare human-environment interaction
10:40 10:55 Recess
11:00 12:00 Math LA M S EE
• Mapping, topography
• Using the USGS topo maps introduced earlier, complete a
series of calculations
• The map will encompass the conservation area that the class
will be visiting on Friday
• Small group math challenge
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•

•

Calculations include the area of the conservation area,
elevations and heights of specific land features,
longitude/latitude, etc.
Narratives of the process of navigating each challenge posed.

12:00 12:30 Lunch/Recess

Tues

12:30

1:05

Zoo - Teacher Led (after lunch)
• Mapping LA M S
o Map comparison - zoo map vs. USGS map
o Small groups … discover similarities and differences
• Flora Phenology Project LA S EE A
o Students select a specific flora species/mini-habitat
onsite to monitor for the school year
o Observations will be logged in student field journals
o Each entry will have guidelines/requirements; students
will be free to express these in a variety of ways (e.g.
written prose, sketching, drawing, sketchnotes, etc.)
• Adopt-a-Tree (PLT curriculum) LA M S EE A PE SS
o Each student will be assigned a tree
o Describe tree using personal observation and
investigation
o Identify relationships between tree and other organisms
o Show/describe distinguishing features of the tree
o Students will share their data/findings
• Poet-Tree (PLT curriculum) LA S EE SS
o Students will articulate a poem, prose, lyrics about their
tree, their experience with the tree, etc.
o Provides an opportunity to express thoughts, values,
beliefs about the environment and related issues in
creative and artistic ways.
Physical Education PE
• Zoo Race Route (California Classic)
• 1 mile route located inside the zoo

1:10

2:20

2:20

3:05

3:10

3:15

8:15

8:35

8:35

10:40 SEL Activity SEL EE
• Morning Shorts: activity that supports SEL growth
• Topics for this week to include: mindfulness, empathy, feelings,
respect
• Activity will connect students with themselves and the
environment (stewardship)
Language Arts LA M S EE SS
• Narratives: Houston We have a Narrative
• Sharing data and research is a critical piece of the scientific
method

Breakfast
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•

This introduction is designed to provide students with tools for
articulating narratives about their research, data, and
experiences
• Students will practice by writing on either the data from their
mapping calculations, or their discoveries in the simulation of
Table Mountain basalt formations from Monday’s class.
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Introduce Nature Journaling and Field Journals LA S EE A
• California Native Plant Society curriculum
• Free online resources from Author/Artist John Muir Laws
Website
• Field journal protocols
• Students will make an entry in their field journal using one or
more of the techniques presented.
10:40 10:55 Recess
11:00 12:30 Math
•
•
•

Lesson of the Kaibab Plateau (Project Wild) LA M S EE
Ecosystem carrying capacity, impact, environmental
succession
Carrying capacity calculations, exploration of changing
populations, data presentation

12:30

1:05

Lunch/Recess

1:10

2:20

Conducting Independent Investigations: Mini-Investigations LA S
EE (Citizen Science Curriculum Guide: Phenology and Nature’s
Notebook)
• Students will practice steps in the process of doing science
(NGSS Science practices)
• Guided observation … measurement, computation,
graphing/diagrams, estimation, prediction
• Example: How many seeds in a dandelion? Can use real
dandelions, or high resolution images that provide a clear
picture of the seed clusters
• Students document their findings/observations in their field
journals
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Mini-Investigation (continued) LA S EE A
• Students will finish documenting their findings/observations in
their field journals

2:20

3:05

Physical Education

3:10

3:15

Check for Understanding-Recognition (LA S EE)
• High energy
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•

Wed

Pick from one of the day’s activities

8:15

8:35

Breakfast

8:35

10:40 SEL Activity SEL EE
• Morning Shorts: activity that supports SEL growth
• Topics for this week to include: mindfulness, empathy, feelings,
respect
• Activity will connect students with themselves and the
environment (stewardship)
Introduce Endangered Species Project LA M S EE SS
• Introduce the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN)
• Explore the Red List categories and Criteria
• Introduce students with an array of resources to research
endangered species
• Review the math processes to help students calculate the rate
of extinction of a species.
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Introduce Endangered Species Project
(continued) LA M S EE SS
• Provide each student with a map that has the outline of the
world
• Place students in small groups and provide a list of endangered
species
• Groups research each animal on the list, locate and note their
habitat on their map
• In addition, groups will write short narratives on each animal
that focuses on those things they find most unique and
intriguing from their research
• Students must also calculate the species rate of extinction and
approximate how many years it has before extinction
• From this activity springboards individual projects centered on
an endangered specie selected by the student

10:40 10:55 Recess
11:00 12:30 Individual Endangered Species Project LA S EE
• Library Day LA S EE
o Students will spend time in the library doing initial
research and ultimately selecting an endangered
species they would like to learn more about
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Individual Endangered Species Project (continued) LA S EE
• Students will create a written proposal (template provided) on
the animal of their choice
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•

Thur

Students will do a short 1 minute video summarizing what they
have learned so far about the species they selected, and the
big questions that they are curious about

12:30 1:05

Lunch/Recess

1:10

1:40

Physical Education M S EE PE
• Oh Deer! (Project Wild)
• Physical activity that demonstrates population fluctuations,
carrying capacity, and limiting factors
Check for Understanding-Recognition LA S EE
• High energy
• Pick from one of the day’s activities

8:15

8:35

Breakfast

8:35

10:40 Zoo Lab (take lunch) LA S EE
• Review levels of endangerment
• Introduce some of the endangered onsite plants and animals
10:40 10:55
from the local region
• Introduce external catalysts that cause changes in flora
• Introduce internal responses to these catalysts
11:00 12:30
• Reflect upon and study the effect of climate change on flora
and fauna
12:30 1:05
• Field journal entry on one of the species presented in the lab
session
Physical Education PE
• Zoo Race Route (California Classic)
• 1 mile route located inside the zoo
Lunch
1:10

2:20

Math LA M
• Field Exploration: introduce math processes that will be used in
Friday’s field-experience
• Students will learn how to conduct transect measurements, and
residual dry matter measurements
• Introduce methods of sharing data gathered
Brain Break
• 1- 5 minute break; in-class physical activity
Math (continued) LA M
• Break students into groups of two and practice the concept of
transect measurements on campus
• Have students make calculations and decide on a way to share
the data.

2:20

3:05

Physical Education PE
• High Intensity Interval Challenge

3:10

3:15

Check for Understanding-Recognition (LA S EE)
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•
•

Fri

8:15

8:35

High energy
Pick from Sight Words and/or Zoo Lab Words

Breakfast

8:35

10:40 Local Agency Field Experience LA M S EE PE SS
• Collaborate with local foothill agency for a field experience in
the Blue Oak Woodland habitat
10:40 10:55
• Exploration traverses a three mile distance; easy to moderate
difficulty level.
• Field biologist, botanist, wildlife ecologist to introduce foothill
11:00 12:30
species; view first-hand impacts on flora-fauna
• Geology of the watershed
12:30 1:05
o First-hand view of large granite outcroppings and the
basalt table formations discussed earlier in the week
•
30
minute
individual field exploration and field-journal
1:10 2:20
experience
• First-hand view of impacts on species: Invasive species,
2:20 3:05
succession, development
• Cultural-Historical Resources
o Native Americans of the area, village site, grinding
3:10 3:15
holes, native uses of plants, artifacts
o Mining and railroad footprint
• Rangeland Management (holistic)
o Tie to the ‘Oh Deer’ and ‘Lessons of Kaibab Plateau’
done earlier in the week
o Discuss capacity and mimicry
• Transects and specie counts, Residual Dry Matter (RDM)
calculations
• Citizenship: Rights and Responsibilities
o What rights does the environment have?
o What responsibility do you have to respect its rights?
• To end the day, a 30 minute individual field exploration and
field-journal experience
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Scope And Sequence Map: 1st Grade
1st Trimester
August - October

2nd Trimester
November - February

READING
RL 1.1 details
RL 1.3 describe story
RL 1.4 feelings/senses
RL 1.7 illustrations
RL 1.9 compare-contrast

READING
RL 1.1 details
RL 1.2 retell
RL 1.3 describe story
RL 1.4 feelings/senses
RL 1.5 text types/structures
RL 1.6 identify
RL 1.7 illustrations
RL 1.9 compare-contrast
RL 1.10 prose-poetry

READING
RL 1.1 details
RL 1.2 retell
RL 1.3 describe story
RL 1.4 feelings/senses
RL 1.5 text types/structures
RL 1.6 identify
RL 1.7 illustrations
RL 1.9 compare-contrast
RL 1.10 prose-poetry

RI 1.1 ask/answer questions
RI 1.2 topic/key details
RI 1.3 connect ideas
RI 1.4 clarify meaning
RI 1.5 text structures
RI 1.6 distinguish information
RI 1.7 describe key ideas
RI 1.8 author reasoning
RI 1.9 text comparison
RI 1.10 informational text

RI 1.1 ask/answer questions
RI 1.2 topic/key details
RI 1.3 connect ideas
RI 1.4 clarify meaning
RI 1.7 describe key ideas
RI 1.8 author reasoning
RI 1.9 text comparison
RI 1.10 informational text

RI 1.1 ask/answer questions
RI 1.2 topic/key details
RI 1.3 connect ideas
RI 1.4 clarify meaning
RI 1.6 distinguish information
RI 1.7 describe key ideas
RI 1.10 informational text
RF 1.1 understanding
RF 1.1a sentence structure
RF 1.2 understanding
RF 1.2b pronunciation
RF 1.3 phonics/word analysis
RF 1.3a spelling-sound
RF 1.3b decoding
RF 1.3c vowel convention
RF 1.4 fluency/comprehension
RF 1.4a understanding
RF 1.4b accuracy, pacing

RF 1.1 understanding
RF 1.1a sentence structure
RF 1.2 understanding
RF 1.2b pronunciation
RF 1.2c isolate sounds
RF 1.2d segment sounds
RF 1.3 phonics/word analysis
RF 1.3a spelling-sound
RF 1.3b decoding
RF 1.3f inflectional words
RF 1.3g irregular words
RF 1.4 fluency/comprehension
RF 1.4a understanding
RF 1.4b accuracy, pacing
RF 1.4c using context

3rd Trimester
March - May

RF 1.1 understanding
RF 1.1a sentence structure
RF 1.2 understanding
RF 1.2b pronunciation
RF 1.3a spelling-sound
RF 1.3b decoding
RF 1.3c vowel convention
RF 1.3d syllables
RF 1.3e decoding syllables
RF 1.3f inflectional words
RF 1.3g irregular words
RF 1.4 fluency/comprehension
RF 1.4a understanding
RF 1.4b accuracy, pacing
RF 1.4c using context

WRITING
W 1.2 informative
W 1.5 topic
W 1.7 research
W 1.8 recall/gather info

WRITING
W 1.1 opinion
W 1.2 informative
W 1.3 narrative
W 1.5 topic
W 1.7 research
W 1.8 recall/gather info

WRITING
W 1.1 opinion
W 1.2 informative
W 1.3 narrative
W 1.5 topic
W 1.6 produce writing
W 1.7 research
W 1.8 recall/gather info

SPEAKING/LISTENING

SPEAKING/LISTENING

SPEAKING/LISTENING
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SL 1.1 collaborative
conversations
SL 1.1a discussion protocols
SL 1.2 key details
SL 1.3 clarify information
SL 1.4 description
SL 1.5 visual description

SL 1.1 collaborative
conversations
SL 1.1a discussion protocols
SL 1.1b build on conversations
SL 1.1c clarifying questions
SL 1.2 key details
SL 1.3 clarify information
SL 1.4 description
SL 1.5 visual description
SL 1.6 complete sentences

SL 1.1 collaborative
conversations
SL 1.1a discussion protocols
SL 1.1b build on conversations
SL 1.1c clarifying questions
SL 1.2 key details
SL 1.3 clarify information
SL 1.4 description
SL 1.5 visual description
SL 1.6 complete sentences

LANGUAGE
L 1.1a print
L 1.1b nouns
L 1.1c nouns/verbs
L 1.1d pronouns
L 1.1f adjectives
L 1.1g conjunctions
L 1.4c root words
L 1.5a categorize words

LANGUAGE
L 1.1a print
L 1.1b nouns
L 1.1c nouns/verbs
L 1.1d pronouns
L 1.1e verbs-time
L 1.1f adjectives
L 1.1g conjunctions
L 1.2a capitalize
L 1.2b punctuation
L 1.2d spelling
L 1.4a context clues
L 1.4c root words
L 1.5a categorize words
L 1.5b define by category
L 1.5c connections
L 1.6 word relationships

LANGUAGE
L 1.1c nouns/verbs
L 1.1d pronouns
L 1.1e verbs-time
L 1.1h determiners
L 1.1i prepositions
L 1.1j sentence structure
L 1.2c commas
L 1.2d spelling
L 1.2e spelling conventions
L 1.4a context clues
L 1.4b affixes
L 1.4c root words
L 1.5c connections
L 1.5d shades of meaning
L 1.6 word relationships

ELD
PI A.1 exchanging info/ideas
PI A.2 interacting
PI B.5 listening actively
PI B.8 analyzing
PI C.10 writing
PI C.12 precise vocabulary
PII A.1 text structure
PII B.3 verbs/phrases
PII B.4 nouns/phrases
PIII phonics/word recognition,
print concepts, fluency

ELD
PI A.1 exchanging info/ideas
PI A.2 interacting
PI A.4 language choice
PI B.5 listening actively
PI B.6 conveyed meaning
PI B.7 evaluating
PI B.8 analyzing
PI C.9 expressing info/ideas
PI C.10 writing
PI C.12 precise vocabulary
PII A.1 text structure
PII A.2 cohesion
PII B.3 verbs/phrases
PII B.4 nouns/phrases
PII B.5 modifying
PII C.6 connecting ideas
PII C.7 condensing ideas
PIII phonics/word recognition,
print concepts, fluency

ELD
PI A.1 exchanging info/ideas
PI A.2 interacting
PI A.3 justify, negotiate
PI A.4 language choice
PI B.5 listening actively
PI B.6 conveyed meaning
PI C.9 expressing info/ideas
PI C.10 writing
PI C.11 justify, evaluate
PI C.12 precise vocabulary
PII A.1 text structure
PII A.2 cohesion
PII B.3 verbs/phrases
PII B.4 nouns/phrases
PII B.5 modifying
PII C.6 connecting ideas
PII C.7 condensing ideas
PIII phonics/word recognition,
print concepts, fluency

MATH
Count and Model Numbers
1.NBT.1
Add/Sub within 10
1.OA.1

MATH
Place Value
1.NBT.2
1.NBT.5
Comparing Numbers

MATH
Geometry
1.G.1
1.G.2
1.G.3
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1.OA.3
1.OA.5
1.OA.6
1.OA.7
1.OA.8

1.NBT.3
1.NBT.1
Add/Sub within 20
1.OA.1
1.OA.2
1.OA.3
1.OA.4
1.OA.5
1.OA.6
1.OA.7
1.OA.8

Add/Sub of Larger Numbers
1.OA.6
1.NBT.4
1.NBT.5
1.NBT.6
Measurement
1.MD.1
1.MD.2
1.MD.3
1.MD.4

Scope And Sequence Map: 7th Grade
1st Trimester
August - October
Reading
RL 7.1 cite evidence
RL 7.2 theme
RL 7.3 story elements
RI 7.1 cite evidence
RI 7.2 central idea
RI 7.3 analyze ideas
RI 7.6 author’s point of view

2nd Trimester
November - February
Reading
RL 7.1 evidence
RL 7.2 theme
RL 7.3 story elements
RL 7.4 figurative/connotative
language
RL 7.6 point of view
RL 7.7 compare to another
medium
RL 7.9 historical fiction
RI 1.7 textural evidence
RI 7.2 central idea
RI 7.3 analyze text, ideas, events
RI 7.4 word meaning, choice
RI 7.5 analyze structure
RI 7.7 compare to other medium,
RI 7.8 trace/evaluate argument
RI 7.9 Compare and contrast

Reading: History/Soc Stu
RH 7.2 secondary source
RH 7.4 word meanings
RH 7.5 presentation of info
RH 7.7 visual integration
RH 7.9 analysis of sources
Reading: Science/Tech
RST 7.1 cite evidence
RST 7.2 central ideas

3rd Trimester
March - May
Reading
RL 7.1 evidence
RL 7.2 central idea
RL 7.3 story elements
RL 7.4 word meaning
RL 7.6 point of view
RL 7.7 compare to another
medium
RI 7.2 central idea
RI 7.3 analyze text, ideas, events
RI 7.6 point of view
RI 7.7 media

Reading: History/Soc Stu
RH 7.1 textural evidence
RH 7.2 secondary source
RH 7.3 identify key steps
RH 7.4 word meanings
RH 7.5 presentation of info
RH 7.7 visual integration
RH 7.8 fact/opinion
RH 7.9 analysis of sources

Reading: History/Soc Stu
RH 7.1 textural evidence
RH 7.3 identify key steps
RH 7.4 word meanings
RH 7.5 presentation of info
RH 7.6 author viewpoint
RH 7.7 visual integration
RH 7.8 fact/opinion
RH 7.10 understand Hist/SS

Reading: Science/Tech

Reading: Science/Tech
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RST 7.3 multistep
procedure
RST 7.4 scientific
symbols/terms
RST 7.5 analyze structure
RST 7.8 distinguish facts

RST 7.1 cite evidence
RST 7.2 central ideas
RST 7.3 multistep procedure
RST 7.4 scientific symbols/terms
RST 7.5 analyze structure
RST 7.6 analyze purpose
RST 7.7 integrate information
RST 7.8 distinguish facts

RST 7.1 cite evidence
RST 7.2 central ideas
RST 7.3 multistep procedure
RST 7.4 scientific symbols/terms
RST 7.5 analyze structure
RST 7.7 integrate information
RST 7.9 compare/contrast
RST 7.10 understand Sci/Tech
texts

Writing
W 7.1a introduce claim
W 7.1b support claim
W 7.1c reasons/evidence
W 7.2 topic, informative
W 7.3.a point of view
W 7.3.b narrative
techniques
W 7.3d details
W 7.3e conclusion
W 7.4 purpose/audience
W 7.7 research
W 7.8 digital sources
W 7.9 evidence
W 7.9 evidence

Writing
W 7.1a introduce claim
W 7.1b support claim
W 7.1c reasons/evidence
W 7.1d formal style
W 7.1e conclusion
W 7.2 informative
W 7.3a point of view
W 7.3.b narrative techniques
W 7.3c transitions
W 7.3d details
W 7.3e conclusion
W 7.4 task, purpose
W 7.5 writing process, revision
W 7.10 write routinely

Writing
W 7.2a thesis statement
W 7.2b develop a topic
W 7.2c transitions
W 7.2d precise language
W 7.2e formal style
W 7.2f concluding statement
W 7.4 talks, purpose, audience
W 7.5 writing process
W 7.6 linking/citing sources
W 7.7 research
W 7.8 relevant information
W 7.9 evidence
W 7.10 write routinely

Speaking/Listening
SL7.1 collaborative
discussions
SL 7.1c pose questions
SL 7.1d acknowledge new
information
SL 7.4 present claims

Speaking/Listening
SL 7.1 collaborative discussions,
engage effectively
SL 7.1a come to discussions
prepared
SL 7.1b collegial discussions
SL 7.1c pose questions
SL 7.1d acknowledge new
information
SL 7.2 analyze main idea
SL 7.3 delineate a speaker’s
argument
SL 7.4 present claims
SL 7.5 include multimedia
SL 7.6 adapt speech

Speaking/Listening
SL 7.1 collaborative discussions,
engage effectively
SL 7.1a come to discussions
prepared
SL 7.1b collegial discussions
SL 7.1c pose questions
SL 7.1d acknowledge new
information
SL 7.4 present claims
SL 7.5 include multimedia
SL 7.6 adapt speech

LANGUAGE
L 7.2 conventions
L 7.2a adjectives
L 7.4 word meanings
L 7.4a context clues

LANGUAGE
L 7.1 conventions/grammar
L 7.1a phrases/clauses
L 7.1b sentence variety
L 7.1c dangling modifiers
L 7.2 language conventions
L 7.2b spell correctly
L 7.3 language
L 7.4a context
L 7.4b roots
L 7.4c use reference material
L 7.4d word meaning
L 7.5 figurative language, analogy

LANGUAGE
L 7.1a phrases/clauses
L 7.1b sentence variety
L 7.1c dangling modifiers
L 7.4a context
L 7.4b roots
L 7.4c use reference material
L 7.4d word meaning
L 7.5 figurative language, analogy
L 7.5a figures of speech
L 7.5b word relationships
L 7.5c connotations
L 6 word phrases
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L 7.5a figures of speech
L 7.5b word relationships
L 7.5c connotations
ELD
PI A.1 exchanging info/ideas
PI A.2 interacting
PI B.5 listening actively
PI B.6 conveyed meaning
PI C.9 expressing info/ideas
PI C.10 writing
PII A.1 text structure
PII B.3 verbs/phrases
PII B.4 nouns/phrases
PII C.1 connecting ideas
PIII print concepts, fluency

ELD
PI A.1 exchanging info/ideas
PI A.2 interacting
PI A.3 justify, negotiate
PI A.4 language choice
PI B.5 listening actively
PI B.6 conveyed meaning
PI B.7 evaluating
PI B.8 analyzing
PI C.9 expressing info/ideas
PI C.10 writing
PI C.11 justify, evaluate
PI C.12 precise vocabulary
PII A.1 text structure
PII A.2 cohesion
PII B.3 verbs/phrases
PII B.4 nouns/phrases
PII B.5 modifying
PII C.6 connecting ideas
PII C.7 condensing ideas

ELD
PI A.1 exchanging info/ideas
PI A.2 interacting
PI A.3 justify, negotiate
PI A.4 language choice
PI B.5 listening actively
PI B.6 conveyed meaning
PI B.7 evaluating
PI B.8 analyzing
PI C.9 expressing info/ideas
PI C.10 writing
PI C.11 justify, evaluate
PI C.12 precise vocabulary
PII A.1 text structure
PII A.2 cohesion
PII B.3 verbs/phrases
PII B.4 nouns/phrases
PII B.5 modifying
PII C.6 connecting ideas
PIII print concepts, fluency

MATH
Number System
7.NS.1
7.NS.2
7.NS.3
Ratios & Proportions
7.RP.1
7.RP.2
7.RP.3
7.G.1

MATH
Probability
7.SP.5
7.SP.6
7.SP.7
7.SP.8
Expressions & Equations
7.EE.1
7.EE.2
7.EE.3
7.EE.4

MATH
Statistics
7.SP.1
7.SP.2
7.SP.3
7.SP.4
Geometry
7.G.2
7.G.3
7.G.4
7.G.5
7.G.6

APPENDIX G: Other Attachments
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APPENDIX H: Required Forms
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